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RATIONALE

Housing needs of families and individuals have assumed much impor-
tance in recent yeau. As people in the post-World War II population

bull* came in4Othe expansion stage of family life, seeking adequate

houging became amajor ptohlen.

Changing family life styles are having repercussions on housing.
An example 9f this is the growth in the market for home ownership by
single peoOle who now constitute a large segment of the population because .

of divorce, iater marriagk, widowhood, or choosing to remain single.
0

Inflation has been felt more severely in housing costs than in
other areas of family expenditures, causing people to consider housing
choices more carefully than ever before. Since buying a house is the
greatest single financial transaction many families will make, pointers
on making the best hpusing choice are crucial

Energy costs consume a large portion orthe household budget and
are not expected to decrease in the near future. A majo'ç part of a

family's 'utility bill rtiay be determined by the c6ndition of the building"i
in which they live qnd how they manage use of their.space.

People spend the greatest amount of time during their day in ttleir

homes. Efficient and attractive surroundings add to the quality of

life'for individuals and families.,

Understanding housing needs of people can help citizens make better
decfsions in regacd to human relations, functions of 'society, and environ-

mental maintenance. Both young people and adults could gain from learning
more about satisfying.their housing needs economically and.eaesthetically.

A look at,trends in housing should be interesting especially to
young people as they, look toward the future, and a knowledge Of careers
-related to housing could be useful in helping them consider jobs which

( might be available to them.

Housing is ofe of several subject areas in which guides are being
developed for use in the Louisiana Vocational Home EconoTics program.
This curriculum guide will present concepts related to houing which could
aid iR dec;sion-making about housing, improve the near environment,,and
prepare students to meet housing needs as they occur throughout life,

Inclyded in the guide are topics, obiectives, confent areas, learning and
evalaation experiences, and teaching resources.

The guide is to be used as a source of pideas for teachers to use

. in planning individual units to meet specific needs of their students:

It is assumed that teachers will use the guide for suggestions to help.

' plan programs, and not as a recipe book to be followed step by step.

V.

SI



DESIGN OF THE GUIDE

Conceptual Framework:

Cqncepts and sub-concepts related to housing as it migh.t be taught
in home economics programs are arranged at the begiaining of the guide into
a conceptual framework to show the relationships among them.

Five major c.onceptual areas are covered in this guide.

1,

Levels:

I. HOUSING CHOICES
II. ECONOMICS OF HQpSING

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT
IV. HOME PLANNING
V. HQUSING TRENDS

4

Concepts can be taught at many levels. Because of th9 wide variety
of home economics programs in Louisiana schools, five levels were delineated
in this guide to provide for a range of audiences.

Level One - Beginning Housing: Grades 6-9, or Junior High School;

the introductory or pre-vocational course in home
economics. Students study the importance of housing

in meeting human needs.

Level Two Housing.,- Home Economics I: Grades 9-10, or the first
course in secondary school home economics, usually
Home Economics I. Housing concepts affecting students'

averyday lives are introduced.

Level Three-Housing --Home E onomics II: Grades 10-11, or the second

course in second ry school, usdally Home Economics II.
It is assumed that students have bad Home Economics I at
tlq's level, and possibly home economics in Junior High

School as well. Basic concepts intrioduced earlier are

expanded and re1at6d to faMily and cOmmunity life.
0

Level Four- Housing - Semester Course: Grades 11:12. .A comprehensive

.study of housing as it rTlates to home economics is made.
Concepts are examined in\depth.

Level Five- Housing - Modules: Gradps 12 and AClult. Short courses

or units may be planned tor secondary school or adult

education classes that do not have prerequisites in
home economics. Students are assumed to be mature and
have major, imminent concerns for meeting sperific
housing needs.

Page numbers are written in columns to the right of the conceptual
framework outline to show where concepts are developed at each level..

t,

vi .
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Scope and Sequence:

From the conceptual framework, certain concepts have been drawn
which seem to be appropriate for a particular.level of student.

These,concepts have been restructured into a Scope and Sequence .

outline for each level, which suggests the material considered to be
suitable for that group of students.

At the beginning of each section the Scope and Sequence of concepts
for tbat level is outlined, and page numbers are gi:en where they may be
found within that section.

Not all c.oncepts are taught at every level, so the numbering system
is consistent with the conceptual framework at the front of the guide,
rather than within each level.

Objectives:

Major objectives, or goals, are writttn for each level so the
iteacher may determine the appropriateness of the level forustudents.

Specific, or instructional objectives are listed as the introduction
of each topic of sub-concept within the levels. These spcific objectives,
written in behavioral terms, maybe used as the basis ior evaluating the
progress of students during the course of study. Specific objectives may
be rewritten as criterion objectives by attaching quantitative measures
and specifying codditions. f

Content:

Under the heading, Content, generalizations are stated, and silb-
concepts or topics are developed.in some detail. Because the subject of
housing is so broad, content areas are not outlined in as much detail as
some tkachers may need. The intent ot this guide is to stimulate
teachers to seek more detailed information from other sources rather than
to exhaust the subject here.

Student Learnina Activities:

Ideas for ways to i4vd1-ve students In learning activitiev, .;re
suggested for each level. 'There are more ideas than can her or should be,
used with any on-. class. They are not written in any order/ of priority.

The teacher should choose learning activities accordrng to the 4
needs 1-1(1 interests of the students, and the facilities, resources, and
Zime available for class.

A teache houid not feel limited to using pnly the suggestions
described, h -rather should use them to 'spark further ideas, building
upon the-if trOm the- guide. Students themselves may contribute idoas for
approprikte learning opportunities.

vii.
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FHA Activities:

Future Homemakers of America (FHA), the youth organization for
Vocational Home Economics, encourages khe integration of club and class-

'room activities.

Suggestions are included among the student learning activities of
levels two, three, and four for FHA projects. These are indicated y "+"
at the left of the activity. These activities generally involve more
people than jikat the students, and may be of interest to a broader
audience than the home economics class.

Resources:

At the end of every major concept within the levels., suggestions.are
given for resource materials that may be useful to the teacher and

students. Inclusion in the guide is nct endorsement for the materials;
teachers are urged to use discretion in ordering.and to preview materials
carefully before using them with students.

The textbooks related to housing adopted in 1980 by the Louisiana
State Department of Education are listed at the end of the guide.

A publisher's address list is provided to facilitate orde'ring

materials. No prices are quoted in this guide for resource materials
.listed, since these often are subject to change. When items are free,

, however, this is mentioned.

Suggestions for Using the_Guide:

In using the curriculum guide to deaign a unit or course of study
for a particular occasima, a teacher may go through 'the following steps:

1) Analyze the audience; think about who will be studying
housing,:tpeir ages, interests, abilities, previous ex-

' periences, hnd their reasons for studying particularlkopics-

2) Determine which of the fie levels would most nearly meet
their needs, based on what is known of the audience.

3) Read the section in the guide for thIs,particular level,
the scope and sequence of concepts, the objectives, the
suggested student learning activities, and resources.

4) Check the levels above and below yils level to see if there
are other ideas appropriate for We particular audience.

5) Consider the time and other constraints on teaching. Design

the spgcific scope and sequence', objectives, and learning and



evaluation activities for the class, choosing from the icteas
given in the guide, and adding others which may be suitable
for the learners.

6) Evaluate the results of the experience and make notes in the
guide for future reference. The looseleaf format of this,
guide was chosen so that teachers could add other mater-
ials they find useful in their work.



HOUSING: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Concepts Levels/Page Numbers

One TWo Three, Four Five*

I. HOUSING CHOICES 4 31 56 93'

At Human needs for shelter 4 56 93

1. basic needs 4 56 93

2. secondary needs 5 -, 56 93

B. The environment., 6 ' 31 58 95

1. scope 6 31 58 95

,
2. types - 31 , 58 95

3. interaction with people 7 - ' 58 95

C. Factors influencing choice 9 - 97

1. geography 9 - -1 .97

2. 911ture 10 --
.

97

3. - family 11 - - 98

4. actnities ,

5. location

12

12 .

-

-

- - 99

99

D. Housing alternatives - 33 61 101

1. single family dwellings 61 101

2. multiple dwellings 61 101

3. influence of structure - 33 62 102

E. Housing styles 104

, . 1. international influences - - - 104

2, historical American - - 104

3. current - - 105

4. Louisiana - - 105

II.
kt%

ECONOMICS OF HOUSING - 64
\

107

A., Hdusing and the economy - 64 107 .

1. ,.the housing market - - 107-

2. the housing budget - 64 107

,

,

B. Housing selection
1: deciding to rent, buy, or build

-

-

-

-

a09
109

2. locating available housing - 110

-3.- structural con4derations - -
,

110
.

,

C. Acquiring housing - - 113

1. renting I ... 113

2. buying _ _ 113

1, hnildino - - - 114

Concepts for Level Pive (Housing Modules) are chosen according to the

design of each module (see page 191). .

x.,
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Concepts
N*6.

Levels/Page Numbers

t >

, . One Two Three Four Five

D. Financing a home 118
1. sources of funds - 118

2. mortgages - - - 118
3.. taxes

'

r

- 119
...

4. insurance :

s

119

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT 14 35 66 122

A. Housing 'systems - - 122
1. temperature control - 122
2. water and waite transfer

7
- 124

.
3. electrical
4. protection

-

-

124'

125
5. increasing system efficiency - - 126

B. Home energy use 14 35 66 128
1. energy sources - 35 66 128
2. energy conservation 14 -35 66 128

\

C. Home safety 16 - 68 131
1. accident prevention 16 - 68 131
2. preparedness 16 - 'Arega"\131

,

. D. Maintaining the home as 37 70 133
1. importance of home maintenance 18 37 70 133
2. exterior maintenance 19 - 70 133
3. interior maintenance 20 . 71 134

E. Home responsibilities 22 39 74 138
1. sharing home care tasks 22 39 74 138
2. living with others 22. 40 75 139
3. independent living - 140

D/. HOME PLANNING 25 42 76 144

A. Use of space - 2 76 144
1. .areas in the home 42 - 144

,2. reading house plans - 144
3. analyzing house plans -, - - 145
4. improving the use of space

.. 42 76 146

xi. 14



Concepts 1evelft/ Page, Numbers

B. Home decoration
1. design in the home
2. styles
3. planning home decoration

C. Home interiors
l. surface treatments
2. window and door treatments
3. lighting
4. furniture and accessories'
5. household linens
6. household equipment

D. Buying household.goods
1. considerations
2. sources,of information
3. consumer protectton

E. Home improvements
1. improvement schemes
2. recycling used items
3. remodeling

V. HOUSIM TRFNDS

A. Factors affecting. housing
1. societal changes
2. economics
3. technology
4. environmental concerns

B. Housing and government
1. housing agencies
2. housing

C. Housing as a social concern
1. effects of poor housing on

society
2. effects of social conditions

on housing
3. actions for improving,housing

One Two Three Four Five

25 44 78 150
--: - 78 150

80 151

25 44 81 152

//

- 156
-.. - - 156
-, - - 157

1 - 158

- 158
- - - 160

- - 161

,- - 84 167
.... ... - 167

84 167

84 168

- 46 - 170

- 46 - 170
- 47 - 171

- - - 171

26 49 61 175

- - ' 175
- 175

- - - 176
- - - 176
- - 177

_. _ - 178

- 180
- 180

- - - 181

- - - 181
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Co epts

LI). Future develdptents in housing
1. innOliative construction techniques
2. new energy sources
3% changes in life styles

E. Housing occupations
I. johs related to housing

1,2, preparation for housing occu-
-:pation4

3. trends in housing occupations,

Levels/Page.Numbers

One

,-

Two Three Four Five

- 183

183

183

184

26 49 86 186
26 49 - 186

- 50 - 187

86 188
it-
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LEVEL ONE

Beginning Housing

(Grades 6-9: Junior High)

Preteens and young teenagers usually are interested in taking on
increasing responsibility of shaping and maintaining their own enviiron-
ments and carrying a fair share of familyresponsibilities. They are
seeking'their place in the world, growing out of childhood, and taking
on the first tentative tasks which will prepare them for adulthood.

/
Concepts introduced at the entry level of housing should be those

of high priority in providing for a quality life. Students should learn
the importance of housings in uveting human needs. At this level basic

0'
concepts should be studied that will lead to improved understanding at

more advanced levels.

.I.

....-"/..'

The Level One Scope'and Sequence of concepts was designed for pre--
vocational middle school or junior high school sOidents who are studying.

. housing for the first time. It is assumed that the housing unit will
. he part of a general introduction to home economics. eoncepts listed

in the Scope and Sequence may be'studied in a separate unit, or*they
may be integrated into other home,economics subject matter areas.

Major objectives:

At the completion of the unit students shouldpe able to:

1) describe different woys that people,t0oughout the world satisfy
/ their need for shelter.

4%.
.

2) demonstrate ways of conserving energy in the home.

,.

'3) share home space with family members.

4) assume some responsibility for maintaining a safe dndhealthful
environment.

5) utilize crafts and hobbies in the home environment.

6) idenAify occupations selated to housing.

1

,

N.. .

a 2
, i.,

"1
V.

8
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Level One

Beginning Housing

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF CONCEPTS

Concepts Pane

T. HOUSING CHOICES 4

A. Human needs for shelter 4

1. basic needs 4

2. secondary needs 5

.....6.,/
B. The environment 6

. .
1., scope 6

,

t 3. interaction with people 7

,
C. Factors influencing choices -4

1. geography 9

2. culture 10

t
3. family

I
11

4. activities
/

12

5. location 12

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT 14

B. Home energy use 14

2. -energy Conservation 14

C. Home safety 16
1. accidept 'prevention 16

2.. preparedness 16

D. Maintaining the home 18

1. implortance ofhome maintenance 18,

2. exterior_maintenance 19

3. interfOr maintenance 20

E. Home responsibilities 22

. 1. sharing home care tasks 22

2. living with others 22

IV. HOME PLANNING 25

B. Home decoration 25

3. planning home decoration 25

V. HOUSING TRENDS 26

E. Housing occupations 26

1. jobs related to housing 26

9
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Level One

I. HOUSING CHOICES
,

yopic: A. HuMan needs for shelter

-

-Objecti,ves: 1. List the basic needs that human beings must meet for
survival, and tell hoW housing helps fill these needs.

2. Name ways that a homeAis important to people, in
addition to providing shelter for physical survival.

114

Content Student Learning Activities
4

Housing helps people fill basic Divide the items below into those that
physical needs to sustain life, ate essential for living and those

. that are not: ,

,1. basic needs
- shelter knife chair
protection shoes blanket

-rest water plate
- nourishment bed glass

table matches
-

Plan a list of things needed for a
three-day back-packing trip. Include.

only things that one person can carry.
/Tell class members why each item was
. ci4osen.

. .

Recall reading the story of Robinson
Crusoe (Defoe). Tell how he met his
needs for shelter.

i

a

,

Look at pictures of homes of people
in other" countries. Tell how their
homes are different from yours and
how they are similar. Analyze how
well each type of home meets human
needs for shelter in the part of the
world in which they live.

Desqribe how houses are planned
around the physical needs of the
'people who live in thpm..

4

i 20



Content Student Learning Activities

Homes help people fill secondary Write a short paragraph to define
needs that make life comfortable what "home" means to people.
and more meaningful.

2. secondary needs
-belongingness
acceptance

-respect
pride
self-expression
privacy

Talk topeople who have been away
from home for a while and ask them
to describe how it feels to be
"homesick."

Describe the one place in the world
where you feel most comfortable.
Tell why-you feel thi,s way,about
this place.

Think of some ways that people you
know show that they are proud of.
their homes. What are things we
do for our homes that show pride?

Name some areas of the home that
people use for hobbies or activities

) that they enjoy.

Describe the room you would have if
you could plandt exactly the way
you would like to have it. Make a
model of this room in a shoe-box.

Look at pictures of,bedrooms and 011
what you think the people who Uve
.there must be like. Choose the one
you like best and tell why you chose
it.

Resources:

Brady, Marion, and Howard Brady. Habitat. (Idea and Action in World
Cultures Series) Prentice-Hall. Housing related to human behavior
examined in three foreign vultures and applied to American society.
Paperback. Teacher's guide. Skills and evaluation package with
spirit duplicatof masters. Junior high school level.

7
"Homes Around the World." Louisiana State Ddpartment of Education,

1963. 11 min., color film on homes in various cultures and in
various climates.

1
5
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Level One

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: B. The Environment

4

N

Objectives: 1. Describe effects of the immediate or near environment
and general or expanded environment on housing choices.

2. Tell how a positive environment benefits the people
living in it.

Content Student Learning Activities

Nr

One's environment, or the
surroundings in which one lives,
helps determine the kind of life

one lives.

1. scope
i -the near environment

-the expanded environ-
ment

A,

I

'1

Define the term, "private space."
Ask students to describe the area
they consider their own private

space. What would be "public space"?
What is the difference?

Ask your parents to tell you why they

chose to live where they do.

List and discuss factors in an
individual's near environment (home,
classroom at school) that influence
"lifestyle."

List and discuss factors in an
individual's expanded environment
(neighborhood, community, parish)
that influence "lifestyle."

Make a list of things that would
make an ideal neighborhood (play
spaces, safety factors, transpor-
tation available). How near or

far would you want to live to a

school? a grocery store? 'a fire

station? a hospital? your best

friends?

6 22



Content Student Learning Activities

The ways people interact with
their environment can produce
positive or negative results
on their lives.

1,

3. interactions wfth
people
-positive results

comfort
health
safety
security

-negative results
depletion of
resources
pollution
illness
injury
fear

Describe how new'parents prepare a
good physical environment for the
baby they are expecting. What fac-
tors do they consider? Why:

List things people can do to
improve their environment. ,

Write a plan tennis; about one thing
you will do in the next week to im-
prove your physical environment. A

week later report your progress on
the plan.

On the itay home ,f rom sc),fool look for

three ways' peopl e have 'ibused t neir

environment. Report your findings
to the class.

Read a newspaper st9ry about pollu-
tion in your community and tell how

111/1

people are trying to prevent.it%

List several types of pollution (air,
water, noise, litter, ctiemical,
radioactive) . Describe the short-
term and long-term effecCs of each.

Define natural regources. List

' several and tell which ones are
"renewable" and which ones are not.

Describe ways people can make their
natural resourceS last longer.

Make list of illnesses that are
caused by people living in a poor
.eavironment. Discus ways these
could be prevented.

Plan a class project to help improve
the school environment. For example:
decorate the cafeteria with flowers
or colorful posters; make curtains .
and supply houseplants for the
teachers' lounge; clean up, repaint,
or landscape the entrance tp the,
school.so pebple will feel more
welcome.

7
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Resources:

Duly, Colin. The Houses of Mankind. Home Economics 'School Service.

1979. Types of housing used'hy folk cultures around the world.
Factors that influence house construction.
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Level One

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic.: C. Factors influencing choice

Objectives: 1. Describe the effects of geography, on the type of hous-
ing used in a region.

2. Describe how housing rppects the culture of people.

3. Tell how the specific%characteristics of a family and
its members could help determine their housing needs.

4. Describe ways in which one's activities help deter-
mine the kind of housing needed.

5: List factors to considei when choosing the loration
of a home.

Content Student Learning ActivitieS

People design their houses

within geographical constraints.

1. geography
- climate

- topography

-space available
- natural resdurces

Collect pictures of houses from
different parts of the world. Group
together those from colderegions
and those from trbpical regions.
Describe the similarities dif-
ferences noted, and andlyzelthem,

Name building materials you expect
to be most ayailable in,these loca-
tions: forest, prairie, mountdins,
-desert, seaside.

Describe how people build houses
when they live in areas that Ere-
quently have floods; earthquakes;
heavy rains; hot, dry air; drought;
snow; tornadoes.

Make a display or photographs ot
homes in Louisiana. How do houses
in southern Louisiana differ from
those in the no"rthern part ot the
state? Why?

9
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Content Student Learning Activities

People make cultural statements

through tfieir homes.

2.- culture
-religion and beliefg

-values
-goals and standards

-customs .

From the library, learn which places
in the world, in the United Statea,
and in Louisiana have-the greatest
and least population densities.
Describe how the houses inWhich
people liye differ in these places.

NWIlat are distinctiVe features of
Louisiana humes that make, them
appropriate for the climate?

SUppose you were nuiving tO Southern
California. Tell how your houseJ
might be-Aifferent from the.one:you .

have in Lopisiana. What if you were
moving to Maine? To Florida?

Look at a photograph of the home of
someone you do not know. From what

you see,,What might you tell about
them? 'Point out the evidence you

use for your descriptions.

Think of something in your home that
has a great meaning for members of
your famil. Would this thing have

the same value to,,someone else?

Choose an activity,.such as eating;
sleeping, or-bathing. Research and
report to the class how people around
the world differ in the way they carry
out this activity and in the objects

' they use for it.

Talk with grandparents about 410W
living conditions were when they- A

were young. Ask them if there were.
some things better about living
then than now. -Share-their remarks

with the class.

10 -
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Content Student Learning Activities

Family characteristics are

important determinants in

housing choices.

3. family
-stage of 1,ife cycle
-composition and size
-permanency in commun-
ity

-special needs
children
older people
handicapped

-personal tastes
-resources available

Describe the house Of a well-known
family shown on a television series.
Does their house suit the people
living there? Why or why-not? Would

you like to live there? Why or why
not?

Suppose a family had a spare room in
the house. J)escribe how they could
use it if they had small children;
if they had teenagers; if they were

retired; if they had a hobby.

Collect a series of pictures for a
bulletin board showing how a bedroom
could be changed over the years to
meet the needs of its occupants from
the time they were babies to adult-
hood.

Discuss ways that people carry their
homes with them, using examples such
as nomadic people and space travelers.

Make a displarof furnishings that
might be chosen by Oople who move
often. How would they differ from
those of more permanently located
families?

Discuss ways a family could accommo-
date an increasing number of children,
even if they could not move tel a

larger house.

Interview these people: a parent of

a young child; a person over 70 years
old; a person with a physical handi-
cap. Ask each of them what changes '

aril:needed in housing arrangements
because of these condition.

Find a magazine picture of a house
or room that you like. Have a friend

find one, too. Compare the differ-

ences in your tastes.

11
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Concept Student Learning Activities

Housing should be chosen to
accommodate a family's acti-
vities..

4. activities
-home centered
-community contered
-space needs
-social situation
-life style

The Location of a house is
important to consider when

.choosing housing.

5. location
-neighborhood

type

quality
-rural/urban
-proximity

work *\

school
shopping

Members of "Family A" have many
friends and they like to entertain
them often at large parties in their
home. People in "Family B" prefer
inviting a few friends in to vis)t
quietly. Tell how families "A" and
"B" would diff.er in the kind of
house they might choose.

Describe the special housing needs
for people with hobbies such as
photography, cake decorating,
weaving, gardening, carpentry,
quilting, raising pets, gun collect-

. ing.

Make a list of services performed
for a family by its members, such as
preparing meals, washing the car, or
doing laundry. Calculate the cost
of getting these services done out-
side the home for a year. Compare
this with the cost of providing
facilities for doing them at homy.

Some people say they prefer a "Basic
Life Style." Define this term and
describe the house they might choose.

Give examples of how the neighbor-
hood in which one lives may have
an effect on one's life.

Write a definition of "neighborhood."
Compare definitions written by dif-
ferent students.

Look at a map of your community and
circle several "neighborhoods."
Ask class members w_ho have been
egglIelto describe their impressions
of them. _Discuss ways in which
impressions are formed.

2 8
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Content Student Learning Activities

Write a story of a visit with people
in a neighborhood different from the
one.in'which you live. Tell whether
or not you would want to live there,
and why.

Meet-1.41'th a neighborhood group that
is tryihg to imprbve living condi-

'''.

tions. VolUnteer to help them with
some Project, such as litter control,
beautification, erecting signs,

. landscaping, or painting a community
center.

Evaluate your own neighborhood in
terms of the distances people must
travel to.get to work, school, or
do shopping. Would you mOve away
in orde i. to travel less? Why or
why not?

Have a debate in class on the advan-
tages of living in rural or urban
communities. Rave class members
vote on the team that presents the
most convinbing.tase.

Resources:

Lewis, Evelyn L. Housing Decisipns. GoOdheart-Willcox Co. 1978.
Chapter 1, "Housing for Satisfaction"; Chapter 2, "Housing and
Life Situations."

McFarland, Marilyn and Vera Ramstetter. 'Exploring Living
Environments. McKnight Publishing Co.. 1977. Concept. 5,

"Understanding Yourself"; Concept 6, "Getting AlongtWith
Others"; and Concept 7, "Making Your'Own Decisions."

\
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Level One

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

.Topic: B. Home energy use

Ob3ective: Demnstrdte ways in which energy can be conserved in
the home.

111

Content Student Learning Activities

Energy may be saved through
conservation practices.

2. energy conservation-
- home design

-improved insulation
-equipment selection and
use Do a "waste watch" check on your
-energy efficient habits house. Look for cracks or air leaks
- calculating energy around doors and windows; lack of
savings insulation inceilings, walls, and

floors; and clogged filters on air-
conditioners, heaters, or clothes
dryers. Report your findings to,the
family and help improve the situation

Look on electrical appliances to 4
learn the number of watts of elec-
tricity they use. Make a list,'
puttihg the ones that use the most

Find out the kind of utility bills
your family pays (gas, electricity,
oil) and the amounts. 'Add up the

cost of energy used in your home for
one month and calculate the cost per
day.

at the top of the list: Think of
Sways to use these less or use them
more efficiently.

List ways energy could be saved in
your home. Have a meeting of family
members to share your ideas and
persuade themto help you carry them

On file cards write a series of
"reminders" for family members and
post them around the house. ("Fill

.full" foi the dishwasher and wash-
ing machines; "Close fast" for the
refrigerator door; and "Turn off"
for light switches.)
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Content Student Learning Activl.ties

k

/
At the end of a month of energy
"waste watChing" check the utility
bills to see how they compare with'
those of the previous month.

,..-----

Class members lead a school caMpaign
or contest oA saving energy by stu-
dents. Conserving cooljair or heat
and turning off lights in unused
rotms are examples of ideas to

develop.

Resources: /
"How to Conserve Energy at Home." Channing L. Bete Co. 1975.

,a Energy conservation Lps illustrated,by cartoons.

"Watts Wrong Game." Gulf States Utilities. Game for grades 2 6

to help students recognize ways they can conserve energy in their

daily lives. 2 to 4 players per game. Free loan.

4
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,. Level One
\

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: e. Home safety

Objectives: 1. Describe measur s to take in the home to make it a

)1
safer place to ive.

e*
2. Demonstrate ways that a family may be prepared for

emergencies in the home.

Content Student Learning Activities

Simple preventive measures can
reduce home accidents.

1. accident prevention
W;causes of home acci
dents
safe use of home
equipment
safety predautions

Make up a play or skit showing how
family members learned to prevent
accidents in their home the hard way.
Get someone with a home movie camera
to film it and show it back to the
class.

Have students tell about an accident
they had in their home. Class mem
bers analyze the reasons for the
accident and suggest preventive
measures.

Invite a person from the Red Cross
to tell the class what accidents
commonly occur in the home. Discuss
ways to prevent these.

Pre end that small children will be
com'ng to play in the home economics
department. Search the noom and
tell what must be done to make it
a safer place for them.

\
Demonstrate safe methods of using
hczune.equipment (iron, kitchen stove,

mixer, lawn mower). Check the
instruction booklets that come with
appliances'to see what safety tips
they provide.

-t
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Content Student Learning Activities

Being prepared for home emer-

gencies can improve the chances
.for recovery from accidents.

2. preparedness
- emergency instructions
- first-aid supplies

stockpiling for disas-
ters

Write or type up a list of emergency
telephone numbers, such aS the police
and fire departments, doctor and am-
bulance service. Give one to each
class member to pot near the tele-
phone at home.

Make a poster of safety rules for
each room in the house and for the
outside areas of the house; then hang
these up to remind people to be safe.

Draw up a list of first-aid supplies
that should be in a home. Check to
see that your family has these avail-
able. Collect supplies to make a
first-aid kit for the home economics
department.

Play a game called "What If . . .?"

One student makes up an emergency
situation that might occur in the
homg and other class members decide
the best way to handle it. Ask a
member of the Junior Red Cross ol
the school nurse to critique the
responses.

Resources:

"Safety in'the Home." Irqerpretive Education. PracticAlhints for
making homes hazard fr e. Filmstrip and cassette.

"The House of Accidents." Centron Films. Dracula takes audience on
tour of home to reveal potentialk dangerous conditions in every
room. 16 min. film.

"Child Safety is No Accident." Modern Talking Picture Service. 13

min. color film. Preventing burns, poison accidents; animal safety,

auto safety and first aid. 7th grade and higher. Free loan.

. "Electrical Safety, In and Around the 'Home." Gulf States Utilities.
Multimedia kit with filmstrips, two cassettes, poster, student

. 4Lactivity sheets and teacher's guide. Rules for using electricity
'safely and avoiding hazards common to.4th-7th grade children. Free

loan.

17
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Level One

III. WING MANAGEMENT

Topic: D. Maintaining the home

Objectives: 1. List reasons why people should maintain a clean and
safe home environment.

2. Demonstrate ways to contribute to the appearance and
functioning of the exterior of the home.

3. Demonstrate tasks involved in maintaining the inter-
ior environment of a house.

Content Student Learning Activities

Care of the home and its sur-

roundings improves the quality
of home life.

;

1. i'Mportance of home

ma ntenance
- r duce accidents

- pr vent disease
- inc ease property value
- impr ve appearance
-impro e functioning
- prese e structure
-prevent repairs
-increase satisfaction

Have a contest among-students to see
who can correct the most safety
hazards around the home. Award a

nice prize for the first place winner
and a bandage to the loser.

Class members report on diseases that
are spread through poor sanitation in
-the home. Decide what some common
factors cause these illnesses (flies,
unclean eating utensils, vermin) .and
suggest ways to prevent them.

Define "vector" and make a poster
showing vectors which couldcbe
found in your community.

Describe the feelitigs a person has

when entering a clean room; when
entering a dirty or untidy one. What

opinion would he or she have about
.the person responsible for each room?

Give an example of how having e clean,
well-organized envirlonment could help

a person work more efficiently.

List some things that can be done in
a room so that it serves more than

-one function, such as a den or game
room being used as an extra bedroom
or guest room. Tell why being neat
and well-organized would be important

in this case.

18
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Content Student Learning Activities

Each family member can con-
tribute to maintaining an
attractive flome exterior .

2. exterior maintenance
-preventive care

inspection
painting
cleaning

-minor repairs
major repairs
- landscaping

for energy conser-
vation
as hobby
aesthetic appeal

Demonstrate several desirable ways
to get rid of household garbage and
trash if there is no community pick-
up service available.

Interview a sample of students to
learn what maintenance responsi-
bilities they have around the home.
Make a chart to show which tasks
they perform most often. Have a
panel of students give tips on
ways they have found to make their
chores easier.

Invite a person from a lawn care
service or hardware store to show
class members how to use a lawn
mower safely and to give tips on

yard and plant care.

Class members make reports on sev-
eral common household pests (ants,
fleas, mice, houseflies, moths).
Include tips on how to prevent and
control them.

Make a display of containers of
chemicals used for pest control
around the house. Read their labels

for directions on safe use, and
write some general rules for people

to remember.

19
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Content - Student Learning Activities ,#'

All family members can help
maintain a clean and safe home
interior.

3. interior maintenance
-sanitation

trash and garbage
control

pest control
'mildew
food storage

caring for pets
-home cleaning

materials and
finishes

cleaning tools
cleaning agents
cleaning methods

-simple repairs
plumbing
electrical
structural

A,

HOld a "Demonstration Day" where
students show one another the best
ways to clean various materials and
al5pl1ances found around the house.
(Some ideas: how to clean leather,
plastic, wood, rugs, refrigerators,
ovens.)

Play a chain game in which one
person names a household.article,
then points to another student.
That person tells the best way to
clean that article, then names
another article and another student
to descibe how to clean it.

Students plan a cleaning day for
the home economics department, each
team assigned a specific task. Have
a contest and vote on the, best job
done.

Observe a student do a cleaning
task, then matce.suggestion's on

how to do it more efficiently.

Invite a veterinarian or Cooperative
Extension agent to talk to the class
oh the topic, "Living With Pets
Around the House." Ask them to
discuss the health and safety of
both people and pets.

Play a game called "Storing Food
Safely." Have a board with large
areas labeled "refrigerator,"
9-freezer," "cabinet," "cool, dark
place,!' "warm, dry place." Draw
names of foods written on pieces
of paper and place each food in its
best storage place. Play in teams
and keep score to determine winIlers.
Check storage spaces in the home
economics department to see if
foods are properly stored.

20
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Content Student Learning Activities

Do an inventory of cleaning equipment
found at home. Divide them into cat-
egories of things that are alike
(brushes, cloths, brooms). Demon-
strate how each is used and stored.'

On a trip to the grocery store,
inveStigate the cleaning supplies
section. List the different types
of supplies you find, their uses and
their cost range.

Ask people in th'e community to tell'
0.14ab t homemade cleaning agents they

have sed. Make a collection of
these ideas into a booklet and share
them.

Make a file of information about home
care using sources contributed by
each class member.

Resources:
4

"About Cats." Modern Talking Picture Service. 12 min. color film.

Care and handling of cats. 'Grades K-6. DiscuSsion materials.

Free loan.

"Pet Care." Interpretive Education. How to select and care for

common household pets. Audio-cassette and instructor's guide.

"Pets: Handle With Care." Modern Talking Picture Service. 13 min.

color film. Proper care of dogs. Free loan.

"Guide to Carpet Spot and Stain Removal." Bissell Consumrer Service

Institute.

"Guide to Upholstery Spot and Stain Removal." Bissell Consumer

Service Instit.pte.
0

"Home Care." Johnson Wax. 35-page pamphlet on home maintenance

indoors and outdoors.

21



Level One

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: E. Home Responsibilities

Objectives: 1. Design a plan for sharing tasks around the home.

2. Describe ways that one may live harmoniously with
other people.

Content Student Learning Activities

Housekeqping chores are.easier
whn faLly members share in the
responsibility for doing them.,

1. sharing home care tasks
-listing routine chores

.

interior
exterior

- scheduling household
Or tasks

daily

weekly
Monthly
seasonal

-division of labor
- cooperation

Divide the class into four groups. Have
each grouR list household 1.asks that
must be done daily, weekly, monthly,
and seasonally. Share lists.

Design a "duty wheel" for the home
economics department so that tasks
may be rotated among class members.

Use a "chore basket" in which the
teacher places slips of paper with
chores written on them for students
to draw and perform.

Pretend to hold a family council to
consider the request of teenagers
who want tti have a party at their
house. Discuss their responsibili-
ties and the compromises that other
family members will make.

22
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Content Student Learning Activities

Respecting privacy and property

of other people helps to improve
human relations.

2. living with others

- bein a good family
memb r

s aring space
haring home tasks
especting privacy
respecting riglits

of others
- being a good neighbor

noise and pollution
control
respecting ptivate
property
maintaining the
neighborhood

- being a good citizen

litter control
respecting public

A property
. speaking out on
housing issues

\

,

Discuss the questions, "What living
space belongs to me?" and "What

living space do I share with others?"
Decide what responsibilities are
involved when space is shared.

Have class members list the advan-
tages and disadvantages of sharing
a bedroom with brothers or.sis-ters.

Make a notebook of ideas people
could use to share bedroom space

' happily. Think about space for
storage, sleeping, studying,
dressing, e 'hmentr and

privacy.
,

Role'play two -7oung people at a
camp who are working out their
disagreements on sharing their
dormitory room. For example, one
might want to stay up late while
the other wanted to go fo bed early.

At the end let class members contri-
bute their ideas for alternative
solutions.

How do families work out problems of
sharing space in the home, such as
using the television, bathroom, or
dining table? Do a survey among
students and decide what methods are

most,common. What methods give the.
best results for all concerned?

Describe the qualities you think a

good neighbor should have. Rate

yourself on how many of these qual-
ities you possess.

Check with officials in your commun-
ity to see what laws or regulations
are in effect concerning noise and

pollution control. In your opinion
do people in your neighborhood obey

these? Why do you think this?

23
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Content Student Learning Activities

The poet, Robert Frost, sai '"Gocid

fences make good neighbors." ite

a paragraph telling what he mean

Role play a situation in which the
is a conflict between two rfeighbors
(borrowed tools not returned; pets
loose in flower bed; loud party).
Act out ways that the two could.solve
the problem to the satisfaction of
both. /Ask class members to comment ,

on the results and the process used I,

to obtain them.

Teenagers and adults often have dif-
ferent sets of values when it comes
to such things as music, vehicles,
and worthwhile activities. Discuss

ways they could bridge the genera-
,

eion gap.

On your way to school look for evi-
dence of poor citizenship in the
buildings you pass (litter, broken
window panes in public buildings,
graffiti). Report these to the
class and discuss reasons why people
might do this, and ways it might be
prevented.

C;4

Interview the school principal about
destruction of school property and
the amount of money fhis costs tax-
payers each year. Discuss ways to
prevent this.

Invite someone from the local,Chamber
of.CoTmerce or a c*.c club to report .

on their efforts ip'the community to
improv_g.the,..liyijudenviroament for

its citizens.

Resources:

Foster, Josephine, M. Janice Hogan, Bettie Herring and Aildrey G.
Grieseking-Williams. Creative Living. Maclean-Hunter. 1979.

Chapter 5, Section 7, "Caring for Spaced" and Section 8, "Home
and the Neighborhood."

24
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Level One

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: B. Home-decoration

Oblective: Express indivAduality in one's personarelnlronment.

Content Student Learning Activities

Good taste and creativity can be
applied to enhance one's sur-

roundings.

3. planning home decoration
-taste,

beauty
utiliey
order
excellence

-creativity
individuality
expression

Invite the school art teacher to in-
troduce the class to some ideas for
simple items which could be made to

beautify the homie. .

Show pictures of rooms and tell how
you would change them if you lived

there. Give possible suggestions
for decorations using creative idcas.

Bring in. hobbies and collections to
make a display of ways they may be

used to decorate the home.

Plan and carry out a home project

to create an accessOry item for your

home.

Resources:

Foster,'.Josephine, M. Janice Hogan, Bettie M. Herring, and Audrey G.

Grieseking-Williams. Creative Living. Maclean-Hunter. 1979.

Chapter 6, Section 4, "Reorganizing Personal Space" and Section 6,

"Accessories,Can Make the Difference."

"How To Decbrate Your Room." Johnson Wax. Simple projects to design

.traditional, modern, natural, or eclectic styled rooms. 15-page

'brochure.

"Start With a Small Change." Louisiana Cooperative Eitension Service.

1977. Basic ideas for young students. Suggests small changes that

Take big differences in appearance and convenience of a rpom. Cr.ades

7-8.

"Wake Up Your Room/Furnishing to Suit." Louisiana Cooperative Exten-

sion Service: 80-page book/et describing 4-H Club Home Improvement

project. Design, accessories', care of room.

41
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Level One

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: E. Housing occupations

Objecttve: Describe job related to helping people fill their hous-
ing needs.

Content Student Learning Activities

A person who wants to work in an
nocupaticm related to housing
has a variety of jobs from which
to choose.

1. jobs. related to housing
-career clusters

construction
,contracting
counseling
decoration
education
finance
maintenance
manufacturing
planning
sales and service
supervision

-career ladders
entry-level posi-
tions

technical or mid-
level positions

professional level
-job related factors

working conditions
paY and benefits
advancement opportun-
ities

Read the yellow pages of the telephone
book and list the categories that are
related to housing.

Make a bulletin board showing job
"families" and their related' "members."
For example, in the "ConStruction"

family, members woutd be carpenter,
electrician, mason, plumber, etc.

In the library, ask the librarian to
help you find the Dictionary of Occu-
pations. List those jobs you find
that are related to housing.

Invite a panel of people who work in
jobs related to the housing industry
(architect, interior designer, con-
tractor). Ask them Stalk about
their. work and how they got started
in it.

Design a caree ladder for a housing
occupation and make a poster of it.
Show at least three "steps", or levels

:of the occupation.

Interview people in housing related
occupatiods,and learn details of the
jobs they perform.
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Resources:

Career Awareness Books. Changing Times Education Service. High in-

terest, controlled readability books and rea&-aldng-cassettes on

150 job titles including: carpenter, florist, executive housekeeper,
furniture maker, pest controller, building maintenance worker, con-
tract cleaner, home economist, electrician, architect, cabinetmaker,
painter apprentice, real estate broker, ahd housing consultant.

Reading levels range from grades 2 to 6.

Foster, Josephine, M. Janice Hogan, Bettie M. Herring, and Audrey G.

Gieseking-Williams. Creative Living. Maclean-Hunter. 1979.

Chapter 6, Section 10, "Careers in Housing."

"Job Tips." Pitman Learning, Inc. Career pamphlets in easy-to-read

format. 8 pp. each. Reading level 3.0; interest level 7-12.

Titles include: Carpenter's Helper, Plumber's Helper, Assistant
Electrician, Bricklayer, Cement Mason's Helper, Roofing Worker,
Painter's Helper, Building Maintenance Mechanic's Assistant,
Assistant Air Conditioning Mechanic, Floor Covering Installer,

Custodian's Helper.

Lewis, Evelyn L. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. 1978.

hapter 13, "Careers in Housing."

McFarland, Marilyn and Vera Ramsetter. Exploring Living EnvironmentS.

McKnight Publishing Co. 1977. Concept 9, "Housing Is for People."
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LEVEL TWO

Housing - Home Economics'I

(Grades 9-10)

In the earlier years of senior high school, developing a positive
self-concept through satisfying social relations with family and peers
is a major task. Emphasis on personal exploration and discovery is
important, as well as having opportunities to contribute to society.
At this level concepts that deal with aspects of housing that
affect students' everyday lives should be of greatest interest.

The Level Two Scope and Sequence outline includes concepts that
should be appropriate for Home Economics I classes, the first course in
the Vocational Borne Economics program for high school students. .

It is assumed that the Housing unit will be one of several taught
in the Home Economics I class. Some concepts may be integrated into
other units; for example, principles of conserving energy as they relate
to housing could also be applied as part of a foods or clothing unit.

Major Objectives:

At the completion of the unit, students should be able to:

3,) express individuality in the home environment.

2) take responsibility for energy conservation in the home.

3) help maintain housing for the family.

4) assess competencies for entry level into jobs related to housing.

29



Level TWO

Housing - Home Economics I

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF CONCEPTS

3
Concepts , Page

I. HOUSING CHOICES
4

31

B. The environment 31

I. scope 31

2. types 31

D. Housing alternatives 33

3. influence of structure 33

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT 35

B. Home-eaergy use 35

1. energy sources 35

2. energy conservation , 35

D. Maintaining the home 37

1. importance of home maintenance 37
111,

E. Home responsibilities 39

1. sharing home care tasks 39

2. living with others 40

IV. HOME PLANNING 42

A. Use of space 42

1. areas in the home 42

4. tmproving Che use of space 42

B. Home decoration 44

3. planning home decoration 44

E. Home improvements 46

1. improvement schemes 46

.2. recycling used i tems

)

47

V. HOUSING 'TRENDS
\

.

49

E. Housing occupations 490

1. jobs related to housing 49

2. preparation for housing occupations 50

30
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Level TWo

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic:. B. The environment

Objectives: 1. Contrast the terms, near environment and expanded
environment.

2. Give examples of natural, constructed, and be-
havioral environments.

Content Student Learning Activities

People can control their en.:
vironments to various extents.

1. scope

-the near environment
-the expanded environMent

People live within many kinds of
environments.

2. types
-natural
-constructed
-behavioral

31

List the places where you spend the
most tirrie every day (bedroom, class-
room, cafeteria). List other areas
that have.an influence on the way
you live, even though you may not'
be in direct contact with them
every day (neighborhood, region of
the state, nation).

From the lists above, name the place
over which you have most control.
Continue naming the places in order
of the control you have over them.
The last item should be the one over
which you have the least control.

Discuss the choices people are able
to make about the type of environ-
ment in which they live. *Give
examples of actions they can, take
to change them.

Play a.game in which you think of
some particular place and write a
list of words to describe it (noisy,
bright, crowded, smells good).
Other students try to guess the
place you describe (cafeteria).

Name aspects of
ment from which
protected thigh
insects).

the natural environ-
people must be
winds, rain, snow,

Tell ways people have altered their
natural environment (earth-moving,
air-conditioning, stream diversion).

4 7
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Content

Resources:

Student Learning Activities

Look at pictures of ways people have
tried to reconstruct the natural
environment to meet their needs
(building fires, making shelters,
storing food).

Contrast modern day buildings with
earlier attempts of people to meet
their environmental needs; for
example, central heating systems
compared with open fires in the
home.

Give examples of ways in which the
constructed environment shapes
people's behavior; for example,
houses closed because of air-condi-
tioning may reduce contacts among
neighbors. .

Name some buildings in your commu-
nity designed for social functioning,
or to meet other,behavioral needs of
people (such as protection, learning,
and care of the ill in fire station,
school, hospital).

"The City as an Ecosvstem." Interpretive Education.

Aims at developing positive environmental attitude built on understanding
F interrelatidnships and interdependencies of plants, animals

(including humans) and their physical environments. Five filmstrips

and cassette sides, 30 student workbooks, instructor's guide.

Dul, Colin. The Houses of Mankind. 1979. Home Economics School

. Service. Describes types of housing used by cultpres around the
world and factors that influence house construction. \

"Energy/Ecology/Economics: An EducatoPs Guide to the Three E 's." Sears.
1979. Designed to help plan lessons on interaction of these topics
related to current and future lifestyles.

.N
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Level Two

I. HOUSING CHOICES

ToRic: Ir. Housing structures '

11

Objective: Tell how a building can shape the lives of the people
who use it.

Content , Student Learning Activities

One's life is influenced by
one's physical surroundings.

3. influence of structure
-safety
-privacy
-sharing
-self-esteem

,

\c

Discuss features of a home that
would make it safe or unsafe for
its inhabitants. Are these
features of design or maintenance?

Diagram a room to show safety
features, or tell how these could
be added. Show pictures of safe
and unsafe environments nd point
out hazards.

Give examples of ways individual ac-
tivities could be carried on in a
room that must be shared by several
people.

Make a scrapbook of bedrooms that
show how each occdpant has achieved
some privacy.

Describe or show a picture of a
home in which you would like to
live. Tell why you would be proud
to live there. Discuss ways
people show they take pride in
their homes.

Visit a building in which a group
. of people live, such as a dormi-

tory, camp, or a home for older
people. How does the building differ
from a private home in its living
arrangements? What parts of the
building are for sharing and what
parts are for privacy? Tell wily you

would or would not want to live 'there

permanently. '

,

334
9
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Content . Student Learning Activitit-

fosources:

Relate an experience you had in
which the way a room looked ra,ide ,(ml

fedl happy, relaxed, gloomy, ot

excited. Analyze reasons why
_might have had these feelings fcolo:,
od6r, lighting, size, furnishingsi.

FHA members make posters to put ktp
around the school to appeal
students to take pride in th,-1,

building and care for it.

Foster, Josephine, Janice Hogan, Bettie Herring, and Audrey Gili-st
ling-Williams. Creative Living. MaClean-Hunter, 19/9. Cnawcr
tiection ?, "Home and Personal Space;" and Section 3, 'Atariny.f

"Housing: Decision Making." Home Economics School Servf(e. 1)0.
Prd.tical considerations for choosing suitable housing. Topiks,

include kinds of housing, determining needs, neighborhood's.
,01or rransparencies, 16 spirit duplicating masters.

"'Iur Space and Mine--A Behavioral Approach to EnvironmptIN." .

Penney. 1978. Multimedia kit investigates interrelationship, -1
personal space, sensory cue, environmental messages and peti,
i'ation of surroundings. Three-part filmstrip and cas;errt , ,

hfivitv sheets, poster, educator's guide. Xree loan from

34 /
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Leve,1 Two

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: B. Home energy use

Objectives: 1. List kinds of energy used in the home and their relative
4

costs.

2. Describe'ways family members can conserve energy in
the home.

Content Student Learning Activities

rhe costs of energy used in the
home vary depending upon the source
and supply.

Make a bulletin board showing energy
sources grouped under "fossil fuels,"
"solar power," and "others ."

1. energy sources Analyze ways energy is used in the
human energy home (heating, cooling, cooking,
LelectricitY running appliances). Determine

- fossil fuels which type of energy is used most.
gas

oil Give examples of ways human energy

coal, could be substituted for other kinds
-solar energy of energy. Discuss advantages and

patsive disadvantages of doing this.
active

-other Write an article for the school
4

. geothermal paper on reasons young people
nuclear should be even more interested
wind than older people in saving energy

wood for the future.

Ihr\
Each family memIxer can contribute-
to saving energy in the home.

Interview someone in your community
who is using solar energy at home.
Determine if the method-used is passive

or active solar power.

Have a contest to see who can list
the most ways to conserve energy at
home.

2. energy.conservation
- home design + FHA members invite a home economist-

-improved insulation from the local utility company to
-equipment selection and use talk at an open meeting for students
- energy efficient habits on ways young people can help save

energy in the home.

1
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Content Stuaent.Learning Activities

Look on various appliAnces to'find
the amount of electricity they use.

Define the following perms:
watt British Thermal Unit
volt (BTU)

ampere caloLe or therm
"R" value kilowatt hour

Telephone the utility company and
learn the cost per kilowatt hour of
electricity.

Have each student draw the face of the
electric meter at home and co y the
'reading. Do the same thing aLweek
later. Convert the readings to kilo-
watt hours and compute the cost of
the electricity used in the wee

Make a "new day's resolutions" list
of things you will do in your own
home to cut down on energy expen-
ditures.

Reeources:

"The Energy Cha11QLge." Gulf States Utilities. 25 min. color film.
Grades 6-9. Story of man and energy from wood through coal, oil, and
nuclear. Free\loan.

"Now That the Dinosaurs Are Gone." Gulf States Utilities. 20 min. color
film. Puts gas and oil shortage in perspective and describes future
fuels of coal and urpnium. Free loan. Grades 9-12.

"Energy Now and'in theFuture." Gulf States Utilities. Multimedia kit ---

for 5-9th grade. Six filmstrips and cesset tapes, 12 activity
sheets. Teacher's guide. 'Use with films, ow That the Dinosaurs Are
Cone" or "The Energy Challenge." Free loan.

"Energy: Choices...Options...Decisions." Gulf States Utilities. 15 min.

color film. Grades 6-9. Examines how energy is used and why we need
to look for other sources. Considered pre solar, fission, fusion, coal,
offshore drilling, trash, and geothermat. Free loan.

"Energy Sources--A New Beginning." Gulf States Utilities. 'Multimedia

kit covers solar, wind, nuclear, coal, tar sands, oil shale and geo-
thermal power. Filmptrips and'cassette tapes with scripts. 6-9th

grade level. Free 10n.

36
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Level Two

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

ToPic: D. Maintaining the home.

Objective: Contrast the benefits of living in'a well maintained home
to living in one that is poorly kept.

Content Student Leqrning Activities

Keeping up the home helps improve Make a slide collection showing
the quality of family life, housing that is poorly maintained

discuss ways these cbnditions coul
have been,prevented.1. importance of home main-

tenance
reduce accidents
- prevent disease

-increase property value
-improve appearance
.-improve functioning
.-preserve structure
-prevent repairs
-increase satisfaction.

Ask a real estate agent to tell. the
Class.how a prospective buyer is
influenced by how well a home has
been maintained.

Interview a homemaker to learn what
'home maintenance problems are
atenaed to on a yearly, monthly,
and weekly basis.

If there is a honie cleaning service
in your area, call and ask the rates
they charge for tasks theY perform

' in the home. Compare their charges
with the contributions family members
can make for free.

+ FHA members make a project of helping
m elderly person with home matnten-
,ance tasks for a semester (lawn care,
painting, window washing, simple

. repairs, house cleaning).

37

Invite a building safety inspector .

to tell the claas how the safety of
an apartment house, public building,
or home is determined.

Give rePorts on communicable diseases-)
and how these are spread. Discuss
ways a household could be managed to

incidence of such illnesses.reduce. the



Resources:

"Home Maintenance." Interpretive Education. This program explains

how to do basic repairs around the home. Same of the repair jobs

include: hangilhg plants and pictures, changing fuses or checking
circuit breakers, repairing a leaky sink. Two filmstrips and

cassettes.

54
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Level Two

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT'

Topic E. Home responsibilities

Objectives: 1. Assume'a 'lair share of home care responsibilities.

2: Demonstrate skills in interpersonal relationships
with famlly members and neighbors, and in good
c,itizenship.

Cpntent Student Learning Activities

re of the home environment is
easierdWhen tasks ard shared.'

1. sharing home care tasks
- list routine chorea

interior
exterior

- schedule household tasks
daily
weekly ,

montbly
seasonally

-division of labor
cooperation

ir

39

Make a list of things that need to
be cleaned in the home and how
often cleaning needs to )pe done.

List maintenance tasks needed
around the, outside of the house.

Design a card file system for house-
, hold tasks. Divide into categories

of "daily," "weekly," "monthly,"
"seasonally," and "yearly."

Work out a "fair Oare" work
schedule with your family so that
all members participate in home
responaibilities.

Devise a duty wheel for keeping
the ylome econQd1cs department in

good shape. Taaks can be written
. in pie-shaped sections of a small
Circle of paper. Students' names
are written around the edge of a
larger circle. Attach circles
together at the centers so duties
can be rotated among students by
turning the inside circle.

On the blackboard write three column
headings: "his," "hers," and "either."
Decide whose responsibility it is to
perform the following home care tasks:

carry out garbage, wash windows,
vacuum, and mow grass. Discuss
the validity of sex role stereo-

typing of household work.
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Content Student Learning Activities

4

Learning to live harmoniously with

others can improve'the quality of

f'
one's own life..

2. living with others
-being a good family member

sharing space
sharing home respon-

sibilities
respecting privacy
respecting rights of others

-being a good neighbor
noise and pollution control
respecting priyate property

'maintaining the neighbor-

h;ood

-being a good citizen
litter control
respecting public property
sOaking out on housing

issues
40

Prepare a skit about a mother who

rebels from doing all the work
around the house with no help from

other family members.

Read a boalet on the care of a
cat, dog, or other household pet.

Make a time and task schedule for

routine care of the pet, indicating

what family members have various

, responsibilities.

Make a written time schedule for

giving your bedroom a thorough

cleaning. Follow the plan to

see if it works. Rewrite it,

describing what you actually did

in the time'scheduled and why

changes were necessary.

Keep a weekly time log. Total the

number of hours spent on household

tasks for which you are respon-
sible ana compare with time spent

watching television. Discuss

results in class.

Make a list of the qualities you
appreciate in a roommate with whom

you must share,u0a.ce. When the

list is completed, use it as a'

checklist and ask yourself if you
demonstrate these same qualities.

Survey peokle in a local neighbor-

hood to learn why they do or do'

not like to live there. Summarize

the results to see if there are

some common deficiencies noted.

Suggest ways of dealing with these.

Discuss the rights and respon-
sibilities of teenagers in relation

to the larger community. Write,up'

"A Teen's Bill of Rights" and.invite

a panel of adults to express their

opinions about it.
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Resources:

Foster, Josephine, Janice M. Hogan, Bettie Herring, and Audrey Griese-

king-Williams. Creative Living. Maclean-Hunter. 1979. Chapter 6,

Section 7, "Caring for Space" and Section 8, "Homes and Neighborhoods."

"Social Consequences at Home ." Interpretive Education. Learning to

get along with family members. Situations that arise within typical

family settings, and dealing successfully with home conflicts. Film-

strip and cassette, 20 workbooks, instructor's guide, consequence cards.

"Carelessness and Vandalism. "(Being a Good School Citizen) Learning

Tree Filmstrips. 1982. Using the school environment as a backdrop,
the film examines carelessness and vandalism to teach the concept of

personal.responsibility. Filmstrip and cassette.

ocie



:Level Two

IV. HOME PLANNIN

'Topic: A. Ilse of Space

Ob14ctives: 1. bescribe how-space ip homes is allocated according to

function.

2. Show ways that the use of a particular space could be
improved.

Content St t Learning Activities

rhe way space is used in the home
depends on activities of people who

live thre.

1. areas in the home
-private

bedroom
bathrclom

:service

kitchen
utility rooms
workshop

-social

dining room
porch, patio, deck

- storage

' closets'

pantry

Analysis of the way a space is
used may yield better ways of

utilizing it. .

4. improving the use of space
- reallocation,of use
=reorganizing existing space
- providing new space

42

Name activities that occur in the
home. Group them'into "private,"
-"social," or "service" activities.
In which rooms do each of these
group& occur most often?

Make a bulletin board with a-floor
,plan on which various functional
areas of the house 'ere shaded in
different colors. Do some areas

serve dual purposes?

Discuss characteristics desirable
for quiet activities, for work
activities, for social activities.

Analyze your own space at home.
Should some activities be done in

other places? Is space appro-

priate for activities desired?

Make a notebook of clippings of
ideas for making home space more
functional (partitions, fu'rniture
arrangements, iigproved storage).

Take a photograph of the storage
space where you now keep your
clothes and personal belongings.

Work out an improved system and
put it into operatiOn. Take

another phptograph and show class
members the "before" and "after"
results.



Li

Content Student Learning Activities

DiLuss with family members any
ideas you may have for making
better use of the space in your
home.

Resources:

Exploring Living-Environments. McKnight Publishing Co. Extension of
decorating and design con pts to students' total environment. How
to control and improve per nal and physical environment. Multi-
media program includes studeiI.jext, teacher's edition in 3-ring
binder, activity booklets, achievement tests, case studies, cassette,
game, and six filmstrip/d'asSettes.

Foster, Josephine, Janice M. Hogan, Bettie M..Herring, and Audrey
Griesking-Williams. Creative Living. Maclean-Hunter. 1979.

Chapter 6, Section 2, "Home and Personal.Space"; Section 3, "Sharing
Space"; Section 4, "Reorganizing Personal Spade"; and Sectidn 6,
"Accessories Can Make the Difference."

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. 1978. Chapter
1, pages 19-23. "Space, Territory, Distance, Privacy, Social
Interaction, and Family Unity"; and pages 24-28, "Self-expression,
Creativity, Beauty, Esteem, Prestige."

Sulahria, Julie, and Ruby Diamond. Inside Design. Harper and Row.
1977. Chapter 1. "The Spacel4e Live In."

"Make Your Bedroom Closet Work for You." Louisiana Cooperative Exten-
sion Service. Free pamphlet.

"Build a Study Area." Louliapita Cooperative Extension Service. Free
publication.
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Level Two

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: B. Home decoration

Objective: Express creativity in design in one's personal environment.

Content Student Learning Activities

One's surroundings may be made

more pleasing through creative

self-expression.

3. planriing home-deOoration

-taste
beauty

utility
order

) excellence

-creativity
individuality .

expression

1

44

Look at a series of pictures of
rooms and try to describe the

people who live in them. Choose

ons of the rooms and tell how

and why you would change if it

were yours. How do people express

their individuality in their

surroundings?
,

Class members bring in hobbies or
collections to show ways one can

, use one's interests to decorate

the home.

Ask a local craftsman to demonstrate

to the class members how they can

use their own skills to produce
decorative objects for the home.

FHA members design and make
decorative accessories for a room

such as the "children's waiting
room in a,hospital, the school

cafeteria, a community center, or
the lobby of a nursing home.

Look carefully at 'two similar

examples of a handmade product and

rate them on their beauty and

workmanship. Discuss factors
involved in deciding on the quality

of the objects.

4
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Content Student Learning Activities

Invite the school art teacher to
give the class some pointers on
developing "taste" in design, and
how homes can reflect their
occupants.

Create a miniature room in a box.
Consider the best way to use the

space for the activities planned,
and use creativity and taste in its

decoration.

Resources:

"Creating Personal Space." Maclean Hunter. (Interior Design Series #4).

Using basic decorating concepts to express individuali. Planning

and budgeting to meet different lifestyles. Personal 66-uches through

crafts. Two filmstrips with cassettes, eight transparencies, six

spirit masters, teacher's guide.
- 0

"Make Yo Home Enrironment Attractive, Convenrent, Comfortable."

siana Cooperative Extension Service. Sixty-page booklet. -

Advanced 4-H Club Home Environment Project. Workbook format on

planning one's own room.

"The Braided Rug." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Sixteen-

page booklet with steps in braiding a rug.

45
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Level Two4

IV. HOME PLANNING

lopic: Y.- Home improvements

Objectives: 1. Demonstrate simple, low-cost home improvement ideas.

2. Show ways to renovate items that have been used
previously and make them into useful household objects.

(ontent Student Learning Activities

Home improvements may be possible
without spending large sums of money.

1. improvement schemes
- integral plan

short-term goals
long-term goals

- budget-saving ideas

46

Identify a problem area in your
near environment, such as lack of
closet storage space, or no plae
to study. Describe the character-
istics that you would like to

,change or develop.

Browse through magazines and
pamphlets for ideas on solving
problems similar to yours. Clip

and save the ideas, identifying
the ones you like best.

Choose one idea that seems most /
fealible to try out and discuss
its possibilities with other
people. Change or adapt the idea
if necessary, tci, meet your

particular needs or to fit your

resources.

Calculate the costs of time and
money involved and decide whether
or not the idea is worthwhile for
the resources that must be invested.
Plan and implement the change.
Evaluate the results. Report your

experiences to the class-
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Content Student Learning Activities

Old items can be put to new use
through imagination and creativity.

2. recycling used items
-refinishing
-reconstruction
-removal

40

\,J

Tafk with parents and grandparents
about ways they gave new life to
old household items in the past.

Demonstrate or exhibit renovated
items useful in the home.

Ask someone to demonstrate recycling

items, such as braided rugs and
pot holders from old hosiery, vases
and'drinking glasses from empty
bottles, refinishing and recaning
chairs, tables, or other furniture.

+ FHA members make quilt blocks of
material saved from discarded scraps
at home or in home economics clothing
classes or from used clothing.
Invite parents to join members in
a quilting bee. Auction off the
finished product as a fund-raising
project,.or donate the quilt to some-,
one who needs it.

Collect used items and re-cycle them
into useful objects for the home
or school.

Resources: d

1

"How to Sew" Series. Risdon Manufacturing Co. Beginning level instructions

on making curtains, cushions, draperies, and slipcovers.

"Inexpensive Apartment Decorating."' Interpretive Education. Unique ideas

on how to dress up an ordinary apartment inexpensively. One filmstrip

and one cassette.

Naar, Jon and Mary Ellen Moore. Your pace: How to Put It Together

for Practically Nothing. Home Econo cs School Service. 1979.

Inexpensive interior decoration that e resses personality. Unique

interiors wit re=cycled and homemade objects. One-hundred-thirty

black-and-white photographs. 1

Roy, Doreen. Champagne Decorating on a'Beer Budget. Home Economics School

Service. Directed at people who have little money to spend on decorating.
It gives directions for dellng with aging furniture, worn floors, and

bare windows. 1977.

47



Resources:

"Crossword Puzzles: Housing." Homemaking Research Laboratories.
Eighteen puzzles with clues in a "fill-in-the-blank" format.
Reproducible. 48 pages.

48.



) .Level Two

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: E. Housing occupations

Objectives: 1. Describe several types of jobs found in the housing
field.

2. List qualities.a person would need for entering i
Particular job in the housing related occupations.

Content Student Learning Activities

Before choosing an occupation one
Alould learn as much about the work
as possible.'

1. jobs related to housing
-career clusters

construction
contracting
counselling
decoration
education
finance
maintenance
manidacturing
planning
sales and service
supervision

-careet ladders
entry level positions
technical or mid-level
positions

-job related factors
working conditions
pay and benefits
advancement opportunities

49
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List several jobs associated with
housing construction. What other
career areas are involved in
helping people meet their housing
needs?

Make a flip chart witli a series
of.career clusters illustrated on
the pages.

From one of the career clusters
choose a particular job. Discuss
ways an inexperienced person
might entdr the field related to
this jOb.

From an entry level position in a
)ob what chances for advincement
would there be? Whaewould be t
highest level in this job?

Invite a person from a housing
related occupation to talk to the
class about'caredr ladders i his

or her job and tell how-advance-
ments are made through,experience,
education,or skill.

Make a bulletin board showing
examples of career ladders in
various housing occupations.

4r



Content Student Learning Activities

A person should choose an occupatidn
only after consideration of personal
qualifications.

2. preparation for housing
occupations (

-competencies
aptitUdes
skills
training
experience
interest

-employability
health
mobility
personal traits
reAponsibility

-seeking jobs in housing
sources of information
personal contacts
school placement offices
dibrary
newspaper
employment agency
Dictionary of

Occupations
Occupational Outlook

Handbook
making application
written application
interview

Class members interview several
_peoOle in a variety of housing
related occupations to learn what
they think a person should be ,

capable of,doing in order to
enter their field. Report the

interviews to class members.

Resources:

Ask the school vocational counselor
to talk to the class about training
available to high school graduates
in housing related occupations,
where this is available, how much
it costs, and how long it lasts.

+ FHA members sponsor a Housing
Occupations Fair and invite repre-
sentatives from the community to
meet young people who have questions
about entering jobs related to
housing. People who might be

invited are: construction con-
tractors, department store managers,
florists, landscapers, real estate
personnel, and interior decorators.

Allen, Phyllis. The Young Decorator. Brigham Young University. Chapter 9,

Nhat Is an Interior Designer?"
4

"Careers in Housing and Home Environment." McGraw-Hill. Personal and

educational requirements necessary for housing related careerspro-
fessor, building manager, Cooperative Extension specialist, magazine

editor, home furnishings coordinator, interior decorator. Six color/

sound Tilmstrips, guide, catalog card kit.

Lewis, Evelyn LwAHousing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox Co. 1.978:

Chapter 13, "Weers in Housing."

McFarland, Marilyn and Vera Ramsetter. Exploring L.iving Environments.

McKni3Olt Publishing Co. 1977. Concept'9, "Housing Is for People."

50
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Resources (continued):

/
Schwartz, Sidney. Housing Careers. Prentice-Hall. 1977. Infonmation
on educational requirements and working conditions. Paperback.

Sulahria, Julie, and Ruby Diamond. Inside Design. Harper and Row.
1977. Page 303, "Interior Design Careers."

Schneider, Rita Marie. Interior Design Careers. Prentice-Hall. 1977.

Specializations of interior design and decaration careers. Paperback,
122 pages.'

"Let's Build a House." (Exploring Careers). Educational Design, Inc.
Spirit Master bo9k and Teacher's manual. Careers in the construction
industry and decisions concerning living accommodations.

1 o ..
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LEVEL THREE

Housing - Home Ecommics II

(grades 10 - 11)

'Young people in the tenth and eleventh years of secondary:school
should be capable of taking idcreasing amounts of responsibility for

the housing situatiOns of their families and communities and should

be introduced to concepts that Will help them know what is-involved
in providing satisfactony environments for human development.

Concepts chosen for.inclusion at Level Three build upon those

studied at Levels One and Two. Students. at Level Three, whO probably

aie in their second Vocational Home Economics class, are assuma to
have 'had some background in the study of houslng.

If some housing concepts at Level Three are not taught as a
separate unit, they may be integrated into other units of study in

home economics.,

Major Objectives:

At the end Of this unit, students should be able to:

1) lift factors involVed in'formulating a family housing budget.

2) take on added responsibilities of managing a household.

3) plan improved use6-of,home space, and give ideas for home decoration.

pr9vide sources of information and protection for.the housing

cofisumer.

53
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Level Three

Housing - Home Ecoripmics II

Page

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF CONCEPTS

Concepts

HOUSING CHOICES 56

A. Human needs for shelter 56

1. basic needs 56,

2. secondary needs 56

ihe environment 58

1. scope 58

2, types 58

3.' in,teraction,ucith people

.**.

r) Housing alternatives

. 58,

61
1. single family dwellings 61
2. muAiple dwellings 61
3. influence of structure 62

ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

A. Housing and the economy ,64
2. the housing budget '64

4.

HOUSING MANAGEMENT , 66

B. Home energy use 66

J. flergy,sources 66:

2. energy conseivvation 66

C. Home safety 68

I. accident prevention 68

2. 'preparedness 68

D. Maintaining the home 7p.
I. iMporrance of home Maintenance 70
2. exterior maintenance 70

3. interior maintenance 7L

; Home rqsponsibilities
1. sharinA home 'care tasty;

f , . i4
74

2. living with others 79

'54
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IV.

Concepts

HCME PLANNING

A. Use of space
4. improving the use of home space

B. Home decoration

Page

76

76

76

78

1. design in the home 78

2. styles 80

3. planning home decoration 81

D. Buying household goods 84

2. sources of information 84

3.. consumer protection 84

V. HOUSING TRENDS 86

E. Housing occupations 86

3. trends in housing occupations 86



Level Three

I. HOUSING CHOICES .

Topic:. A. Human needs for shelter

Objectives: 1. Explain why shelter is crudial for human survival.

2. Tell how housing helps meet secondary needs of people.

Content Student Learning Activities

Shelter is a basic need of humans for Discuss outcomes of cases where
survival, humans have been exposed to the

elements. Consider climatic
conditions in your area that make

, shelter imperative.

1. basic needs
shelter

-protection
rest

-nourishment

mans have secondary needs which
may not be essehtial for physical
survival but are important for
optimum detelopment.

2. secondary needs
-belongingness
-acceptance
-respect

-pride ,

-self-actualization

56

List basic human needs and tell
how housing helps people satisfy
these.

Compare various ways people in other
partS of the world have met their
basic needs through the design of
their housing.

List needs people have that are'
important even though they may not
be required for physical survival.
Consider how people construct
their homes to help meet these needs.

Make a flip chart using.magazine
pictur to illustrate how homes
meet ba è and secondary needs of
people.

Give examples of ways people express
pride and individuality in their
homes.

Write a paper telling how,ybur
family's home is distinct from those
of your friends and neighbors.

72
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Resourtes:

"Homes and Lifestyles: The 64-erils Yours, Part I." Guidance

Associ-ates. Five-part filmstrip series. Titles are: The Home, The

Family Group, Making Decisions, Your First Ho:he, and Patterns in

Daily Living.

Foster, Josephine; Janice M. Hogan; Bettie Herring; and Audrey Griese-

king-Wilcox. Creative Living.4-MAt'lean-Hunter. 1979. Chapter 6,

Sect'ion 2, '!Home and Personal SpacE."

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. 19.78. Chapter

1, "Housing for Satisfaction apter.4, "A Place To Live." °

. -

)
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Level Three

I. 'HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: B. The environment

Objectives: 10 Define scope of environment.

2. Describe type& of environmerkt within which people
function.

3. Relate effects people and their environment may have
on each other.

Content Student Learning Activities

A person can .change, and is Have each student diagram a person 's

Lhanged by both near and expanded, environment in the form of colcen-
environments., tric circles. Let the inner circle

represent the part of the environ-
1. scope ment within which the individual

. .-the near environment .functions directly, and each circle
the expanded environment outward represent parts of the

larger environment. Compare
students' ideas with one another.

Analyze the hgman environment in
terms of the effects of changes
upon an individual at varioUs
levels. In what ways can a person
have an impact on the environment?

People operate within several Analyze a dwelling in terms of the
types of environments at one time, types of environment it exemplifies.

2. types Describe the characteristics
-natural desired in the three types of
-constructed environments for specific functions
behavioral (a party, study, a meeting, a

. family holdiay celebration).

58

Talk with an architect about the
considerations to make so a home
is designed for the particular
family that is expected to use it.

7
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Content Student Learning Activities

People and their environments may
produce positive or negative effects
upon one another.

3. interaction with people
-positive results
comfort -

health
safety
security

-negative results
depletion of resources
pollution
illness
injury
fear

Write a description of how you
feel in your favorite place and

tell what things about the place
make you feel this way.

Give examples of waysyeople have
"improved upon the'natural environ-
ment or have protected it (made
parks, stopPed erosion, landscaped).
How have these accomplishments
benefitted people?

List ways a well-maintained
envir9nment promotes the health and
safety of the people within it.

Describe ways people pollute their
near and expanded environments.
Discuss 'effe.cts of these on human

well-being.

Tour the school grounds and point
out examples of human abuse of the
environment. Discuss some preven-

tive strategies.

4- FHA members invite a representative
from the Environmental Protection
Agency to tell them about regulations
to control environmental abuse and

means open to citizens who are
interested in improving the environ-

ment.

Resources:
A

"Everyday Ways To Cut Down Pollution." Changing Times Education Service.

Practical suggestions for contributineto a cleaner environment. Mini-

unit has 40 copies of reading material, transp4pency and spiritmaster,

and teaching guide.

"Human Environments--Do They Influence People?" (Forum, Fall/Winter,

1974) J. C. Penney. This issue focuses on the influence of human
environments on the behavior of people, and explores how environments

can be made more meaningful.

75
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Resources (continued):

"Housing: Decision Making ." 'Home Economics School Service. 1980. Ten
color transparencies, 16 spirit duplicating masters. Considerations for
choosing housing for young lifestyles and income levels. .Kinds of
housing, maintenance, neighborhoods.

\
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Level Three

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: D. Housing alternatives

Objectives: 1. Give examples of permanent and temporary single

family dwellings.

2. Describe a variety of multiple dwellings.

3. Tell how the structure in which people live influencps

their living arrangements.

Content Student Learning Activities

Many variations are available
of single family, unattached homes.

1. single family dwellings
- permanent

conventional houses
manufactured homes

- temporary

vacation homes
motor homes

Categorize the type of structure
in which yoklive. Is it typical

of the homes in your neighbarhood?

Visit a manufactured or mobile home. .

Decide if it should be classified
as a permanent or temporary housing

and give reasons for the decision.
Compare advantages and disadvantages
of living in a manufactured home.

Make a list of Mings to do in a
temporary home before it is cl$sed

for an extended period of time to

preserve it and make,it ready to
use the next time it is occupied.

Cite some examples of cases in
which families might want or need
temporary housing (vacation,
employment situation; emergency).

Compare features of temporary
housing with those of more permanent
'Mousing (site, conveniences, quality

of construction) .

Residence in multiple dwellings may List examples of multiple dwellins

be desirable in certain circumstances, found in your community: -

2. multiple dwellings
-attached

townhouses
row-houses

77

61

Use newspapers from metropolitan
areas and rural areas to compare
housing available. Discuss reasons

why multiple dwellings may be more



(

Content Student Learning Activities

duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes

apartment complexes
- group living

dormitories
communal hOmes
nursing homes
tandem houses
shared apartments

t

comOn in some areas than in
others.

Define the terms: Duplex, tri-
plex, fourplex, communal home,
tandem housing.

Survey new construction in your
area to learn if more single or
more multiple dwellings are being
built. .

Recall experiences with group
living,arrangements and describe
food preparation, laundry, main-
tenance, and other serv±te
facilities.

Invite a college student living in
a dorm to tell class members about
this style of life, its advantageRi
and disadvantages.

Analyze reasons people might have
for choosing to live in a single
family dwelling oa. for choosing a.

multiple housing situation.

The structure in which a person lives Tell how features in the structure
helps determine the way in which he or of a house could help make the

she lives, people who live in it and their

3. influence of structure
- safety

- privacy

-sharing
- self-esteem

possessions safer and more secure
(walls, barred windows, window
height).

List safety features that might be
installed in housing (smoke alarms,
stair railing, breaker switches).

Analyze a particular home to point
out the areas of the structure that
facilitate privacy, and those that
are built for sharing.



Content Student Learning Activities

ReSources:

Interview people who live in a
variety of housing types to learn
what aspects of their, housing they

would like to change, and why.

Using one room or a house, show
various ways it could be changed
to meet the needs of several types

of inhabitants. Show how more or

less privacy could be obtained,
and how different arrangements
could be made within the basic

structure.'

Duly, Colin. The Houses of Mankind. Home Economics School Service.

1979. Types of housing used by cultures around the world and the

factors which influence house construction are described.

"Ik)using'Alternative41." Maclean-Hunter. Types of homes available

including apartments, townhouses, mobile homes, detached houses, and

eodesic domes'. Structure and financing of alternatives. Multi-

mdia kit has filmstrip with cassette, eight activity sheets, wall

ch r.r, and teacher's guide.

Newmark, Norma and Patricia Thompson. Self, Space, and Shelter. Harper

and Row. 1977. ,Chapter.9, "Housing Options: Types of Housing and

Types of Tenure."

7 9
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Level Three

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

'Topic: A. Housing and the economy

Ohjective: List items to include when determiningsthe total housing

budget.

Content Student,Learning Activities

Ihe cost ot providing housing for a To estimate the amount a typical

Limily includes both direct and family could spend on their housing

Indirect expenses needs, traditionally their ,income
is divided by 4. Recently, some

'. the housing budget families have spent 1/3 or more of

proportion of income for their income onhousing. Which

how,ing figure is more realistic? Why?

primary costs
house payment and Interview homemakers or family

interest members and ask what must be

rent considered as housing costs in

- related costs of housing addition to rent or mortgage

utilities payments,

taxes

upkeep Class members divide into several

insuran« hypothetical "families" (a farm

furnishings and family with four children, a

equipment single-parent family, a young couple).

costs of commuting Each family should make a budgct

services and estimate costs that
should be included as housing
expense.

64

Look in the local newspaper and
learn costs of apartment and house
rent, the prices of buying, and
the availability of housing. Decide

hoW much income a person must have
-in order to afford such housing.:

Make a list of furnishings and
equipment needed to start living

in an unfurnished dwelling. Using

a.department store catalog, sum up
the total costs of making the home

liveable.

a' 0
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Content Student Learning ACtivities

Choose a typical commuting distance
for workers in your community, add
up t tal miles traveled in a
month, an multiply by the current
mileage te given to state employ-
ees wh use th ir cars on business.
What w uld b the total monthly cost
of commu lng to work?

List the costs of housing that occur
once a year (taxes, insurance, major
epairs) and Aetermine how much

s ould be saved each month to meet
Eliese needs: Should this be placed
in a special account'? Discuss
reasons.

Determine total costs of utilities -

:each month (electric, gas, telephone,
water bills). Add monthly rates
which may apply for special expenses,
such as garbage collection or pest
contrctl..

List all items that must be included
as part of the cost of housing;
then re-examine these and make
stfcggestions for ways each could

be reduced.in cost.

Resources:

Lewis, Evelyn, Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. Chapter 4, "A
Place To Live."

Newmark, Nofma gnd Patricia Thompson. Self, Space and Shelter. Harper

and Row. 1977. Chapter 10,. "Investing in Shelter."

"Your Housing Dollar." Household Finance Corporation. Forty-page book-
let helps determine housing needs and analyze housing costs, whether
renting, buying,, or building. -

"Payday." Home gconomics School Service. 1975. A board game for 2-4
players who move through a month receiving bills, meeting payments, and.
collecting salaries. Flexible time. Grade level: 4-12.

65
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Level Three,

:

III.:010USING MANAGEMENT

i op : K. llome energy use

objectives: 1. List sources of energy Tor use home.

2. De6cribe conservation pi-actices or energy used in theo
home.

_

Content

\ vatie,tv of sources supply energy
1ed In the liome.

energy sources
=human eArgy
=electricity.
-fossil fuels

gas

oil

,coal

sonr energy
passi,,ve

act ive

-other
geot.hermal

nue 1 ea r

wind
wood

Energy (an be saved in the home
through the use of conservation
techniques.

2. energy conservation
-home design
-improved insulation

:

equipment selection and use
-energy efficient habits
-calculating energy gavings

\

66

Student*Learning Act/iviiies
h-

. API

Make a poster showing t14e comparative
costs of the kinds of energy used in
the home,./ C

intervieWra gcandparent or other
older pei?son and learn what tasks
they 4id'in the home using human
eneriy rather than:other types of
energy..

Read and discu,ss methods that people
are using to make their homes more
'self-sufficient or 'to accomplish '

work using alternative or less
expensive sources of energy.

Investigate and report on energy
sources we may be using more in the
future.to heat and cool our homes
and to do work.

On the chalkbc-72-1-ist appliances

and equipment in the home that use
energy. In a column to the right
list ways hpman energy could he
used to.conserve other kias of
energy. Discuss the real savings
in terms of time and effort Chat
these substitutes would mean.

Consider ways familieg could adapt
more energy=saving methods in their
homes.

8 0
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, Content Student Learnin

.;

r 4

* .

41.

yr'

'Ask alyerson from a utility-company
to explain the meaning of "R value" '

and how 'home insulation can save,
energy.

Analyze your own home in terms of
insulation value it hai, how much

;is needed in yOur area, andbow
this can be.n.mproved if ne essary.

FHA, members hold an "Ener y Saving

Fair" at school with members demon-
'strating techniques of conserving
heat aRd cool air in the home.
-(Putting plasfic film' on\windows:
caulqng leaks, adding weather-,
stripping around doors,' using insul-
,ated linings in draperies, laying

attic insulation).

.Borrow from a utility company or

construc a 'display of, psulation

material used in homes a d.compare
their efficiency, cost, nd instal-

lation considei-ations.

Make a bulletin boareto show ways
to xe-cycle tiousetIold items t'ol°

multiple uses or make models of
.such items fox the sthoed display

'Case. .

Resoul-ces:
,

"Save Energy: Save Money."

, to Aderstand information
irrthe home,. Pamphlet.

Office%of Economis Opportunity. 1935. Easy.c

on sources 'Of energy and tiow 'to conserve. it *.

"Tips for Energy Savers: In,thid Around thedlome, On the Road, in ae
Marketplace." Federal E rgy Administrat6n. Pamphlet.

"The Energy Crisis'at,HoMe." MatIean-Hunter. lbe
ofap energy efficient bome are discussed.

3, .

elements and importance

,
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Level Three.

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic) C. Home safety

Objectives: 1. Li§t measUres for.preventing home.accidents.

2. Describe ways to be prepared-for emergencies in the home..

Content Student rearning Activities

Home accidents tan be prevented.

1. accident prevention
causes.of home accidents
safe use of home,equipment
safety precauti,ons

lar

Being prepare& for hoMe emergencies
can save lives and reduce injUries.

2. preparedness
emergency instructions
firstaid supplies
stockpilingsfdr disasters

, 66

Read-and report,on the most comMon
causes of home accidents and Aat
parts of the home are the most

'dangerous,'

Write a safety checklist that
can be,used around the house for
accident ,prevention. Try it out in -

the home economics classroom-

Make a bulletin board eititled

"Read the Label First" pointl_ng

out the warnings given to users .

of home products.

Design a series of "Safe Use" cards
to post around the home economics
department giving steps to follow
to use the equipment and appliances
safely (garbage disposal, mixer,
stove,.. clothes dryer).

Make a bulletin board showing the
safe use 'and storage of dangerous
substances used in the home.

Prepare a first-4aid kit for the home
economics department which .can be

used in case of accidents. Check

with the school nurse for.sug
gestions and directions for use.

Write up a chart with directions for
using antidotes for poisons. INz.
each student take a copy hoThe and

post it for easy reference.

84
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Content Student Learning Activities

DisCUss kinds of disasters 'that have
occurred in your part of the state
in,the past (floods,_high winds,
tornadoes, hurricanes). Make a list
of basic supplies families could
ke.Tp on hand in their homes in case

. of such emergencies in the future.
Include shelf-life of the items on
the list and make a fepla ment
'schedule.

Invite the local telev sion weather-
bah to talk with class members--about
preparing the home for impending

0 weather crises.

Resources:

4,

"Recogniring and Dealing with Emergencie's." Interpretive Edu.cation. Home
school ind community emergencies, assistance agencies, and personal
preparedness. Two filmstrips with cassettes. Instructor's guide.

"Safety,in the Home." Ineerpretive Education. Practical'hints for
making homes haiard free. Care and use of electrical outlets and
appliances. Filmstfip and cassette, instructor's_guide.

"Home, Safe Home for Your Explorer." Soap and Detergent Association.
Colorful folder on making the home safe for,children.

"Electrical Safety." Centron Films. S,imple, easy-to-follow presentation
on avoiding electrical danger. TWelve and one-half-minu'te film.

69
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Level Three

ROUSING MANAGEMENT

: D. Maintaining the home

G.itives: F. Give reasons for maintaining a clean home in good
_

repair..

e.
2. .iemonstrate methods for maintaining the exteiior of a

house and its grounds'.

3. Dembristrate techniques for keeping the interior of d

ConLent

home clean, sanitary, and in good repair.

Student Learning Activities

Kei.pin .! a home clean and in good

re iir improves the value of the
,,rty and the quality of the

, .2s of people who liNie there%

1. importance of home maintenance
-reduce accidents
-p,event disease
'-increase prOperty,value
-improve appearance
-improve functioning
-preserve structUre
'-pr-vent

-isncrease satisfaction

maintenaree tasks
(,An improve the appehrance and
tunctioning of the exterior of a
house.

2. exterior maintenance
-preventive dare

.inspection

painting
cleaning

-minor repairs
-major repairs

7 9

Disduss relationships between
clean, safe surroundings and
human well-being, both physical
and mental.

Invite a panel of homeowners to
discuss ways they extend the life
of their property through preven-
tive maintenance.

Price services available fn Our
community for carpentry, insect
control, painting,and yardwork.
Estimate the bost per year of these
services if-a person'were to hire
,someone to do ther Discuss ways
family-members could provide some

of these services.

Visit a hardware store to observe
and price items available for home-
repair and maintenance. Make a

list of the basic tools a home

See demonstrations of minpr home
repairs.(replacing winetw panes,

repainting, caulking, and insect

prevention). and practice some of

theseathsks at home under adult

suRervision.

0.



ContenE Student Learning Activities

-landscaping
for eneryy conservation
as hobby
aesthetic appeal

c.

Small groups of students take main-
tenance problems as projects. An-

alyze the problemr-,propose solutions,
practice and research alternatives,
and solve the problem. Evaluate
results.and make recommendations
to the class.

Using the home economics department
as a labgratory, seek out maintenance
problems that need solutions (drip-
ping faucet, insect pests, chipped

paint). If feasible, work on
solving these problems in class.

Visit a plant nursery and learn what

.il

plants are suitable to grow in your
area, how to get started on a land-
scaping project, and how to keep up

home landscaping.

+ FHA chapter members put on a Home
Care Day for students and parents.
Set up display areas of home main-
tenance products with the cooper-
ation of local business establish-
ments, demonstrate,repair techniques,
and invite other resource people.to
participate.

Simple tasks, performed regularly, can Small groups of students list tasks

help maintain the fnterior of a h9me needed to maintain various parts of

in a state of cleanliness and good ihe home in a healthful and sani-
I

repair. tary state, and tools needed to do it.

3. interior maintenance
-saqtation

trash and garbage.control
pest control
mildew
food storage
caring for pets

-home cleaning
Materials and finishes
cleaning tools
cleaning agents
cleaning methbds

71

ysit a grocery store or department
store cpd.observe items for home
sanitation and cleaning. Compare

prices of products designed to
accomplish similar-tasks.

Display basic tools and cleaning
agents that are availabn for
home cleaning.

87
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Content

,

-sl,aple repairp
plumbing
electrical
structural

,

/

_ --

Student Learning Activities

72

Demonstrate ways to clean such
surfaces as glass, wood, plastics,
and textiles.- Compare costs and
results of using commercial pro-
duct.s with homemaie products.

Write up a chart which cri be
distributed to class memSers showing
ways to removc common stains. En-
courage them to post this at home
ini,a place where it will be useful
as. a refer(nct.

Experiment with a variety of

cleaning agents, tools, and methods
to determine which accomplishes the
liest results. Control the experi-
ments so they are fair comparisons.

Write short essays on ways to make -
household cleaning tasks easier by
using preventive measures. Entitle
the compositions, "Don't Make Work."

Give reports.on common houthold
pests (fleas, mosquitoes, ticks,
termites, flies, mice). Include
information about their.life cycles,
reproduction, prevention, And erad-
ication. .

4
Ask a local veterinarian or Coop-
erative Extension Agent to talk to .

the class about living saftsly with
pets, includfbg sanitary measures
for the prevention 9,f disease.

Visit the parish Cooperative Exten-
sibn office to collect bulletins
of information about home care tasks
for a classroom reference file.

Listen to several commercials for
household products on television
or radio and check advertisement4,
in newspapers and magazines. Peter-.
mine how much of the information

s8
,

f.l.

a



Content Student Learning Activities

Resources:

presented is factual and useful
and what is propaganda.

Compare information given in a
bulletin published by Cooperative
Extension with that about a house-
hold item distributed by a ,commer-

cial organization. Determine which

is more helpful.

Have a "label quiz" in class. Ask
questions that can be answered by

reading information and directions
found on cleaning products or in

pamphlets.

+ FHA members prepare-a_series of
radio scripts for one-minute pre-
sentations gji tips for home care.
Ask ehe local radio or television
station to use these during their
public service announcement time.

Make a bulletin board of labels
from home care products. Group

together those designed for
similar purposes.

Garrett, Pauline. Consumer Housing. Bennett Publishing Company. 1972.

.Chapter 9, "Maintenance-A Continuous Project"; Chapter 10, "Planning
for the Outside."

"Home Maintenance." Interpretive Education. Basic repairs around

apartment or house: hanging fy_ants and pictures, plastering, changing
fuses or checking circuit breakers, cleaning and changing furnace filter,
and repairing leaky sink. Two filmstrips with cassettes, instructor's

guide.

Weiss, William. Home Maintenance. Bennett Publishing Company. How7to,

text for common household repnirs. Topics include tools and their

care, redecorating with paint and wall coverings, and simple household

repairs. Five related filmstrips and cassettes available.

"Games on Carpet and Upholstery Care." Bissell Consumer Service

Institute. Free.

73
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Level Three

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic E. Home responsibilities

Ob'ectives: 1.
t
Devise a plan for sharing the responsibMties involved
in maintaining a household.

2. Give examples of ways to share living space harmoniously'
with other people.

---
Content Student Learning Activities

Care of theYhome environment is.
easier when family members snare
the responsibilities.

1. sharing *home care tasks

-list routine
interior
exterior

-schedule household tasks
daily
weekly
monthly
seasonally

-division of labor
-cooperation

74

Make a pie graph to illustrate
portions of responsibilities
assumed by family members in
household maintenance al,they
occur in a typical family. Discuss

the situation, considering the
total contributions of each family
member and the demands made by
each upon the group as a whale.

Interview the person in the family
who cauies the major responsibil-
ity for household maintenance and
learn how these tasks might be
shared more equitably.

Work out a rotating duty chart for
fam,ily members to help distribute

household tasks. Tryjt out for.a
week and repor the results. Revise

if necessary.

Survey home economrcs stu nts to

learn wha management tas in the

department presents the g eatest
problem (book storage, control or
supplies, clean-up). As a group,

work out a feasible solution and
experiment with it.

,
tv.)



Content Student Learning Activities

As a person matures, he or she
assumes additional responsibilities
for shaLng the environment with
other people .

2. living with others
-being a good family member

sharing space
sharing home respon- ,

sibilities
respecting privacy
respecting rights of
others

-being,a good neighb_or
noise and 9ollution

control
respecting private

property
maintaining the

neighborhood
-being a good citizen

litter control
respecting public

property
speaking out on housing
issues

IOW

Interview a local law enforcement
officer and learn what kinds of
problems teenagers have in your
community in learning to be good

.citizens. Discuss ways young

people themselves might Xake
the initiative in helping solve

these problems.

Ask a local councilman to talk
to the class about housing regu-,

lations that concern them and
their families. Learn how these

laws are made, and how laws can

be changed when necessary.

+ FHA members meet with school admin-
istrators and discuss problems
related to the school environment.
Plan and implement strategies to
solve these problems. Meet again

to evaluate progress.

Hold a class meeting to talk about
ways to improve the management
of resources fairly. .

Resources:

"What To Use To Clean lkour-House." U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1966.

Leaflet giving lists of materials needed in house cleaning. Law level

reading.

"A Clean House Is Important." U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1966.

Leaflet giving reasons for cleaning house.. Low level reading.
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Level Three

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic A. Use of space

Objective: Show efficient ways./drIse spaee in the home to serve
desired functions.

Content Student Learning Activities

The activities carried out and the
storage needed determine how space

4in a home is used.

4. kmproving the use of home
space

reallocati011 of use
- reorganizing existing

space

- providing new space

76

Talk with members of the family to
learn what activites in the home
they think need more space or
improvements in use.of available
space.

Name examples'of the use of one
space for ewo or more functions.
(For example: the dining room
-table may be used for study or

. for folding clean clothes, as well
as for eating,)

Describe ways in which under-used
space in the home may be made to
serve additional functions.

Jot down ideas for space needed
for'a favorite activity such as
sewing or a craft. Decide if
there are areas available in the
home that could be converted into
spae for ehis activity. How could
the space be changed to provide
adequate room for action as well as
storage of supplies?

+ .FHA members reoiganize the space
_in which their files, recordi,'ahd

initiation supplies are stored.

List areas of the home that are
used for storage. Decide whether '

or not each household adtivity has
adequate storage space for the .

tools and supplies required.

2
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Content Student Learning Activities

r,

)

c"

0. Analyze a storav area, such as a
closet or cabinet. Determine
whether or not space is wasted.
Work out ideas to use the space
more efficiently, such as stacking
items, or adding or moving a shelf.
Take "before" and "after" photo-
graphs for a bulletin board,

Iipok in home magazines to find
*leas for constructing storage space
in the home and make a scrapbook.

Look in a catalog for storage

devices. Devise ways to use the
ideas without purchasing special
equipment. e

Take a storage space in the home
economics department or in your

home as a project. Decide whether
or not the items in it should be ,

there or not, if they could be
grouped for more efficient use, or
could be exchanged for other items

in that space. Discard unused
items and improve storage of the

remaining items'.

,

List things in the home that are
used every day, every few weeks,
seasonally, and rarely. Decide if ,

the things used most often should
be stored in more convenient

locations.

Resources:
svo,

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decision. Goodheart-Willcox Co. 1978. Chapter 6,

"The Question of Spacen-; Chapter 7, "Design in the Home."

Sulahria, Julie and Ruby Diamond. Inside Design. Harper and Row. 1977.

Chapter 1, "The Space We Live In"; Chapter 4, "Functional Space Design."

77
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Level Three

IV.. HOME PLANNING

\Iwo...Topic: B. Home decoration

Objectives: 1. List the elements and principles involved in design for
the home.

2. Point out examples of different styles of home decoration.

3. Express taste and creativity in plans for decorating one's
personal surroundings.'

Content Student Learning Activities

Elements in design may be used
according to certain principles
to obtain pleasing decor for the
home.

1. design in the home
-elements

color
form
line

texture .

-principles

proportion
balance
rhythm
emphasis
harmony

-types
structural
decorative

78

Using water colors or tempera,
illustrate a color wheel showing
primary, secondary, and tertiaiy
colors.

Look around the classroom and find
colors not on the color wheel, or
neutral colors, and name them.

Among the clothing worn by students
point out examples of_ variations
in intensity and value of different
colors.

On the chalkboard list the names
of colors, then under each write
the names used by decorators or
clothiers to describe variations
of intensity and value of the basic
colors. (For example, Blue: navy,
robin's egg, turquoise, sky. Red:

scarlet, brick, cerise, magenta)

Diagram basic forms, then find
examples of structures and fur-
nrshings in the classroom'or in
magazines that illustrate variations
of these.

Compare two pieces of furniture,
such as two chairs of different
styles, and decide which illus-
trates greater mass and dimension.

9 4



Content Student 'Learning Activities

79

Find examples of line and pqttern
in fabric swatches. Group together
those that illustrate vertical,-
horizontal, diagonal,and curved
directions and use them for a
bulletin board display.

Think of emotions such as serenity,

excitement, and anger, and choose
lines that illustrate these. Do

the same with color.

Collect items with a var4ty of
textures. Play a game ikwhich
each person reaches into a container
blindly and tries to describe the
texture ofirbjects felt inside.
Write down the descriptive terms
used by students to describe what
they

Desc4-ibe how various textures,
lines, and colors bring out dif-
ferent feelings in people. Have
class memberstell how they feel
when viewing variations in elements
of design. A field trip to a,
furniture showroom would provide
studenrs with this opportunity.

Use overlapping transparencies
on an overhead projector to show
how colors on a color wheel can be
combined in'a variety of pleasing
schemes.

Make a poster for different color
schemes showing how color combi-
nations are carried out in room
decoration (monochromatic, analogous,
complimentary, split complimentary,
triadic).

Illustrate the relationship of the
amount of surface for a color.and
the intensity of that color, making
the smaller areas of a design of
higher inteneity dolors.
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Col?tent Student Leatning Activities

Styles in hoMe decdtation are
distinguisheeby certain featureb.

2. style
-period
-traditional
-contemporary
-eclectic

Choose a favorite-printed material
and name the coloracheme used in
its design. Using:the colors in
the print, show how A whole room
could be deoGrAtea wtth the scheme.

Show how furniture in a room can
be used in formally and informally
balanced arrangements.

How cdna design element--color,, for
example--be used to harmonize the
de,coration of asroom?. Find examples

, to irlustrate.

Show examples of structural and
dtcorative.designs in,home t

furnishings.

Glance at a picture oVa room and
tell what feature.atartds out or
.is emphasized.mostw is the :

emphasis made? (caor,,size, texture)

Analyze the Iiving,area,of the home
economics deparnnent,. and, 4ecf4e,tf

\, changes are neede0EnMake,it more
attractiVe. Analyzethe changes
in termS of desigliiprinciples.

From magazines or catalogs cut out
pictures, of furniture, drapettes,
wall coVerings, ankother home fur-
nishings that couyPbe categorized
.as perrod, traditA'on'al, or

dontemporary.

teir.

, Willte a descrip't the.elements

in each eategory t_cause it to

be l,abeled as onfr; -1e or anoiher.

Tell'whether eac le is primarily
decorative, strutal, or 4

, combination of ty,p

80 L
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Content Student Learning Activities

(

The near environment of a person
can express that person's creativity
and taste.

planning home decoration_
- taste

beauty
utility
order
excellence

- creativity

individuality
expegsion

f-

81

Visit homes in your community whose
owners have decorated them in
peiiod, traditional,,or contemporary
styles. Students compare reactions.

Discuss the,advantages of each type

of. style--; Consider such factors '

as cost of initial investment, flex-.
ibility, ease of maintenance, dura-
bility, and personal taste.

Define the term "eclectic" and
tell how it applies to styles in

home decoration.

If a person "inherits" household
furnishings of different styles,
what are some ways to use them
together harmoniously?

Make a field trip to an interior
design studio, to a furniture
store, or to the furnishings
department of a general store.
Talk with the person who set up

the displayS to learn how fur-
nishings are combined creatively
and tastefully.

Display ways people have expressed
their own individuality in their
environment.,,,,

4

Design a pillow,
picture, vase, or other object
for your hom.e.

waPi-hanging,

At home make a poster collage
illustrating your tastes and
interests using pictures and real

objects. Collect these from each
student anonymously and put them

on the bulletin,board. Determine
which collage belongs to which
.student by studying theipersonal
'information shared on the collages.
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Content StudentiLearning Activities

Share ideas for designs, hobbies, and
collections with class members.
Suggest ways 'these can, be incor-

porated into the decoration of
one's home.

Resources:

"Color in Display," Home Economics School Service. 1980. Sixteen color

transparencies, 20 jpirit misteri. Use of color techniques in retail

displays. Color wheels, tints and shades, terminology, combinations,

warm and coOTEolors, background.

"Design: A Simulation of Designing and Furnishing a Bome." Home

Economics School Service. 1974. PaCketof 35 copies of 16-page
student guide which includes drafting paper for comprete home design.
Students plan,for imagined futures, learn variety of homes available;
construct family identity, including size and income, match income to

family needs; draw house plans;.then furnish house. Teacher's,guide'

contains objectives, sequence of activities; and duplication forms.
Grade level 5-8, or slower students in 9-12. Fifteet class periods

needed.

'"Living Color." Maclean-Hunter. How the eye perceives color, how

colors affect mood, and how they can be use4 in a variety of living

spaces. Terms like hue, value, intensity, shade and tint are
clarified, and basic color schemes explained.. Multimedia kit las
filmstrip and cassette; eight activity sheets, wall chart, and

teacher's guide.

"Making Your Home Environment Attractive, Convenient, and Comfortable. "

Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. 1978. Concepts include

furniture arrangement, color schemes, choosing and making accessories,

and planning lighting. Free. Gr. '7-12.

Schreiber, Joanne. Sewing to Decorate Your Home. HOme Economics School

Service. 1979. Buying fabrics, choosing colors, using space, efin-
ishing old chairs, making new bedspreads and draperies. 121 pages.

Paperback.

"Sewing for the Home." Coats and Clarke Instructions and patterns for

11 home decoration projects.
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Resources (cont'd),

Sherwood, Ruth. Homes, Today nd Tomorrow. Bennett Publishing tompany.

1976. Chapter 9, "Elements of Design": Chapter 10, "Principles, of

Des gn"; Chapter 11, "What Influences Design?"

Reid, William Jr. Introduction to Design. Rome Econdmics School Service.

1972. 4 Introductory course in, design. Basic principlea of sy,etry,

asymmetry, variety, rhythm, movement, unity) lines, shapes, texture,
color, dimension, and imagination. Openended activities. Jillustrated.

,
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Level Three

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic! D. Buying household goods

Objectives: I. List sources of consumer information available on
household furnishings.

2. Describe wa A. a consumer is protected from unsatisfactory
.purchases for the home.

'Content Student Learning Activities

Obtaining information about,home
furnishings can help a consumer
make 'wiser purchases.

2. sources of information
-labels
-advertisements
consumer magazines and
agencies

- instruction booklets,

-Cooperative Extension
publications

books, magazines

Consumers are grotected by a variety
of agencies, lows, and organizations%

3. consumen protection
-agencies

Federal Trade Commission
Bureau of,Standards
Better Business Bureau-
MajortApplianc:e Consumer

' Action Panel,
Consumer Proteceion Center businesses.

Talk with a family who recently
purchased home furnishings. Ask
wheee they got information about
the items before they decided to
purchase and their satisfaction
with these sources.

Have 65ich student in class Vhoose
particular products or apOiances
used in the home and make a scrap-
book of consumerlinformation about
these items (lamps, refrigerators,

. beds). I(eport findings to the
class.

+ FHA members invite a Cooperative
Extension home economist to talk
about making wise purchases of
home furnishings.

Class members give 6camples of
unwise ctioices in household
furnishings. Discuss way these
could have been avoided.

Readland.report on agenc
are involved in consume
tion. Describe the f
each performs.

Toik with a represen'tat
the local Better Busine
about the kinds of info

es that
protec-

ctions

).e from
s Bureau
ation

th0,have avaflable and how this
protects bottipconsumer and

84
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'Content °Student'Learning Aceivities

Governor's Office on Practice writing a letter to a

Consumer Pnoteètron /consumer protection agency
-making complaints describing an unsatisfactory

purchase. Read it to other class
members to critique. .Discuss
actions that the agenty could
take based on the information
presented.

'Role play a customer returning an
.unsatisfactbry purchase for the__
home to a s.tore representative.
Explore right and wrong tactics
to use.

Resources:

"Everychirig You Should,Know Before You Buy Another Piece of Furniture."
Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association. Thirty-two page-booklet

on furniture styles, decorating tips, and manufacturing techniques:

Glossary of furniture terms.

4
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Level Three-

V. HOUSING'TRENDS
V

Topic: ,E. Housinglhaccupations

e-

Objective : List several trends Chat seem to, be in effect related to
.housing occupations.

Content Student Learning Activities
4

*

Current trends in housing will have
effects on 'related occupations

3. trends in housing occupations
-growth of service\

industries
-reduced sex stereotyping
women entering the labor

force
application of new

technology

Collect clippings from newspapers
and current magazines that
indicate trends in the housing
indnstry. Discuss implications
of these for people in related
jobs.

Look at demographic projections
for the next generatiod (median
age, birth rates, immigration)
and discuss ways population trends
could have effects on housing in
the future.

Americans are described as "mobile"
people. What does this mean, and
how might it affect thd housing
industry?

Interview several older adults
and learn what they think some
social trends have been in the past
generation and the effects these
have had on the way people live now.

Write a short paper describing
your predictions of "Housing
Occupations in the Future ."

Resources:

"Housing and Interior Design." Prentice-Hall. From Crossroads: Home

Economics and the Working World series of career programs. Multi-
media program includes three filmstrips and cassettes, teacher's
guide, and one book of spirit duplicator masters for student career
activities..

86
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Resourcqs (continued):

Creasy, Donna'Newberry. Housing Careers. Prentice-Hall. Educational

requirements, advancement possibilities, working conditions, and

income potential. Paperback.

lo
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Home Economics III or Semester Dourse
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LEVEL FOUR

Housing - kome Economics III or Semester Course
(Grades 11-12)

Students electing.to study housing are assumed to have the interest
necessary to sustain activities more complicated.than those Panned for
the previous levels. They should have the maturity to see the immediate
value of housing-concepts as gey begin thinking abdtt their lives after
high school graduation.

)

A comprehensive course of study in housing at tille senior high
school level provides time for students to study Ihe subject in some
depth. Students in Home Economics III marl-lave been introduced to
housing concepts in Home Economics I Ad Home Economics II, but those
enrolled in a semester course may not have had these experiences.
Differences in backgrounds of students should be taken into account by
the.teacher when planning the course.

Major Objectives:
A

At the end of the semester students should be able to:

1) .list a variety of choices that people must make to,meet their needs
for shelter.

2) describe the processes involved in acquiring housing.

3) exhibit ractices that lead to sa4 tisfactory management of housing.
Fl

.

4) choose furnishings and,interior decorations to fit individual needs.

(5) project trends in housing related to society and the future.

89
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LEVEL FOUR

Housing - Home Economics III, or Semester Course

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF CONCEPTS

Concepts

I. HOUSING CHOICES

A. Human needs for shelter
1. basic needs
2. secondary needs

B. .The .environment
,

1. scope .

2. types

: 3. interaction with people

C. Factors influencing choice
1. geography
2. cilture
3. family
4. activities
5. location

D. Housing alternatives
1. single family dwellings
2. multiple dwellings
3. influence of structure

E. Housing styles
1. international influences
2. historical Anrican
3. current housing
4. .Louisiana

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING.

A. Housing and the economy
1. the housing market
2. the housing budget

B. Housing selection
1. deciding to rent, buy, or build
2. loca.ting,available housing
3. structural considerations

C. Acqu ing hpusing,
renting

. buying
3. building
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113
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114
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Concepts

D. Financing a home
1. sources of funds

2. mortgages
3. taxes

4. insurance '\

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

A. Housing systems
1. temperature control

2u water and waste trapsfer
3. electrical
4. protection ,

5. increasing system efficiency
,

B. Home e rgy use

1. energy sources

2. energy conservation

C. Home safety
1.' accident prevention
2, preparedness

D. Maintaining the home
1. importance of home maintenance

2. exterior maintenance
3. interior maintenance

E. Home responsibilities
1. sharing home care tasks

2. living with others

3. independent living

'IV. HOME PLANNING

1;
A. Use of space

1. areas in the home.

2. reading -house plans

3. analyzing house plans

4. improving the use of space

B. Home decoration
1. design in the home

2. styles

3. planning home decoration

C. Home interio'rs

1. surface treatments

2. window and door treatments

3. lighting

91'
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Concepts Page,

4. furniture and accessories 158

5. household linens \ 160
6. home equipment 161

D. Buying household goods 167
1. cOnsiderations 167
2. sources of information' 167

3. consumer protection 168

E. Home improvements 170

1. improvement schemes 170

2. reeycling used items
... . r 171

3. remodeling ( 17

\-

V. HOUSING TRENDS 175

A. Factors affecting/housing ..175

1. societal changes , 175

2. economics - 176

3. technology . 176

4. environmental concerns 177

B. Housing and government
1. housing agencies .

2. ,housing legislation

178

178

178

:

.

C. Housing as'a social concein
,

180

1. effects of poor housing on society 180

2. effects of social conditions'on housing 181

3. actions for improving housing 181

D. Future developments in housing 183

1. knnovatiye construction techniques 183

2. new energy sources 183

3. changes indli-cestyles 184 -

,

E. Mousing occupations 186

1. jobs related tip housing 4 186

2. preparation fdf hodsineoccupations - 187

3. trends in housing occupations 188



Level FJur

I. HOUSING C'HOICES

Topic: A. Human needs for shelter

Objectives: 1. Describe how housing meets basic numan needs.

2. List human needs, other than survival, that are met by
,

housing.

Content Student Learning Activities 1

Housing helps people fill basic Consider each level jf Maslow's
; human needs ,hierarch37 of human n$eds. (Maslow,

A. H. Motivation and/Personality.

1. basic needs New York. Aarpers. 11954)

- shelter

, -protection.
rest
-nourishment

Other,less crucial, human needs
can be met throug .housing.

2. secondary needs
- belong ngness

-accept nce
- respec

'-pride

- self- xpression.

priv. y'

93

1.. physical needs (food, water,
shelter, rest)

2. safety (security, protection,
stability)

3. ?love or belongingness" (affection,
support, feeling wanted)

4. esteem (respect, recognition,
self-confidence, usefulness)

5. self-actualization (self-
fulfillment, individuality,
expression).

At each level state how housing can
help fill these needs.

Compare modern housing with primitive

housing. Contrast construction
methods and furnishings, then
find similarities im the ways they

meet human needs. What do the
homes of most people in, the world
have in common?

Analyze a home And decide what
aspects are designed'for survival
and what aspects for comfort.

Construct a bulletin board with
pictures'from magazines showing
how various areas of the home
meet humSn needs.
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Content Student Learning Activities

Write an essay defining what ,Thome"
Means to you.

Resources:

of

"Die Home: An Environment for Human Growth." 1971. J. C. Penney. Multi-
'media kit contains cassette recording of interviews, four posters of
children's drawings of home, three case studies of houAing needs of
families, 12 slides of how homes can meet needs, one transparency of
Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, 4 three floor plans and set of movable
furniture cutouts for overhead Projector. :

Mikellides, Byron2 ed., Architecture for People. Holt, Rinehatt and
, Winston. 1980. Illustrated essays consider human needs as well as

architectural'theory in search for a new human environment. 196 pages.

St. Marie, Satenig S. Homes are for People. John Wiley and Sons, 1973.
Explores impact of home environment on the develoOment of the persons
within it. GAes 9-12. Four hundred pages.

-

"Housing." (Man: A Crpss-cultural Approach).Educational Design, Inc.
.Globai survey of how housing is constructed, reasons for p pulation
concentration, povement toward urbanization; frpom implest Uts to
recent design and planning trends: Cassette-and two filmst ips.

4
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Level iolk

I. HOUSING CH9ICES

f-

.

Topic: B. The environment

Objectives: 1. Give examples of both the.gear.environment and the
expanded environment.

2. Discuss characteristics uf-different types of environment.

3. Describe positive and negative effects that people and
their environments may have on one another.

Content Student Learning Activities

The liUman environment consists Of. List the parts of your environment
the total surroundings within which
people live.

1. scope
,7the neax environment
- the expanded environment

Aspects of the environment dlffer
according to the type.

2
'f

types

- natural

-constructed
- behavioral

People both act on their environ-,
ment and are affetted by it,

3. interactions with people
-positive results .

comfort
health
safety
security

-negative results
depletion of resources
pollution
illness
injury
fear

95

with which you come into contact
every day. What other aspects of
,of a broader environment may
: influence you even though you may
snot be aware of them?

0Abk a biologist or environmentalist
to talk to the class about effects
that destroying the natural environT
ment can have oA the survival of the
human species. How can people
provide adequate housing for them-
selves, yet preserve the environment?
How have they succeeded or failed?

Describe characteristics of a
perfect human environment. Con-

sider ways people have managed'
to move toward providing this type
8f environment for themselves. Do

students differ in definitions of
a perfect environment? How? Why?

List ways people have produced
negative results on the environmenc.
Suggest ways to begin reversing
these effects.

Discuss effects that an dihealthful
environment can have on the physical
and mental development of people.
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Rgs urces:
S.

. "The City as an ECDsystem. Interpretive Educitron. Aims at,developing
'm positive environmental attitude. Five filmstrips, five cassettes,.
and 30 student workbooks.

Keiser, Marjorie Branin. Housing: _An Environment for Living. Mac-
, Millen Publishing Co., Inc. 1978. College level tex.t examines

housing from an environmental.point of view. Bio-physical, psycho-
social, and-technological factors of housing. Hardcover. Three-,
hundred-fifty-eight pages.

, "The-Next Sound You Hear May Be Just Too Much." Changing :Times Education
), Service. Students'explore the issue of noise pollution. Mini-unit has

40 copieslof reading material, transparency and sp itmaster, and
teaching guide.

Melson, Gail F. Family and Environment: An Ec system Perspective.
Burgess Publishing Co. 1980. Physical and ocial forces which
affect-families. Active role of the family in creating stability and

'change in four ares,'one of which is housing. Two-hundred-seventy-five
pagesr: Clothbound. Instructor's_guide.

s
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Level Four

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: C. Factors influencing choice 4.

ObjectOes: 1. Discuss ways geography determines housing style.

2. Tell how cultural factors influence housing choices.

3. Describe ways that family characteristiCs help determine

the type of housingithat is appropriate for them.

4. Give examples of how one's activities influence housing

choices.

5. Discuss housing choices in relation to location within

an area.

Content Student Learning Activities

Geographical factors help determine
the suitabirity of a structure for

human habitation.

1. geography
6111ta-fe-

.

- topography

- space available

- natural resources

Cultural aspects influence the choice

of appropriate housing.

2. culture
.

-religion and beliefs

-values

- goa/s and standards

-customs

97.
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Contrast types of housing used by

people in tropical, sub-tropical,
temperate, and cold zones of fhe

world. Compare materials used,
insulation needed, ventilation or

--air-tontror; and-other-character-
istics and relate these to geo-

graphical influences.

Compare housing in heavily pOpulated

areas of the world with that of '

sparsely populated ones. Give

examples of ways people hav4 managed

to have large numbers live on small

areas of earth. Discuss how

population density affects one's

environment for 1Nng.

Discuss ways religion has influenced

housing. Tell how roles of women,

values placed ga.children, living
patterns, and 6ther cultural char-

acteristics have caused people to

design or decorate their housing in

particular ways..

Determine what individual students
value in a home at this time. How

might these values change later?



Content Student Learning Activities

Various characteristics of families
may influence the type of home that
is chosen.

3. family
- stages of life cycle

-composition and size
- permangncy in community
-special needs

children
older people
handicapped

- personal tastes

- resources available

4
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Discuss ways family values have
affected the unique housing chosen
by a family. For example, strong
family ties may ca)ise children to
remain in the same house or vicinity
of their parents.

Using a typical house in your
community, describe changes a
family might make in it through,
the years as they begin marriage,
raise a.family, retire, and
become widowed.

. -

Analyze Ole living patterns in
)bur community. Where do young
single people live? Families with

children? Older people? Can

1;atterns be determined?

What transient groups are found
in your community (migrant labor,
college students, tourists)? What

kinds of housing do they occupy?
What needs do transient groups
have?' Does housing in your commu-
nity meet these needs?

Give ,examples of ways that standard
housing may be altered to meet
special needs Of-some groups of
people, such as children, the
elderly, and the handicapped.

Describe personal experiences with
examples of these types of alter-
ations.

Visit a handicapped homemaker to
see what changes have been made in
the house to deal with a specific

need.

Learn what laws have been made to
provide access to public buildings
for handicapped people. Make a

slide presentation to ill6girate
ways the law has been met or not.
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Content Student Learning A ivities.

Family activities can influence

housing choices.

4. activities
- home-centered

- community-centered
-space needs
-social situations

- -life style

The specific location of a home

may be an important,factor in

its suitability.

5. location
-neighborhood

type
quality

-rural/urban
-proximity

work
school
shopping
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Invite.a legislator or-other public

official to give insight.into
needs of the handicaliped not cur-
rently being met in the state.

Without using names, describe the
interests and activities of
members in a family you know. Let

-the'class members tell what housing
characteristics would be desirable

so the faTily could carry out

their activities.

Guess the number o uare feet in

the home economics departmenb
then measure and multiply length
times width to check the estimate.
Find the estimate of square feet

on several house plans. How many

square feet are in your bedroom?

Living room? Kitchen? Estimate

thentImber of square feet one would

need for various activities such

as, dining, sleeping, cooking,

studying, sewing.

Define the term, "life-style." Tell

ways you think the life-style of

Americans is changing, and how this

is influencing housing.

Class members talk with people who

live in the inner citY, in the
suburbs and in rural areas and ask

' them about the advantages and dis-

advantages of living in these places.

Report answers back to class and

compare notes. Where would you'

prefer to live? Why?

What characteristics of a neighbor-

hood might a single person seek? '

an elderly person? a family with

young children? What common char-

acteristics do most people seek
when they look for housing?
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Resources:

Duly Colin. The Houses of Mankind. Home Economies School Service.
1979. Diversity in types of housing around the world. One hundred
photographs show huts, cliff dwellings, bamboo cottages and other
structures. Social and religious factors and technical elements
which influence house construction are examined. Ninety-six pages.

"Housing': A Crosg-Culegral Study." Educational Design. "Dwo filmstrips.

"Sticks and Stones Will Build a House." Association Films. Indian
architetture in the southwest United States from pithouses, masonry,
to.Pueblo apartment strqctures. Thirty minute color film, rental.

"Where's the Best Place to Live?" Changing Times Education Service.
Importance of geographic location and neighborhood of a home.
Mini-unit has 40 copies of- reading material, transparency and spirit-
master, and teaching guide.

'"Housing Values." Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (3M). Transparency

Moore, Char s, Gerald Allen, and D. Lyndon. The Place of Houses. Holt,
RineWart'and Winston, 1974. How to design and/or adapt houses to fit
needs and desires of theanhabitants. Two-hundred eigh-ty-eight pages.

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox, 1978. Chapter 1,
"Housing for Satisfaction"; Chapter 2, "Housing and Life Situations";
Chaprer 4, "A.place to Live."

"Housing: Decision Making.7 Milliken Publishing Company. Consideratiops
for,choosing housing appropriate to lifestyle and home maintenance.
Multimedia package containS color transparencies, duplicating
masters, and teacher's guide.
-

"Design Games." Henry Sanoff. One-hundred-twelve-page illustrated
paperback. Eighteen games cover"range of life situations in which
students are forced to make personal and environmental design
decisions.

Newmark, Norma L. and Patricia J. Thompson. Self, Space and Shelter.
Harper and Row. 1977. College level teXtbook. Micro- and macro-

/
environmental perspective§. Mini-readings written by authorities
in the.area. Holistic approach to housing; evolution of housing in
cultural framework; housing issues. ,Five-hundred-eight pages.
Hardcover.
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Level,Four

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: D. Housing alternatives

Objectives: 1. Identify a variety of types of single family dwellings.

2. Describe several kinds of multiple housing facilities.

3. Explain how a structure can influence pe lives of the
people who live in it. ,

Content Student Learning Activities

For detached households several
types of housing are available.

1. single family dwellings
-pdrmanent

conventional houses
manufactured homes

-temporary
vacation homes
mobile homes

Groups of people may live in close
proximity in several ways.

2. multiple dwellings
-attached

toWnhouses and row houses
duplexes, triplexes,
fourplexes

apartment complexes
-group living

dormitories
communal homes
nursing homes
tandem houses
ihared apartMents

101
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Join a local tour of homes or
attend open houses to observe how
homes are being built in your.
community.

Visit and talk with people who live
in manufactured hoMes and learn
what they like or dislike about
'them and why they selected this
type of housing. What special
considerations are needed that are
not necessary in other types of
housing? What are their advantages
and disadvantages? Compare them in
cost wilh standard buil ouses.

Clip advertisements f om the local
newspaper showing ty es of multiple
dwellings in your community that
are for rent or for sale: ComparQ...'

them in cost, and features with
single family dwellings. Display
these ads in the classroom.

Compare single and multiple dwellings
in terms of the life-styIe they
allow. For example, people who live
in apartments do not have to spend
time working in their yards; they
may have more opportunities to
meet others than people.Who live
in single family dwellings; apart-
ment dwellers may need to be more
considerate when playing music,
because they may disturb -close
neighbors.



Content Student Learning Activities

The structure in which people live
determines to some extent the way
in which they live.

3. influence of structure
-safety
-privacy
-sharing
-self-esteem

Describe a facility for group
living that you have Visited in
your community. How does the
structure influence the way people
who live there take meals? do

laundry? socialize? have priVacy?

Make a list of priorities you/
would have for living arrangements.
Analyze ways these could or could
nos,b.e met in a variety of housing

facilities.

Discuss Ways structures might be
changed if they did not meet the
needs of their inhabitants.
(Screens or walls for more pirivacy
might be installed, use of rooms
might be changed, extra space mav

be added.)

Interview someone who plans to do
some structural remodeling and
learn what reasons caused this
person to decide to invest in tfie

expense of reconstruction and what

the person hopes to gain from it.

Develop a Tic-Tac-Toe game based
on the advantages and disadvantages
of various housing choices.

.01.

Resourres:

"Getting a Roof Over Your Hea . (Housing: Unit 1) Changing Times

Education Service. Multit ia kit includes simulation game, hulletIn

board,project, 30 copies oE book "Happiness Is Finding the Right

Place To Live;" attitude inventory, pre- and post-test, reading and

resource list.

Davison, Jane. The Fall of a Doll's House: Three generations of

American Women and 'the Houses They Lived In. Holt, Rinehart and

Winston. 1980. The single-family suburban house and the changing

attitudes toward it. Provocative mix of sonal, architectural, and

personal history using primary sources., Advanced level. Two-hundred-

fifty-two pages.
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Resources (continued):

"Housing Alternatives." Minnesota Mining and Manufacwring (3M).
Transparency set.

"Mobile Homes for Moderns." Mobile Home Manufacturers AssosAation.

1974. A kit with transparency suggestions, bulletin bod-rd ideas,
list of readings and visuals, and evaluation measures:

"Home Sweet Mobile Home." Modern Talking Picture Service. Film on

mobile housing as allexnative choice.-

"Mobile Homes." U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. Fact

sheet on manufactured hoeing.

"Questions and AnSwers on Condominiums. Consumer Aformation Center.
1980. What to ask before yOu buy and how to avoid pltfalls, such as
restricted owner rights and hidden leasehold costs. Free. Forty-

eight pages.
4

"Facts To Know About Condominiums. H' Chsnging Times Education Service.

A level-headed look at a new and popular type of home. Mini-unit has

40 copies of reading material, transparency and spiritmaster, and

teaching'guide.

"Townhouse Condominiums." Iowa State University. Thirty minute video-

tape.. Advanced level.

"Let's Consider Cooperatives." U. S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. Free booklet.

....
'Housing." Home Economics School Services. -Duplicating Masters.

* . Students analyze wants, lifestyles, and feelings about living

k,- conditions. Emphasis on apartments, what to look for in rentals

and leases. .
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Level Four

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: E. Housing styles

Objectives: 1. Give examples of international'influences on types of
housing in this country.

2. Identify several historicil American styles of housing
and tell where they originated.

3. Describe housing styles currently being-used-in this
cOuntty and point out some distinguishing fetitures.,

4. Describe characteristics of distinct housing styles

found primarily in Louisiana

Content Student Learning Activities

Housing styles in American have
been influenced by styles in
other countries.

1. international influences

European
French
English
Dutch
Spanish
Italian
Greek

- other

African
Asian
Oriental

Distinctive American housingN\
styles have evolve& tiaring the
course of history.'

2. historical.American styles

- primitive

-colonial
-early American
-Victprian
-Southern
Southwestern

Look at pictures or slides of
houses in other countries of the

world. Discover elements of
styles that are distinctive in
each.region. For examplel
jputch--gambrel roof, dormef
Trench--Mansard roof, shutters
Spanish--tile roof, encloS'ed

patio, arch-shaped,,doors,
useof wrought iroh,- stucco

Oriental--sliding dodts, sparse:

furnishings

Collect pictures of houses in this
country and point out the features
that might have been influenced by
homes in other cultures: Make a

bulletin board illustratinethis
idea.

Visit houses in yOur area that were
built in past centuries. Observe

facilities for cooking, bathing,
sleeping, and socializing. Discuss

social and technological changes
that have taken place since these
houses we're constructed and
changes needed to modernize them. -
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-Content Student Learning Activities

Current_housing styles may be
distinguished by particular

characteristics.

1. current housing styles
-modern
'exanch houses
split-level houses

-contemporary
A-frame
geodesic Aome
molded
functional

Some unique housing styies have
evolved in Louisiana related te its
geographical lotation and cultural
_heritage.

4. Louisiana styles
- historical

dogtrot houses
shotgun hoilses

Acadian cottages
Southern colonial
Greek revival ,

New Orleans townhouses
- current features

above ground construction
porches
front columns
roof styles
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Take photographs Of some older
homes in your community. Show

these on an opaque projector and
'identify the historical types of
architecfure they exemplify.

Design a time-lapse bulletin board
showing exmmples of houses typical
in this country every 50 years
for the past 300 years.

Describe houses that have been
built in the past 10 years. flow

do they differ from earlier housing
in terms of style, space, materials
used in construction, pladement of
rooms, specitl features, crafts-
manship and kitchen appliances?

Make a field trip to a contemporav
styled house in your area and ta1j
with the owners about the.advantags
and disadvantages of living in it.
Compare it with other styles in
cost, available space, ease in
%Ixprishing, and-maintenance.

Make a scrapbook of clippings,
postcards, sketches,, and photo-
graphs of houses typical of
Louisiana. Compare housing of
families with high incomes and
low incomes and housing in rural

-and urban areas. Point out fea-
tures that make them unique to
this'area.

Tour the community and take a caTera
to makejslides of houses in the area
Include a representative sample of
homes ()ran income levels and all ,

parts of the community. Write a

script and record information about
the homes for a tape presentation.

121



Content Student Learning Activities

Compare houses from diffeTent-Parts
of the United States. Are diere
styles unique to Louisiana? What

influences might have caused housing
in this part of the countri to be
what it is?

+ FHA members sponsor, a presentation
by someone from a local historical
society to tell abo-Ut housing in
the area. Have an open meeting for
other students and parents who are.
interested in attending.

Resourges:

"Frank Lloyd Wright." Association Films. The man and the buildings
he designed, which helped change'America. Twenty-six-minute, blatk
and white film, rental.

"House Types." Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company (3M).
Series oCtransparencies of types of housing.

"Housing Alternatives:" Maclean-Hunter. Explores the structure and

financing of housing alternatives, including apartments, townhouses,
mobile homes, and geodesic domes. Multimedia program with filmstrip
and cassette, eight activity sheets, wall.chart, and teacher's guide.

Wedin, Carol S. and.L.'Gertrude Nygren, Ed. Housing Perspectives:
Individuals and Families. Burgess Publishing Company. 1979.

-Collection of articles introducing major factors,in individual and
family housing from both macro and micro appraach. Two-hundred-ninety-

one pages. Hardcover.

Newton, Milton B., Jr. "LouisianaHouse Types: A Field Guide." Museum
of Geascience, Louisiana.State University, Batqn RoUge, Louisiana. 1971.

Eighteen page pamphlet.

a 106
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Level Four

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: A. Housing._and the economy
,

Objectives: 1. Describe.the affects that various factors have on the

housing market.

2. List items to consider in calculating the total cost

of housing in the budget.

Content Student Learning Activities

'The housing market- reflects
conditions in the general.

economy.

the housing market
effects of national economy
market fluctuations in

ti6using

-availability of housing'
-ability of buyers to finance

- investment potential

Money foi housing in the budget must

include both primary and related

costs.,

2: the housing budget
-pr6portion of income for

*Riding
-primary cos

house paym nt and interest
rent

- related costs of housing

utilities
taxes
upkeep

-
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On a bulletin board post clippings-
from current newspapers and maga-
zines related to housing and the
durrent economic situation.

Use theklassified ad's in the local

paper to learn dne current rental
and purchase prices of housing.

Call local bankers, real estate
agents, and loan company employees

to learn current interest rates
for housing. Determine if rates

differ from one source to the next.

Have a panel discussion ori the
factors influencing the current

.local Musing situation. Invite

a realtor, a banker, a contractor,
an economist, and a'homemaker to
pafticipate.

Use the formula, monthly housing
costs not moie than one-third of
the net income, to calculate the
amount of money that a-iow income
family, and a high income family
in your community would have
alailable for housing costs.

Talk with a householder'and learn,
what related costs of housing
have been over dhe paSt year.
,Divide the sum of these costs by
12 to see how much should be set
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Content Student Learning Activities

insurance

furnishings and-equipment
costs of commuting
services

aside each month to take care of
these.

'Compare housing costs of a person
who is renting with those of a

homeowner. What are ghe economic
advantages and disadvantages of
each type of housing?

Resources:

Garreft, Pauline. Consumer Housing. Bennett Publishing Company. 1972.
Compact, detailed guide to housing. Two-hundred-sixty-four pages,
paperback.

"Housing." Aims Instructional Media Service. Consumer Education Series.
Filmstrip and 16 minute cassette. Emphasizes types of hous'Ing,
factors in selection, costs, leases, landlords, and local regulating
agencies.

"Housing, Furniture, and Appliances." (Contemporary Consumer Series)
Gregg/McCraw=Hill. 1975. C9sts of selecting and financing housing

.

and furnishings. Seventy-four-page booklet with-teacher's manual.

Porter, Sylvia. Sylvia Porter's Money Book for the 80's. Doubleday.
1979. Tips for the consumer on everything from 'checking and savings
accounts to insurance and home buying.

"Your Budget and You." (Interior Decorating: A Practical Approach)
School Media Associates. Color filmstrip and cassette. ,Teacher guide.

"Your Housing Dollar." Household Finale Corporation. 1973. How
much is spent on housing; decision to rent, buy, or build; selecting
ho sing; insurance; moving.
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Level Four

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic; B. Housing selection

Obiectives: 1. Discuss factorb to consider when deciding to rent, buy,

or build.

2. DeScrihe.the process involved in locating suitable

housing.

3. List structural'charactristics to investigate when

selecting hosidg:

Content Student Learning Activities

Careful consideration off the ,

decision to rent, buy, or build
will help meet the needs of the:

housing consumer.

1. deciding to rent, buy, or .

build
- decisivefactors /

funds available
needs of occupants
time constraints'

-advantages cf,alternat,ives
- disadvantages of each

Have a panel of people-who rent,
,who have bought a home recently;
,and who have built a new home. Ask

them to discuss with the class thp
reasons for the decisions they made
and their satisfaction with the
results'.

Ttlk with realtors and constructors
and learn the costs of buying and
building similar homes. Learn what

cash is needed immediately and

what monthly payments are likely

to be.

Examine arecent housing decision
-Iade by a family and analyze,the
steps involved id making that

decision. Include the alternatives
that were not chosen and telr why

they were not.

As a class project conduct a housing
alternatives preference survey
comparing data on vieWs of age'
groups by,decades, married-versus
single People, rural or urban
residence, people now xenting or
living in homes they have bought

or built and the feelings most
important in their current lives
that determine,housing needs. Tab-'

ulate results and report these, in

tables on posters, transparencies,

or chalkboard.

109.k
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ontent Student Learning'Activities-

An intensive searchjor available
housing may imprOve the chances for
satisfactory housing choice.

2. locating available housing
real estate agents

-public advertisements
- personal contacts

Selecting a,sound structure with
desil.ed characteristics will improve
satisfaction with the housing ,

decision.

3. structural eonsiderationS
, -space

-durability'
-safety .

S -condition oT exterior

(
and interior

-erwgy needs

,

i-maintenance requirements

-style
.
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%
Role play three family situations
in which housing decisions are
being made. What decisions might

be made by'a young couple, a
retiririg couple, a young profes-
sional who is single, a family with

four children? What factors would

go into their decisions?

,Talk with people who have moved
into new housing lately'and ask
them how they learned that it was

available.

Ask real estate agents to describe
services they offer to people

seeking housing.

Read the classified ads in a

newspaper for deicriptions of homes

for sale. Write an ad that you
might place describing the home

in which you-live. What other ways

could a home owner advertise a
house for sale?

Check the logal newspaper to see
if there is a firm advtrtised
that locates housing for.people.
What information would you think a
'locator would need ,t,o have about

the prospective renter or buyer
,and about the housing available?

i

Write a checklist of things-to
look for in housing when orie is
inspecting prospective dwellings.
Indicate the high priority items on

the list. Describe faults as
they might appear_ o a non-profes-
sional, so that th y might be

recognized eaily. Try using the

checklisi to see if it is valid.

Make a field trip to housing for
rent or for sale and evaluate the.

condition of the structures,
-analyzing which faults are serious
and that could be remedied easily.
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antenr- Student-learning Ltivttie

Tour an apartment complex and
evaluate it for desirability.
Learn whether utility bills are
assumed by the tenants or by the
landlords.

Point out structural'features of
a building that.could raise or
lower energf'use (amount of.insul-
ation, orientation to the sun, pro-

tection from prevailing winds, or
leaks):

Resources:

"Buy a House or Rent? A Look at Options." Changing.Times Education

Service. Realistic appraisal of the pros and cons of buying and

renting. Mini-unit contIVns 40 copies of rdading assignment, trans-

parency and spiritmaster, and guide to teaching.

Sherwood; Ruth. Hopes, Today and Tomorrow. Bennett Publishing

Company. 1972. Chapter 15, "The Costs of Buying and Owning a

Home"; Chapter 16, "Should You Buy or'Rent."

"Should You Buy or Rent a Home." U. S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. Pamphlet with points to consider.

"Rent or Buy?" Consumer Information Center. 1979. How to compare costs

and returns of renting with awning a home; includea chart for estimating

the monthly costa of each.

"Homeowner or Tenant? How to Make a Wise Choice." American Institute

for Economic Research. Booklet with worksheets and tables.

"Apartment Hunting." Interpretive Education. Multimedia set includes

five filmstrips and cassettes and instructor's guide. Steps of

apartment hunting; explanation of different kinds of apartments

available; questions to ask before renting..

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. 1978. Chapter'

5, "Acquiring Housing."

Newmark, Norma and Patricia Thompson. S.glf Space, and Shelter. Harper

and Row. 1977. Chapter 8, "lbe Consumer and the Housing Market";

Chapter-9, "Housing Optiona: Types of Tenure"; Chapter 10,

"Investing in Shelter."
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Resources (Continued):

"Settling Down." (Housstng: Unit 4) Changing Times Education Service.
Multimedia kit with 30 copies of 24-page case study book, exercises
for review and discussion, disc recycling and.listening guide.

.00

"Your Housing Dollar." Household Finance Corporation. Booklet.

"Wise Home Buying." Consumer Information Center. 1979. How to compare
costs and returns of renting with owning a home; includes chart for
estimating the monthly costs of each. Twenty-one pages.

+ft

"Financing and Owning a Mobile Home." Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service. Free pamphlet. "

112
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Level Four

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: C. Acquiring housing

Objectives: 1. Describe the process involved in renting housing.

2. List steps necessary to purchase a house.

3. Discuss the alternatives available to one who eiects

to build a home.

Content Student Learning Activities

Both renter and landlord have
certain rights?and responsibilities
in a rental situation.

1. renting
- lease

deposit
payment
conditions
rules
subletting

-breach.of contract
- eviction

- rights and responsibilities
renter
landlord

Thorough understanding of ehe steps

involved in purchasing housing
improves the chances of satisfactory
settlement.

2. buying
types Of ownership

full
condominium
cooperative
partnership

113

Obtain a copy of a lease for a
house or apartment and read it
thoroughly. Prepare a glossary of
the terms that are not clear and
define them.

,
Ask a landlord and a tenant to
talk to the class about rights
and responsibilities, of their roles

and the experiences they have'had in \

renting housing.

Talk to the owner of redtal property
and learn what expenses are involved
in providing housing for rent.

Make a flipchart to show a variety
of terms,to look for in rental
agreements (with or without util-
ities, pets or children allowed or
not allowed, amaunt of time for
notice of rent increases or moving).

Write a glossary of terms used
in the process of buying real estate.

Using a calendar, show the'gequence
of events that may occur in trans-
ferring real estate from one
person to another.
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Content Student Learning Activities

- purchasing process
price/offer/counter-offer
binder or deposit
terms
points
interest
down payment
closing costs

-title
title search
survey
abstract
deed recording

-ilouyer protection

termite inspection

appliance/equipment
inspection

_3

People who build a home mpy have more
rreedom of choice, but also may have

more chances to make mistakes.

3. building
-lot Ifocation

-site orientation
- type of house plans

custom designed
built from steck plans
developt-sku.ilt

modular
kit

construction
selecting a contractor'
construction mgterials
construction techniques

114.

Visit the parish courthouse to
learn how deeds are recorded and
what recyds are available for
ehe general public to see.

On a poster show the annual and
total costs of interest compoungled
over a period of 20 or 30 years of

a loan or.mortgage.

Have a real estate agent describe
the steps to take when selling a

home. Which of these steps does
the agent do for an owner?

Invite a realtor to explain the
steps involved in purchasing a

house. Ask about the real estate
situation in your area, features
most people look for, most desir-

able locations, and the average
amount'spent for housing.

Talk with a,person who recently
bought a house and learn what
procedures were followed. Would

the person do anything differently
if it were to be done again?

Compare seyeral building sites
available around your comnmnity.
Consider their proxiniity to trans-
portation routes, telephone lines,
sewer lines, and electrical serviceg-

What special characteristics do
they have that would make them
desirable or undesirable (drainage,
trees, type of soil, neighborhood)?

Make a poster showing how orientation
of a house in relation to the sun

can save energy in heating and cooling.

Determine the orientation of your

own home.
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Content
_.---

Student Learning Actiyities

-codes and permits
.

minimum property standards
building codes
zoning

A-ow. ner protectioh

inspections
Home Owners Warranty

1
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Ask an architect to tl.1 class
members what services are provided
to a customer who'contracts to
design his own home. Learn the
cost of hiring an architect.

Take a field trip to an older home
in your neighborhood that has been
remodeled. Learn from its owners
whether or not they saved money
by remodeling and what the process
involved.

Read copies of documents that are
used in formalizing the agreement
between seller and buyer, and
between builder and new hOme owner.

Look through a catalog of stock
plans for houses. Read the terms
to,determine whether or not changes
can be made and what is involved.
What do such plans cost?

Visit a factory where modular or
kit houses are built. Study*Vhe

directions for putting these
together and determine thg
difficulty of construction. How

do prefabricated houses compare
with "stick built" homesAn cost
and ease of construction.

Invite a contractor to class to
talk about construction services
available to customers. Dis'cuss

the time and expense involved in
hiring a contractor to build a
home.

Compare various construction materials
for homes in terms of costs, appear-...
ance, versatility, and upkeep. Visit

a supply business or set up a display,
of samples in the classroom.
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Content Student Learning Activities

0

Re,ources:

Interview someone who recently has
built a new home to learn what they
think about the process compared
to buying a house already constructed,
or to renting one.

Ask an owner of a new home and a
contractor to discuss responsibilities
involved in quality construction
and the guarantees given that job
will be well done. Investigate terms
of a "Home Owners Warranty."

Ask a building inspector or a
contractor to demonstrate standards

that must be met in house
construction.

Benno., Virgina A. Planning for Your Own Apartment. Pitman Learning,
Inc. 1975. Consumer slant on finding furnished and unfurnished
apartments. Leases and rental agreements, budgeting income. Teacher's
guide. 3.0 .reading level, 7-12 interest level. Ninety-six pages.
Paperbound.

"Housing." Home Economics School Service. 1979. Thirty-one spirit
duplicating masters. Students analyze wants, life-styles and feeling
about living conditions. Types of housiqg are reviewed with emphasis
on apartments. How to look for rentals, what to watch for in leases,
reasons for buying a home. Elementary reading level, but mature content.

"Renting." (Housing: Unit 2). ,Changing Times Education Service. Multi-
media kit contains 24-page case study book (30 copies), two color trans-
parencies, four linemasters for reproduction or trimsparencies,
and exercises for review and. discussion.

"Renting a House or Apartment." Learning Arts. Filmstrips.

"Buying." (Housing: Unit 3) 'Changing-TiMes Education Service.
Multimedia kit contains 30 copies of 48-Page case study book, two
color transparencies, four linemasters to be reproduced, and exercises
for review and discussion.

"Buying and Financing a Mobile Home." U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Pamphlet%
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Resources (continued))

"Buying and Selling a Home." Learning Arts._ Filmstrips.

Harrison, Henry S. NW Margery B. Leonard. Home Buying: The Complete
Illustrated Guide. Scribners. 1981. Thorough coverage of all
aspects of home buying. Illustrated. Hardcover.

"Home Buyer's Vocabulary'." Consumer Information Center. 1979. Defines

terms to understand when buying. Free. Fourteen pages.

"Should a Single Person Buy a House?" Changing Times Education Service.
Reviews points to colpider before buying a home. Mini-unit contains
'40 copies of readingsimaterial, transparency and spiritmaster, and
teaching guide.

"The First-Time Homebuyer." Imwa State University. Thirty minute
-

- videotape. Advanced level.

"Building a H6m,e,." Learning Arts. Filmstrips.

"Homeowner's Glogsary of Building Terms." Consumer Information Center.
1979. Definitions of everything from acoustical tile to weep holes.
Free. Thirteen pages.

"Buying Lots from Developers." Consumer Information Center. 1976.

What to ask about a property and contract; information the developer
must give the buyer under the law. Twenty-eight pages.

"Designs for Low-Cost Wood Homes." Consumer Information Center. 1978.

Sketches and model floor plans; selecting economical, durable materials.
Free. Twenty-eight pages.

"Wood-Frame House Construction." Consumer Information Center. 1979.

Comprehensive, illustrated.handbook of detailed instructions and
basic principles of building and insulating.
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Level Four

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: D. Financing a home

Objectives: 1. Compare the advantages among .several funding sciurces

for financing a home.

2. Describe the terms involved in a mortgage agreement.

3. List/taxes,that homeowners face.

4. Identify types of home insUrance that may be desirable.

Content Student Learn1ng Activities

Making comparisons among various
funding sources- available will allow
thlt,home buyer to choose the most

suitable financial arrangements.

sources of funds

- personal savings
- government
lending agencies

-private loans

- "creative" financing

A mortgage agreement cArries
terms tfiat bind both lender and

homeowner.

2. mortgages
interest

rates
fixed

"floating"
types of interest
methods of calculating

- late charges

118

Investigage the costs of financing
a.home comparing terms offered by
a bank, finance company, a savings

And loan association, and govern-
ment financing. Determine the
down payment required, the years

to pay, the loan terms, and the

interest rates.

Ask representatives from the
.Farmers Home Administration (FmHA),
the Federal Housing Administration
(FHA), and the Veterans Admin-

fistration (VA) to tell class
members how they help low income
people secure homes. .

Have several students investigate
and report methods of "creative"
financing being used currently to

purchase housing. Describe'the'

cautions to exercise when using
less common financial arrangements.

Beginning with an amount repre-
senting the cost of an average
home in,your community, calculate
the total costs and monthly'pay-
ments of a 20-year loan using

three different 'nterest rate.
Do the same for aOrtloan.

An "amortization schedule" shows
how much of each monthly mortgage
payment goes for interest and how

much goes to reduce the principal.
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Content Student Le-aii-6 ng Activities

- pre-payment penalties

-balloon payments
-amortization
- assumability

- equity

second mortgages

Homeownerb have both advantages
and disadvantages when paying taxes.

3. taxes
- property

. -service charges

. -tax adiantages of home

ownership.

Home insurance protects against
large financial losses.

4. insurance
-mortgage insurance
-property insurance

basic
broad
comprehensive
special

-liability
personal
medical payments
supplementary

Examine an example of this and
explain why the interest pay-
ments are so large in the first

few years compared with later

years.

Talk with a local banker or loan ,
company representative and learn

what they consider when deciding
whether or not to grant a loan to

a customer.

Make a poster showing what taxes
are paid by pnoperty owneri in

your neighborhood. Include fees

for services, stich as garbage

removal.

Read the instructions for A federal

income tax report and learn what

tax advantages homeowners have.

Discuss reasons why rent cannot
be deducted on income tax forms

renters.

119
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Ask tax accountant what home

recor are needed to figure

annual s te and federal taxes.

Make a list words related to home

financing (equ y, assumption,

flexible mortgag ) and write

definitions for each.

Ask a banker what would happen if

a homeowner died while still.owing

money on the house. Learn what

protection the bank has against
people who do not keep up with

mortgage payments.

Collect clippings from newspapers
describing events in which home-

owners did have, or should have

had, home insurance.
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Content Student'Learning Activities

Identify local conditions (flood-
prone, hurricane or tornado area)
which make home insurance coverage
vital to home owners.

What kinds of home insurance would
a renter need? Why?.°

Invite a home,insurance agent to
the class to explain the types of'

coverages available and the dif-
ferences among them. Investigate
costs.

Resources:

"Consumer Decisions in Housing." Maclean-Hunter. Comparison of
financial arrangements such as renting, cooperatives, and fee simple
ownership. HOme'as an investment. Costs in home bbying. Multimedia
kit has _filmstrip and cassette, activity sheetswall chart and
teacher's guide.

"Selecting and Financing a Home." Consumer Information Center. 1980.
Brief comparison of renting with bving; how to figure what y'ou can
afford; how to apply for a loan; what to look for in homeownerS.,.. -
insurance. Twenty-four pages.

"Homebfyer's Information PackageA Guidebook for Buying and Owning a
Home." U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development., 1981. 1

Overview of whole decision-making process, including shopping for
a house, dealing with contracts and financing, and managing money.
Loose-leaf format. Worksheets. %4

"How to Buy a House in Five Easy Steps." Changing Times Education
Service. How careful planning will prevent costly mistakes. Mini-
unit with 40 copies of reading material, transparency and spirit-
master, and teaching guide.

Ring, Alfrfd A., and Jerome,Dasso. Real Estate Principles and Practices..
Prentice-Halt. Text for advanced students. Constitutional, stat-

.

utory, and common law on ownership, transfer, and management of
realty. Cloth. Supplement available.

"Buying a Home?--Don't Forget Settlement Costs!" Consumer Information
Center. 1980. Discusses prepaid items, title insurance, hiring an
a'Etorney, and how to keep settlement and finance charges down. Free.
Nine pages.

120 .
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Resources (continued):

"Settlement Costs.and You: A Guide for Homebuyers." U.S. Department

of HoUsing and Urban Development. 1977: The'settlement procedure
in buying a home, the nature of charges, and questions to ask to

clarify the transaction. Thirty-one-wge pamphlet. Free.

"Home Insurance." Interpretive Education. A dialogue between a mother
and daughter explaining haw premiums are determined end the kinds of

policies available. Filmstrip'and cassette. Low ability level.

"Home Morigage Insurance." U. S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. Booklet.

"Insurance for the Home." Insurance Information Instituce. 1979.

Leaflet describes how insurance works and compares basic, broad and..

comprehensi9e coverage.

"Property and Liability Insurance." .(Insurance: Unit 4). Changing

Times Education Service. Mu).timedia kit contains 30 copies of 24--

page book, two color transparencies, 'two linemasters, reading an4

resources list, and exercises for review, inquiry and discussion.

"Vise Rental Practices." Consumer Information Center. 1977. What to

consider when choosing rental property and signing a lease; rights
and responsibilities.of landlord and tenant. Free. Twenty-four pages.

"Selling Property: Brokers, Title, Closing, and Taxes." Consumer

Information Center. 1978. Advantages and disadvantages of using a:

real estate broker; same.costs of selling; tax implications. Free.

Seven pages.

"Buying 'and Financing Housing." Iowa State University. Videotape.

Thirty minutes. Advanced level.
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Level Four

III. HOUSING MANAGERENT

Topic: A. Housing systems

Objectives: 1: Describe the components of the teMperature control
systemssin a house and their functions.

2. Identify the parts involved in water and waste transfer

in a home.

3. Define terms used in relatiOn to the home elqctrical
system.'

/i 4. Describe.ways occupants of a home can be protected
from fire, noise, and intrusion.

5. List measures to ake to increase the efficient
ftinctioning of housing systems.

Content .
Studen4 Learning Activities

Comfort of the occupants of a dwelling
.is related to the control of its
temperature.

1. temperature control
-heating

central heat
heat pumps
space,heaters/stoves
fireplaces
solar heat

active
passive

-cooling and ventilation
. air donditioning

window units
central

4
heat pump
fans

natural ventilation
and shading

-humidity control

122

Display a collection of pamphlets
and advertisements on heating
devices for the home. Compare
them according to the type of
fuel used, amount of space heated,
initial cost, installation costs,. ,

cost of operation, maintenance,
andpefficiency. Decide what pur-
pa5kLeach would serve best.

List ways to conserve heat in the
home or heat more efficiently
(lower theaostats, heat only Part
of the houpe, keep heating devices
clean).

Compare relative costs of heating
with electricity, gas, heating oil,
'wood and solar power (using the
cost per million B.T.U.'s). 'Which
fuels are more available in your

area? In what months are heating
costs higher? lower?

Define: radiation, convection,
thermostat, B.T.U., therm.
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Content Student Learning Activities

-

123

Display informative publications
- on home cooling and ventilation

appliances and compare their cost
and efficiency.

Study homes built before air
conditioning was available and
point dut features that helped
keep them cool (trees, wide eaves,
high ceilings, large windows, open-
ended hallways). Can these methods
be utilized in homes of today? How?

Ask a physical science teacher to
explain the relationship between
humidity, air movements, tem-
perature, and how warm people
feel. Discuss the implications
for comfort in housing temperatures.

Define: refrigera t, condensation,
evaporatio

Invite a utility company repre-
sentative to eXplain the "R value"
(thermal resistance) of insulation.
What R value is needed for ceilings
,of,homes in your Area? for walls?

. floors?

Observe a display of construction
materials labeled with their R

'values'. Examine labeli-or containers
to see'if the R value is stated.

Students do comparison shopping
for fans,(whole house, window,
ceiling,. portable). Investigate
initial cost, efficiency, effects,
installation and running costs,
ease of use, and desirability.

Make a poste'r with 'a diagram of

a heat punp. Explain why it is a
'device, that is used both.for

heating and for cooling%
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Content Student Learning'Attivities

Water in the home is usdd for a
variety of purposes in addition
to drinking.

2. water and waste transfer
- water supply

-plumbing
- water heating

-drainage
sewer
septic tank

The home electrical system helps
provide light and furnishes
'power to do work.

3. electrical
- electric current

-illumination
circuits
- distribution panels

Consult a landscape architect to
learn how plants around the house
can aid in temperature control.

Discuss ways people get water when
they are not supplied by a public
water system. How is "water purity

controlled?

lirsit a building supply house and
observe the variety of plumbing
fixtures available. Compare clas-
sic materials (tile, zinc, brass,
copper, povlain), with modern
(fiberglass, plastic) in cost,
installation, service, and durability.

. Ask a plumber to show the class how
to prevent malfunctions in the
plumbing system and how to correct

minor .problems.

Define: p.s.t., absorption field,
water hardness, fittings, bidet,.
bib cock, trap, valve.

Name the fixtures in a house that
are involved in the plumbing
system (sink, tub, washer, lava-
tory, water heter, toilet). How

are they.related?

Trace the distrAloution of elec-
tricity througha house starting
with the point at which it comes
in (the serVice entrance). ,

,/

Set up a model of a home distri-
bution panel, label each part

\ (meter, main switch, branch cir-

,
cuits, circuit,breakers or fuses,
grounding), and explain its

fu ct on.

Draw a chart to show the amount of
,electricity in watts that various

home appliances consume. Multiply

124
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Content Student Learning Activities

Occupants of a house need protectiori
from fire, noise,and unwanted
intrusion for comfort and safety.

4. protection
-noise control
smoke alarms

-burglary protection
- disaster protection

, -privacy

by the current cost of a watt-hour
to determine how expensive they'
are to operate.

Check the home economics depart-
ment and locate the electrical. ,
outlets. Determine the adequacy
of location, number, and acces-
sibility.

Define: Resistance, amperes,
volts, transformer, watt hours,
kilowatt hours, conduit, circuit,
lumen.

Compare floures ent and incandes-
cent lighting fix es in cost of
installation, replacin bulbs,

electricity used, and amount of
light produced.

List devices built into or .

installed in a home that are
designed to protect the occupants.
Discuss their adequacy.

Have a fireman tell the.class how
to reduce the possibility of home
fires and the most cohimon causes

of such occurrences.

Disouss ways homes can be protected
against flooding, hurricanes, and
tornadoes.

Discuss ideas for controlling
interior and exterior noise in a

home. Of what value is sound
control?

Describe ways that privacy can
be protected in the home.

+ FHA members invite,a policeman to
talk with parents and students
.about ways to protect their homes
from burglars.

125'
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Content Student Learning Activities

Efficiently functioning home
systems provide comfort, economy,
and protection for.the occupants.

5. increasing system efficiency
- appropriate use

- adjustments

"-cleaning.
-replacing components

filters
batteries
parts

Visit a construction site and view
a house before it is enclosed com-
pletely to observe the various
systems as they are installed.

Make a checklist of things to do
around the house to keep it ,

running smoothly.

Set up a display of simple tools
that are needed for routine system
maintenance of a home. Show how

to use each of them.

List items to keep on hand to
remedy system breakdown (batteries,
light bulbs, fuses, oilcan,
filters).

FHA members demonstrate simple
methods of home repair and main-
tenance (repair electrical cord,
replace fuse, change filters on
air conditioner and clothes dryer).

Discuss habits to develop to help
housing systems function efficiently
and prevent breakdown or repair.

Resources:

Harrison, Henry. Houses. Realtors National Marketing Institute. 1973.

Chapter 7, "Mechanical Systems."

Harrison, Henry. Houses: The Illustrated Guide to Construction, Design,

and Systems. Scribner. 1980. Manual for people planning to buy or

build a house. Drawings, diagrams, and floor plans. Student workhosk-,,,,,,

available.

"Heating With Wood." Solar Systems International. Forty slides showing

fundamentals of wood heating stoves; comparisons of heating values of

woods, and how to cut and prepare wood for use in stoves.

"Heating With Wood." Consumer Information Center. 1980. Types of .

fd.replaces, stoves, and furnaces; buying, installimg, and using
woodstoves; buying and burning wood efficiently and safely. Free.

Twenty-four pages.
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Resources (continlied)4

"House Warming." American Gas Association. Fourteen minute film,
brochure, and instructional kit with four spirit masters, wall chart,
teacher's guide, and 30 copies of brochure. Safe 'and efficient use

of home heating.

OA.

"Where To Find Information About Solar Energy." Consumer Information

Center. 1980. Where to learn how solar heating and cooling systems
work; where to buy and how to select solar equipment. Fifty-eight pages.

"Is Solar WaN Heating Right for You?" Consumer Information Center.

1980. How it works; how to choose the right system and figure the
costs; where to get more information. Free. Seven pages.

Ehrenkranz, Florence and Lydia Inman. Equipment in the Home. Harper

and Row. 1973. Chapter 2, "Home Lighting"; Chapter 15, "Room Air

Conditioners."

Lees, Carlton.B. New Budget Landscaping. Holt, Rinehart and Winston-.

1979. Shows homeowners how to create a landscape that increases the

value and enjoyment of home. One-hundred seventy-six pages.

"Energy Conservation, LAndscaping." Federal Energy Administration.
.

1976. Improvements in existing homes.

"Plumbing Repairs." Bennett Publishing Company. Filmstrip/cassette,

reading script, visual masters.

"Basic Electrical Repairs." Bennett Publishing Company. Filmstrip/

assette, reading script, visual masters.

"Que tions and Answers About the Electric Utility Industry." Edison

Electric Institute. Facts about the practical aspects of e1ectrici:1

power.

"Protecting Your Home Against Theft." U.S. Department of Housing and

*Urban Development. Free booklet.
-

McClintock, Michael. Homeowner's Handbook: What You Need to Knovi

About Buying,/Maintaining, Improving, and Running Your Home

Successfully. Scribner. 1979. Illustrated guide to spotting,

&diagnosing, and dealing with home problems.

"Protecting Your Housing Investment." U.S. Department If Housing and

Urban Development. 1974. Utility systems and how to maintain them;

house stiucture and its care; special problems. Thirty-two,pages.

Free.

"How to Preven't Fires and Theft." Learning Arts. Filmstrips.
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Level FOur

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic.: B. Home energy:use

Objectives: 1. List the major sources of energy used in the home.

2. Demonstrate methods of conserving--energy in the home.

Content ,Student Learning Activities

Energy used in the home originates
_from a variety of sources.

1. energy sources
human energy
- electricity

fossil fuels
, gas

oil
coal

solar energy
passive
active

other
geothermal
nuclear
wood
wind

Energy in the home can be conserved
in several wags.

2. energy conservation
-home design
improved insulation

-equipment selection and use
-energy efficient habits
-calculating energy savings

128

,

Analyze types of energy that
are used in the home and determine
the source of each. Cmwpare their

costs.

Students report on kinds of
energy and determine which ones
are uedicted to be in short
supply in the future and which
ones'will last for a long time,.
Discuss the implications of this
information for home energy use.

List ways a household could
substitute one form of energy for
another that is more expensive and

in shorter supply.

Study p4ns of homes built to
take advantage of passive solar

energy. Are ideas used that
could be adapted for your own
home?

Analyze a group of studentsin'a
task,.such as cleaning the depart-
ment. Suggest how they might
substitute human energy for other
types.

Invite a builder to tell the class
how housing iS, or could be, con-
structed to make energy losses

decline.

Design a hanging mobife illus-
trating home energy saving ideas.

144
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Content Student Learning Activities

Inventory household appliances.
Consider each in terms of the
energy they use in relation to the
work they save. Decide which are'
most desirable and which are
dispensible and should be replaced
with human energy.

Read to 16arn how energy'is wasted
in the home and which areas are
the .most wasteful.

Observe ways energy is wasted,
around school and list suggestiorks
for curtailing waste.

+ FHA members invite a Cooperative
Extension or utility company home
economist to talk about energy
conservation in the home.

Visit a home designed many years
ago and observe ways people lived
without electricity or natueal gas.
Which of these modes would be
feasible these days?

Suggest ways home maintenance
can help save energy (caulking
leaks, changing or creaning
filters).

Resources:

"Household Energy: The Science of Conservation." Educational Dtp-2nsions

Group. Basic principles to apply to the home to save energy; con- ,

duction, convection, radiation, voltage, watts, kilowatt :hours.

Tour of 'Energy I' innovative home where passive and active solar

concepts are used. Two color filmstrips; two cassettes; teacher's

guide; study and revi,ew frames; library kit.

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox. 1978. Appendix

B, "Energy-Saving Tips."

Lindamond, Suzanne and Sherman Hanna. Housing, Society, and Consumets.

West Publishing Company. 1979. Chapter 6, "Resident al Energy Use."

Advanced level.
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Resources (continued):
A

"The Energy Crisis Comes Home." Maclean-Hunter. Elements and importance

of energy-efficient home. Active and passive conservation techniques.
Multimedia kit with filmstrip and catftete, activity sheets, wall chart,
and teacher's guide.

"Energy Management: A Guide to Saving Energy and Money at Home." The

Learning Seed Co. 1981.- Household appliances and equipment that use
energy; home heating and cooling a& most likely source of savings.
Two sound filmstrips, black line master, Energy Management Kit with
30 copies of booklet for students.-

"Tips for Energy Savers." Consumer Information Center. 1978. How to

save home energy; how milch insulation you need; lists dnnual electricity
use for appliances to help figure costs. Free. Forty-six pages.

A
"Understanding Your Utility Bills." '-Consumer Information Center. 1978.

How to read gas and eleCtric meters, calculate costs, and understand
the company's_billing methods and forms. Free. Eleven pages.

"The Energy Sensibre Homes." Gulf States Utilities. 1977. Twenty-five-

pagobooklet on home features that save energy.

"Be an Energy Miser in Your Home." U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development. Free booklet.

"Tips fo Energy Savers.". Federal Energy Administration. Free

pamphlet

"How to Save Ele ricity." Encore Visual Education, Inc, 1974.

Seventy-six frame fourteen minutes. Cassette or manual.sound.

"Electronomical Living.' Gulf States Utilities. 'Multimedia kit to

teach energy conservation nd energy efficient housing. Includes

spirit masters, flip chart, nd uts, and examples of energy-saving

items. Free loan.

"In the Bank or Up the Chimney?" Consumer Information Center. 1977.

Instructions for weather-stripping, caulking, and installing storm
windwe and insulation; choosing a_ contractor; choosing methods of
energy conservatkon and estimating potential-savings. Seventy-four pages:

"Household Energy Conservation." NASCO. Nine puzz s on energy saving

in heating and cooling homes, waer use, cooking, la ,c4z, and hom

planning.
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Level Four

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENt

Topic: C. Home safety

Objectives: 1. Devfse a checklist of safety precautions to be taken

in the home.

2. Describe ways a household can be prepared for home

emergencies.

Content Student Learning Activities

Home accidents can be reduced by

using safety precautions.

1. accident prevention
causes of home accidents
- safety precautions
-safe use of home equipment

Measures taken to prepare fgr home
emergencies can reduce injury and

destruction.

2: preparedness
- emergency instructions
-first-aid supplies
-stockpiling for disasters

131
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Report on the statistics of home
accidents. Relate these to accounts

from class members about similar
experiences they have had in their

homes. Discuss ways each incident
might have been prevented.

Write up a general set of safety'
rules for operating household
appliances. give a copy to each
class member to post at home.
Post a copy in the home economics

department.

Demonstrate the safe use of items
usgd in the home (chemicals, knives,
ladders, electrical apparatus).

Check the hdme for safety hazards
to small children. Make changes

when necessary to reduce the
chadte of injury.

Inventory the stock of food in
your .home and determine what could
be used if gas and electricity were
cut off in an extended emergency.
What items could be added to imprdve

the supply? What items should be

stocked in addition to food?

Work out a family fire-drill system
and practice it at home. Be sure

each family member knows what to do.



Content Student Learning Activities

Prepare a display of items to be
placed in a hcime elprgen6y kit.
Lnclude informatidE on first-aid,
poison antidotes, and emergency
telephone numbers:

Resources:
)

"Play it Safe." NASCO-: Game teaches awareness of poeential household
dangers and encourageé accident prevention. Two to five players
advance aA'ross the playing board by answering questions about safety
and discarding Bad Habit cards.

"Kitchen Survival Kit." NASCO. Multimedia kit on kitchen safety.

"Management I." NASCO. Set of nine transparencies on budgeting and
home safety. Teacher's lecture guide.

"After the'Flocid." Louisiana State Office of Consumer Protection.
LeafleF describing ways to restore the home after flood damage.

"Wise Up--Tie Down." Mobile Living Communications Center. Pamphlet
describing measures to take to reduce wind damage to home.
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Level Four.

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

1921c.: D. Maintaining the home

Oblectives: 14 List feasons for maintaining the home clean and'in

good,repair.

2. Demonstrate ways of maintaining the exteriox areas of

the home.

3. Show skills desirable for maintaining home inte

Content'

Routine home maintenance yields
benefits for the occupants.

1. importance of home maintenance
=reduce accidents

prevent disease
- increase property value
zimprove appearance
- improve,functioning
-preserve structure

-prevent rellairs

- increase satisfaction

Simple care measures can improve

the exterior condition and
appearance of a house.

exterior maintemince
-preventive care

inspection
painting
cleaning

-minor repairs
- major repairs

-landscaping
....for energy Conservation

ras hobby
aestheqc appeal

133

- Student Learning ctivit es

Compare-the resale yell. af .a

residence that is well maintained

with one that has been poorly kept
up. Is the difference enough to

pay for the needed repairs?'

In addition to economic reasons,'

discuss other values of keeping
one's property well maintained
and give exiMples.

Small groups of students prepare
demonstrations on some method of

exterior housing care. Read

literature, talk with experts, see
filmstrips, and practice each
method so the demonstration will
go smoothly. (If the home economics
department needs minor repairs the
demonstrators could work on these

problems.)
Examples: replace window panes

repair window screen

patch roof
caulk leaks
inspect for termites
remove mildew

+ FHA members sponsor home maintenance
demonstrations at a meeting of

parent/teacher/student association
or some other meeting of parents.
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Content

p

1-4-1
.........

§tudent Learning Activities

Maintaining a clean and well-
repaired home interior can increase
ehe health and satisfaction of
the inhabitants.

3. interior maintenance
-simple repairs

plumbing
electrical
structural

-home cleaning
,materials and finishes
cleaning tools
cleaning agents
cleaning methods

-sanitation
trash and garbage control
pest control
mildew
food storage
caring for pets

Display a kit of basic tools
needed for keeping up bie home.

Have each class membei practice
r

using and choosing the correct tool
for a particular job. Devise a
game to practice this.

Make a bulletin board with reminders -
of safety rules to follow around
the home (use of ladders, care of
lawnmowers, correct electrical
hookups). Which of these rules

'. apply at school, too?

Write a checklist for homeowners to
follow throughout a year to make
sure they carry out needed home
maintenance tasks.

Cut out sevelal large red dots from
,tape. Place these around the
.kitchens in the home economics
department to show where dirt often
accumulates (sirk, trash cans,
stove drip pans). Remind students
to pay special attention to these
places when cleaning up.

Nt

0

s

Ask an-entomologist or pest control
professional to talk to the class .

aboilt prevention of insects and
-------N\rodents in the house.

UmMake a bulletin board showing how
to keep food storage spaces clean .

and pest free (cabinets, bins,
refrigerators, pantries). Check
out the home economics department
to see that it meets standards.

+' FHA members hold a clean-a-thon
renting their housecleaning services
(window-washing, waxing, mopping)
as a money-making project.
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Content
. .

Student! Learning Activities

er

Collect'cleaning supplies,in a'
basket that cab be carried around.,
the house to doV.taski.

Discuss lips,on garbage handlink,
including informa0.on on the best
disposal of different items..

'Resourdes:

.

,

,

.

Garrett; Pauline.., Consumer' Housing. Bennett
Homes;"
"Planning

Publishing Company. 1972.
Chapter 9, "Maintenance-
for the Outside."

Chapter 8, "Cues for Clean and Sale
A Contindous Projece:; Chapter 10,

"How To aint Interior Walls and Trim" Centron Films. Sound filmstrip.

low Hang, Wallpaper." Centron Films. Sound filmstrip.

"Paintinc--4nside 'and Out." Consumer Infotmation Center: i978.
Directions for doing a top-quality job, 'including surface preparation,
paint selection, appiication, use of,natural finishes; also lists
references. Twenty-six pages.

.

"Exterior Rdpairs." 'Bennett Publishing Company. Filistri cassette,
script. Visual masters.

1A."$imple Home Repairs...0 side." Consumer Information Center. 1978.
Easy, step-by-step instructions for repairing toofs, doors, windows,
porches, steps, sidewalks. Forty pages.

4

"Simple Plumbing,Repairs.". Centrod Films. Twenty and one-half-minute
film.

Weiss, William. yome Maintenanq. Bennett Publishing Company. Tools,.
4

materials, and simplified procedures for common household repairs.
Teacher's.guide:\ Student guide. Five'color.Eikmstrips and cassettes
availab/e. o-hundred eighty-fiye pages.

FAmily Handyma Magazine Staff. America's Handyman Book. Scribner Book
Companies. , 1980. Classic reference'guide to maintaining and repairing
a house. Pho s, drawings, and charts.

Woodin, J. C. and Louis E. Hayes. Home Building Maintenance. McKnight
Publishing Company. Guide to repair of interior and exterior building
systems., Hardcover. .Two.-hundred seventy-four pages.
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Resources:

"Termites." U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Free

booklet:

"Tips for Home Maintenance." Learning Arts. Filmstrips

"How to Make Minor Electrical Repairs." Centron Films. Filmstrip

with cassette.

"Do-It-Yourself Home Repair and Maintenance." School Media Associates.

, Fifteen color filmstrips.Or slide sets with 15-minute audio cassettes.
Illustrated, step-by-step.guides to home repair projects. Individual

titles include:
Laying Tile or Linoleum Floorings
Reptacing Windows and Screens
Installing Home Secprity Devices
Hanging Wallpaper
Installing Insulation and Weatherproofing

"Long Live Your Floors!-.With Care." Louisiana Cooperative Extension

Service. 1970. Free12-page booklet.

"Floor Care." Johnson Wax. Thirty-pag oklet on types of floor

coverings in the home and their care.
4

"Carpet Care the Easy Way." Bissell Consumer Service Institute. Kit

includes filmstrip, cassette; teaching guide and mwo spirit masters.

"Rug and Carpet Care." Johnson Wax. Thirty-page booklet on fibers used

in floor coverings and their care.

"Pursuit of Cleanliness." Modern Talking P16ture Service. Fifteen

minute color film. Trace§ origins and uses-of soap from ancient,Rome

to outer space. How detergents meet needs in hoines and industry.

Free loan.

"The Surface Story...In Depth." Consumer Communications. 1977. Film-

strip, cassette, spirit masters on keeping wood, glass, metals, and

plastic surfaces clean.

"Controlling Hotisehold 'Pests." ConsumerInformation Center. 1979.

Procedures and proper pesticides for controlling pests. 'Thirty-one

pages.

"Simple Home Repairs...Inside." Consumer Information Center. 1979.

Guide to repairing and replacing faucets, electric plugs, screens,

tiles. Twenty-three pages.
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Resources (continued):

"Protecting Your Housing Investment." Consumer Infamation Center. 1979

Maintenance of heating systems, plumbing, and building structure
treatment of special problemg such as pest control and moisture.

Free. Thirty-two pages.

"Caring for a Home." Procter and Gamble. Multimedia kit has hand

book; educator's guide, worksheets, m4ster-visuals for making ns-

parencies, and The Clean-Up Game. Home care princips, practi es,
and products.

"About Ihe House." Bissell Consumer Service Institute. One-hun red

forty-four page hardbound book of information on home managemen

"Hassle-free Cleaning for Singsrug:4 Johnson Wax. Thirty-four-page

pamphlet for young people organizing their own living space.

a



Level Four

III. HOUSING MANAG NT

Topic: E. Home, responilities

Objectives: 1. Devise a system"for aring household tasks.

Content

2. Demo strate ability to resolve differences peacefully
witl family members, neighbors, and others in the
co unity.

3. Di cuss factors to consider when deciding to live
in ependently from the family of origin.

_

Suident Learning Activities

Sharing household/ tasks can /
distribute the workload so one
famA.y member does not carry the,
sole responsibilitY.

1. sharing home care tasks
-list routine chores

interior
exterior

-schedule household tasks
daily
weekly
monthly
seasonal

,-division of labor
-cooperation

4

138

Make a plan for preventive main-
tenance of the home econondcs
department; include things-that
need to be done and a schedule
to follow for doing them. 'Discuss
ways the plan could be implemented to
divide reSponsibilities among
class members.

Design a bulletin board to illustrate
steps in planning to clean a house.

List tasks that should be done
routinely in the home. Make
another'list of special johs that
are done only occasionally.
Which tasks are most difficult?
Least desirable? Require special
equipment or supplies?

For each task listed above calcu-
late the amount of time needed to
complete it satisfattorily. Divide
up the list of routine tasks so
each family member shares in
household duties.

Collect a film of inftyr.mationar

,materials describing methods and.
products for home care tasks.
Share these with bther family
members who are interested.



Content Student Learning Activities

A mature person shares living space
harmoniously with family members,
neighbors, and other people in the

community.
4

2. living with others
-being a good family member

sharing space
sharing home respon-
sibilities

respecting privacy
. respecting rights of

others
-being a good neighbor

noise and pollution
control

respec ing private
'ppIperty

matntaining the
neighborhood

-being a good citizen
litter control
respecting public

property,
speaking out on
housing issues

Working in pairs, one person per-

forms a task while the other makes
suggestions about how to do it,

more safely and efficiently.
Exchange roles.

Write a plan for several people
to do a large household job
(cleaning the garage, cleaning
closets, washing windows). List

the order of tasks, responsibil-
.1

ities, a time schedule with
estimates of time needed, and opol

and supply lists. After completing

the chore, evaluate the results
and determine how well the plan

was made.

Suggesi.reasons why people might
want to have privacy.in the home.
Where could this be found? If it

is not available, how could a
house be changed to,help provide it?

What do you conside rivate space

for yourself? How do ou let

people know you'want to be alone?

Discuss responsibilities people
have to their neighbors. Suggest

ways you could help improve your

own neighborhood.

What items would people be relUctant
OD share with others? How can one

show respect for the wishes of
other people?

What recourses do people have when
someone in their neighborhood
becomes an irritant or a hazard to

the common good? Give some examples

of these conditions.



Content Student Learning Activities

Factors involved in setting up an
independent household need te be

considered carefully.

1. independent living
71eaving home
-setting up housekeeping

basic necessities
cost of maintaining,a
household

-moving
services available and

their 'costs'

organizing the move
psychological aspects
of moving

140

W4at regulations An your commu-
nity have,been mede to protect the,
rights and property of its citizens?
Discuss ways people abuse these,
the legal consequences, and the
effects on themselves and others.

Discuss advantages and disad-
vantages of becoming independent
from one's parents. At what age

should this occur? When does it

happen among people you know?
How does it become evident that
one is independent?

Calculate the costs involved in
,leetting uR housekeeping in an
apartment or house. List items in

order of priority.
1 A

Consult a.catalog of household
goods and estimate expenses
involved in furnishing an
apartment.

Visit apartmeAts of young people
you know who recently have left
their parents' homel. 'tompare
their new.pldces With the.ones they

left. What did they gain? What

did they lose?

Suggest inexpensive ways to set

up housekeeping (attend garage
sales to buy furnishings, refinish
old furniture, buy throwaway fur-
nishings to use temporarily).

What responsibilities must be
assumed by a newly independent
person that may not be anticipated
because parents handled these tasks

before?

What standards of living may be
difficult for young people to meet
as compared to established families?

S.



Content Student Learning Activities

141

157

Role playcpf families planning a

move. On m ly should be well-

organized n the other not.

Compare cos of hiring movers,
renting a truck'to move, or asking
frteAlds to help. What considera-
tions must be ma'de in addition to

the costs?

On the average, American families
change their residence about every

five years. Discuss effects this

might have on our society, and

on individuals involved. How

can moving be made easier?

Talk' with members of a family who
have recently moved and learn what
reasone prompted:them to make the

move%

Call several moving companies, some
with total services and others with

partial services available, and
learn the costs df moving various
amounts of items within apd outside

the state.

Demonstrate techniques of patking

household items.

Xesign a countdown of things to'do

before making a move. Include

long-term activities, such as
making changes of address on magazine

subscriptions, and short-term tasks,

such as providing for family meals

.until the new residence is estab7

lished. Check with someone who

has moved recently to see.if

items have been omitted.



e

Content Student Learning Activities

Talk with a new student in school
to learn what adjustment problems

are involved in moving from one
community to another one. Discuss
how family members and neighbors,
old and new, can help ease the
adjustment.

+ FHA members appoint a permanent
welcoming committee for new
students in school. A big brother
or big sister effort may be
organized to help them get
acquainted.

Resources:

"Practical Ways to Run a House for Less." Changing Times Education.
Service. Big and little'ways to reduce operating and maintenance
costs, Mini-unit has 40 copies of reading.assignment, transparency,
6piritmaster, and guide to teaching.

."Setting Up a Household." Learning Arts. Filmstrips.

"Sharing an Apartment." Janus Book Publishers. 1982. Independent
Living Skills. Low readability paperbound booklet. Teacher's manual.

"Be a Smart Operator." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Seivice. Forty-
eight page senior home management project workbook has chapter "Prepare
for Seting Up Housekeeping," with activities described.

-

"Management All Around tht House." MASCO. Game for four or eight
people who manage four different types of homes printed on the board.

"If You Have To Make a Long-Distance Move." Changfng Times Education
Service. How to make the move to a new home with minimal hassle and
expense. Mini-unit has 40 copies of reading assignment, transparency
and spiritmaster and teaching guide.

Garrett, Pauline. Consumer Housing. Bennett Puhlishing Company. 1972.
Chapter 3, pages 41-42, "Households on the Move."

"Making the Move. n (Contemporary Consumer Series Filmstrips) Gregg/
McGraw-Hill. 1975. A couple discusses iiros and cons of making a

move from their studio apartment to housing which will meet their
present and future needs better. Sound/filmstrip.
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Resources (continued):

"TipOon Moving Your Household." Learning Arts. Filmstrips.

"When You Move--Do's and Don'ts." Consumer Information Center. 1974.

Planntng, what to expect during the move, and how to handle loss
or damage claim; tips for the do-it-yourselfer. Free. Six pages.

"Moving-and Children." Ameritcan Movers Conference. Leaflet with tips

on making transition of residence smooth for children.



Level Four

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: A. .Use of space

Objectives: 1. Describe.different areas of'the house according to
their function.

2. Demonstwate ability to read several types of house
plans.

3. .Analyze house pLans in.terms of meeting the needs of
specific occupants.

4. Give examples of improved utilization of space in
the home.'

Content \Student Learning Activities

Different areas of the house
serve diffrent functions.

1. areas in the home
- private

bedroom
bathroom

-service
kitchen
utility rooms
workshop

social \
living room
dining room
entry

porch, patio, deck
storage

closets
pantry

Ability to read and understand house
plans can aid a person in visu'14zing
the actual structure.

2. reading house plans
- scale

symbols
- specifications

-types of plans

On a working copy of a house plan,
color the public areas yellow,

stile private areas blue, and the
service aKe0 red. How do these
spaces retg-fe to the exterior
features of the house?

Make a list of activities that
occur in various rooms in the

'house. 'Categorize these activities
into an overall description.
Decide what needs are filled by
the rooms in which these occur.

List characteristics desifed'in
spaces for rest and grooming, for
work and maintenance, for enter-
taining and recreation. Look
through house plans to find designs
that have these features.

Measure the length and width of
the home economics classroom. On
a piece of graph paper, using a
scalg...of 1.1 inch for each foot, or
10 cm. for each meter, draw the
outline of the room. Measure
tables and chairs and draw them in.

144
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Content
1. Student'Learning Activitieg

floor plans_

elevations
site plans
perspectives
cross sections

I

Analyzing house plans can give an
idea of the suitability of the
finished structure for the
people who will occupy it.

3. analyzing home plans
- site orientation ,

- traffic flow

- space organization

)
amount needed
convenience

.-meeting needs of specific
occupants

145

Stand at one side of the claSsroom
and sketch the furniture on the
opposite wall.

Check a book of house plans and
find symbols for windows, doors,
cabinets, roof lines. Make a

poster showing symbols and their
meanings.

Use a'blueprint of a new home and

study the srlbols. Visit the
house and compare its features
with the blueprint.

Outline a room on a transparency.
Cut out smbols that represent
pieces of furniture. Practice
arranging them in different ways
around the room, projecting
arrangements on a screen,and
asking for suggestions from other
students.

Draw a work triangle on a kitchen
plan connecting the sink, refrig-

erator, and stove. If the triangle
measutes more than about 22 feet,
redesign the kitchen plan to make
it more efficient.

Find exampLes of various kitchen
arrangements (L, I, U shapes,
island, peninsula). Analyze each

in terms of work efficiency.

Obtain,floor plans of a mobile home,

from a dealer and analyze them.
Discuss how room arrangement differs
from that of a conventional house.

Measure areas in the classroom to
get an idea of square eget or square

meters of space. Decide on a min-
imun size for a bedroom to meet

your needs. Check house plans to

see if this size is typical of
ones in these homes.



Content Student Learning Activites

/ Read ads in the newspapers or call

apartment mapagers to learn the

size of apartments and houses ad-

vertised. Are prices related to

the amount of, space?

/ _1/4

Describe the storage space needed
in different rooms'in a house:

Consider location and size and

analyze whether or not several
houseplans have sufficient storage

areas.

Read a floor planto determine what

the primary traffic patterns will

be. Decide if this means ppople

will be walking through areas and"
interrupting activities.

Determine the source of sunlipht

for a house. What glazed artas

will receive the sun? Is this

desirahle in summer? in winter?

Consider the areas of the house

where quiet>is needed. Are these

removed from areas of noisy

activity?

Fo economy, plumbing fixturt-

ould be clustered in thcome
area. Evalwi.te several house plans

in this aspect.

Have eat.ch of hree students describe

a living a odation considered

rab Di cuss differences ill
values and standards

Space in the home may be improved Make a notebook of clippings from

to meet specific needs of its magazines, or sketches, showing

occupants. ways of using storage space more

efficiently, or ways to create new

4 improving the use of home space space inevensively. Label pictures

-reallocation of use according to the types of storage

-xeorganizing existing space unLts available.

-providing new space
146
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Content Student Learning Activities

Visit someone's garage that does not
have storage facilities built in.
Consider items that must be stored
-and sketch a design for a way to

store them.

Design a bulletin board or display
of students' ideas to improve
storage space.

Discuss basic stosage principles
that could be applied to improve
home storage (store items where they
are used first, store items used
most often at most convenient
place).

Observe the storage areas in the
home economics department or in

your home. List principles to
follow in usirig storage,space,
then check to see if the spaces
observed measure up to the criteria.
Determine if changes are possible
to make the storage space more

.efficient.

Stuggest uses of space in several
cases where needs are changing (a
couple has a new baby; the last
child in the family moves out of
of the home; a member of the
family takes up photography and
needs a darkroom)..

_at

Resources:

"Zoning the -Home.", Minnesota Minining and Manufacturing (3M). Trans-.

parency set.

"Floor Plans and Traffic Patterns." School Media Associates. Filmstrfp

and cassette with teacher guide. Part of set, Interior Decorating:

A Practical Approach. ,2

Keiser. Housing: An Environment for Living. Macmillan Publishing Company.

1982. 2
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Resources (continued):.

St. Marie, Satenig. Homes Are for People. John Wiley and Sons,1973.

"'Areas. Eor Socialization, Interaction, Relaxation." Pages 6-112.

Sherwood, Ruth F. and George H. Sherwood. Homes, Today and Tomorrow.

Bennett Publishing Company. 1976. Human -needs and designs in housing

and options available. Student guide, teacher's guide, and 49 visual

masters available.

100 Custom Home Plans. Home Economics School Serivce. House Pldns for

residences and vacation hpmes. Can order actual blueprints. 1975.

"Architectural Drawing I." Milliken Publishing Company. Introduction,/

to architectural symbols, designs, structure, and basic terms. Multi-

media kit with transparencies, duplicating masters, and teacher's

guide.

"Architectural Drawing II," Milliken Publishing Company. Expanded

presentation of architectural drawing with'detailed diagrams illus-

trating principles of building design. Multimedia packet with trans-

parencies, duplicating masteve and teacher's guide.

General Architectural Drafting. Bennett Publishing Company. Baçgoin.

material for housing course. Considers site sejection, design, function,

room planning, materials, and furniture. Covers structure through

construction process; drafting techniques. Set of 51 visual masters

available. Five-hundred seventy-two pages.

/

Huth, Mark W. Basic Construction Blueprint Reading. Oelmar. 1980.'

One-hundred-forty page softcover; instructor's guide. Desighed to.

develop ability to read and sketch construction drawings. Assignments

with practical applicatiot of contentand questions to measure com-

prehension. Actual drawings and specifications for a small house.

Transparency masters.

Hartwigsen, Gail Lynn. Design' Concepts: A Basic Guidebook. Longwood,f

1980. Step-by-step guide from fundamental principles to schematid

drawing. Hardcover.

Kicklighter, Clois E. Architecture: Residential Drawing and Design4

Goodheart=Willcox. Comprehensive'coVerage of design--interior ane 4-1

41sixterior.

Muller, Edward J. Reading Architectural Working Drawings. Prentice-

Hall. 1981. Introduction, in workbook format, to architeCtural

working drawings and Tien of congtruction in general. ,5Uitab1e for

those with little or no experience in the subject. Paperbound.

Spence, Wilfiam P. Architecture: Design, Engineering, Drawing. (McKnight

Publishing Company. ComPrebensive introduction to residential planning

148,
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Ilesources (continue0:

and design, small commercial building planning, electrical and
mechanical systems, and structural consAderations. Hardcover, 581

pages. Problems and Quizzes Book availaple. Softcover, 144 pages.

Weidhaas, Ernest R. Architectural Drafting'and Desiln. Longwood. 1981.

Covers residential and commercial architectUte with,detailed plans'for
three styles of houses, working diagrams for a smallAitice building,

. and plans for installing solar energy systems. Instructor's Handbook.

Teacher reference.

"Accessible and Adaptable Housing Design." . Barrier Free Environments,

Inc.. 1981. Site design, entrance requirements, circulation space
and room layout with emphasis on kitchen and bathfoom designs to
accommodate different disability types. Eighty color slides, nar-

rative tape, and illustrated script.

"Family Work and Storage Areas Outside the Home." Consumer Information

Cent,?r. 1978. How lo use sPace more efficiently; build storage sheds;

get, ftnancing. Free. Eleven pages.

"The Home: An Environment for Human Growth." J. C. Penney Co. 1971.

Kit includes cassette, slides, transparencies, posters, furniture
cutouts, and other materials on,the meaning of home, analyzing and
meeting housing needs, and planning a satisfying home. Versatile,

with multiple uses. Free loan frbm local store managers.

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart-Willcox Co., 1978. Chapter

-----6"7"The Question of Space."
4ft

Plan-a-Room. Paul MacAllister,& Associates. Three dimentional planning

aid for all room interiors. Contains 89 wooden cutouts of various

size and period furniture.

Allen, Phyllis. Beginnings of Interior Environment. Brigham Young

University Press. 1972. Chapter 2, 'Tloor Plans."

1:Th9., Traffic Hub." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Free

p&phlet.

"Clothes Closets ." Lauisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Free

i)amphlet. wor



Level Four

IV., HOME PLANNING

T : B. Home decoration

Oblectives: 1. Use.design principles to create pieasing home detoration.

Content

2. Identify a variety of styles used in home decoration.

3. Plan a home decoration scheme illustrating taste and

creativity.

Student Learning Activities

Attractive home interiors can result
when design elements and principles-

are applied10.th understanding.

1. design in the home
-elements

color
form

'line

texture

proportion
balance

rhythm It

empWasis
harmony

-types

structural
decorative

Choose one color from a color

wheel. Mixing different amounys

of black and white paint with
the color, show seven gradations
of value.

Clip colored samples from magazines
to show gradations of,intensity in
a selected color.

,

Color a sketch of a room using
neutral colors on walls, ceilings,

and floors. Add touches ef color
in upholstery, curtains, and rugs.

Show how different hues, values,
and intensities of colots can make

a room look larget or smaller.

Using several copies of a sketch of

a room, show how different color

combinations tan change the appear-
ance and mood of the room.

On a color wheel with primary,
secondary, and tertiary colors shown,
connect colors that combitne to make

up the f011owing color schemes:

analagous, complimentary, triadic,-

monochromatic.

Look at pictures of rooms and
des'cribe basic forms illustrated.

Give examples of ,scale, showing
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Content Student Learning Activities

Knowledge of basic styles and their
characteristics can aid in designing
harmonious home decoratiom.2121!

2. styles
-period
-traditional
-contemporary
-eclectic

151

how small rooms look better with
small furniture but look crowded
with large furniture.

Analyze the pattern of a piece of

fabric., Describe line of the

design and the it inspires.

Analyze the colors in the print and
name the color scheme it represents.

Make a scrapbook of fabrics of
different textures and write the

names by the samples.

Cut and mount swatches of fabric
that are good choices for up-
holstery of Early American,
period, or contemporary furniture.
Give reasons for your choices.-

Visit the showroom of a furniture

store or the of a decorator.

Describe exampl s of elements of "

design observed in their displays.

Choose a fabric that represents a
color scheme. Mount the fabric on'

a piece of poser board and paint

in the colors involved in the
scheme and label it. Make a series

to represent several color schemes.

'Create a slide presentation by
taking pictures of homes and fur-
nishings chat represent a variety

of styles. Write a script for
the presentation and tape record

it, or use magazine pictures for
.a scrapbook to' serve the same

purpose.

16.7



Con ent Student Learning Activities.

er5

Tasteful and creative home decor-
ations help a family enjoy a sat-
isfyidg environment.

3. planning home decoration
-taste

'beau y

utili
order
excellen

-creativity
individuality
expression

152

Make a flipthart with examples of
the following styles of furniture:

Provincial
French provincial
early American

Eighteenth-Century
English and American
French

, Victorian
Point out similarities and dif-
ferences of details.

What are characteristics of con-
temporary styles of decoration
compared with' earlier styles?

Visit homes,in your area, or go to
furniture stores, to see examples
of different styles, of decorating.

Define the term "eclectic." What
does this imply for home decoration
style?

Design a series of bulletin boards,
grouping together furniture, fabric,
and accessories thAt constitute
various.styles of home decoration.

Compare advantages and disadvantages
of different styles in terms of
cost, flexibility of use, ease of
care, and availability.

+ FHA members hold an open house fol
,parents to see projects students
have made in interior desi01. Show

the slide presentation of various
styles ,of homes and furnishings.
Get television publicity or write up
an article for the newspaper about
the projects.

Draw to scale a two-bedroom house.
Use scaled furniture to show
arrangement, traffic patterns, and
other details.

168
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Content Student Learning Activities

Using a painting or a fabric for
the basic idea, plan the total
decoration of a room. Choose the

furniture, upholstery, draperies,
and accessories. Find swatches of
materials and pictures from
magazines to fit the scheme and
mount the samples on a poster or
in a notebook. Class members
critique one another's work.

t FHA members take a projects space,
such as the home economics,,depart-
ment, the teachers' lounge, the
cafeteria, or a room in a home,
and plan a well-composed scheme for
decorating it. Take steps toward
implementing.the design.

' Resources:

"Elements and Principles of Design." (Home Decoration, Set 1) McGraw-Hill.
Basfc design elementsL-line, shape and form; and their modifying
qualities--size, texture, value and color. Using these to create
rhythm, harmony, balance, proportion, scale, dominance and sub-
ordination. 'Color/sound filmstrip, guide, catalog card kit.

, "Color--What It Means to You.° .(Interior becorating: A Practical

Approach) School Media Associates. Color filmstrip and cassette.

Teacher guide.

"Changing Room Size Through Colors and Lines ." MASCO. Base transparency

and five ol.frerlays. Lecture guide.

"Color in,Display." Milliken Publishing Company. Effective use of

color techniques; color wheel, tints.and shades, terms combinations,

backgrounds. Multimedia kit has transWencies, duplicating masters
and teachers guide.

"Color Changes a Room's Character." MASCO. Set of thfee transparencies.

Lecture guide.

"Color in Home Furnishings." Sears. Set contains 10 color tratarencies
and study guide.

"Color Wheel." 'Sears. Twelve cardboard segments assembled to make a

21- inch color wheel. Teacher's guide on building color schemes.
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Resources (continued):

, Faulkner, Sarah and Ray Faulkner. Inside Today's Home. Holt, Rinehart,

and Winston. 4975. Design principles and concepts, furniture styles

and arrangement, housing materials. Color illustrated. Paperback.

,Weale. Environmental Interiors. Macmillan Publishing Co. 1982.

"Home Decoration: GAF Overhead.Transparencies." Home Economics School

Service. Fifteen color mounted transparencies with multiple overlays

on topics in home desi,gn and decorationcolor, windows, American
homes in various periods.-

Evans. Man the Designer. gacmillan Publishing Company. 1982.

"A Living Environment." Maclean-Hunter. (Interior Design Series #1)

Historical development of-the home and its functions. Organizing

living space to meet family and individual needs. Effects of environ-

mental factors on home design. Multimedia kit has two filmstrips
with cassettes, wallchart, eighi trgnsparencies, six spiritmasters,
teacher's guide. '

Editors of "House and Garden". 20th Centruy Decorating, Architecture

& Gardens: 80 Years of Ideas and Pleasures from House & Garden. Holt,

Rinehart and Winston. 1980. Presented by decade, a panorama of
changes in domestic dwellings in the last 80'years. Three-hundred

twenty pages.

"The Ethan Allen Home Fashion Course." Ethan Allen, Inc. 1979. Multi-

media set includes four filmstrips, four furniture charts, color wheels,
sound cassette, 25 student booklets, six texts, and teacher's guide.

"Tour.the White House." Ethan Allen, Inc. Audio/visual program focusing

on home furnishings, decorations and art: Spotlights personal decorating

tastes of famous Presidents and First Ladies. Twenty-minute color

sound filmstrip. Activity booklet. Teacher's guide.

"The Eclectic App?bach." (Interior Decorating: A Practical Approach)

School Media Associates. Color filmstrip and cassette.- Teacher

guide.

Stepat/DeVan. Introduction to Interior Design. Macmillan Publishing

,Company. 1982.

"Album of American Furniture Classics." (Johnson Wax. Forty-page booklet

intended to help reader distinguish characteristics of American styles.
Fifty-three styles from 15 identified periods are illustrated.

-Thie History of-American Traditional Design." Ethan Allen, Inc. 1976.

Seventeen-page booklet with photographs and descriptions o furniture

styles from 1607 to 1910.
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Resources (continued):

"Furniture Styles: 74 Visual Masters." Home Economics School Service.

1977. Masttrs for photocopy handouts or transparencies illustrate

-types and styles of furniture. Periods from Egyptian ana Greek

through various EurOpean and American periOds to modern designs.

Teachex's notes give background information and discussion questions.

"Period Furniture Designs." Minnesota Mining and Manufacturi4 Company

(3M). Series illustrating furniture styles. Transparency seb.

"Times'Sure Have Changed...or Have They?" Ethan Allen, Inc. 1979. .

16mm colornound film on the history of American traditional design.

Rental or purchase.

Miniature Furniture Arranging Kit. Plan-It-Kit, Inc. Two-dimensional

cardboard punch-out furniture _shapes at 1/4" scale for living room,

dining room, kitchen, bedroom.

"Home Decoration." NASCO. Transparency set on color, windows, period

homes.

Do
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Level Four

/ IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: C. Home interiors

Objectives: 1. Describe a variety of coverings for floors, walls, and
ceilings of a home.

2. Design suitable treatments for doors and ,windows.

3. Discuss types of hoMe lighting for a variety of uses.

4. Demonstrate selection and arrangement of household
furniture and accessories.

5. List household linens needed in a home and describe
their selection and care.

6. Describe selection and care of home equipment for
servicing area of the home.

st

Content Student Learning Activities

Suitable treatment of floors, walls,
and ceilings can improve satis-
faction with the interior of the
home. 4

1. surface treatments
- floors

non-tesistant
resilient

walls and wall coverings
- ceilings

156

Collect samples of different
materials that are used for floors
and label them. Arrange them into
pcategories of resilient (asphalt

tile, vinyl, cork) and non-resi116nt
(ceramic tile, brick, wood).

Discuss the value of resilient
or soft, versus non-resilient or
hd floor coverings in terms of
comfort and ease of care.'

Compare prices of a sguare foot
or square yard of various kinds
of floor coverings.

Make a listof different areas
in a home (private, service, social)
or different kinds of rooms. Con-
sidering the kind of activity for
which each is designed, what floor
coverings are desirable?

Obtain square yard samples of a
variety of floor coverings and lay
them in some floor area of the
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Content Student Learning Activities

Suitable Window:and door treatiwnts
help control light and privacy as
well as coRtribute to the decor of
a home.

2. window and door treatments
-shades and blinds
-curtains and drapertts

-shutters

157

school where students often walk.
After a period of time, examipe
the samples to see which onis
show the most wear and which ones
have the least.

Expand the experiment above by
using several floor care products
on the samples to determine which
product holds up best under heavy
use.

Draw a poster showing ways carpets
are woven (loop, pile, sheer).
Add samples of each type to the
p9ster.

Visit a carpet showroom and ask the
salesperson to explain qualities
and prices available. Determine
which carpets would be bes't buys

for particular uses.

Calculate the amount of carpet
needed for a room, then figure the
coste carpeting the room, using
the various types.

Display floor care Products and
equipment. Demonstrate their uses.

Look through resource materials
such as pamphlets, books, or cata-
logs to see many ways windows may
be decorated. Analyze treatments
by considering whether or not they
allow privacy, sunlight to enter,
are easy to open and close , and

other characteristics.

Make a series of overlay trans-
parencies. On the bottom-sheet

draw a basic window shape, then
on other sheets show various ways
that shades or curtains may be,
used on the basic shape, alone or
in combination.
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Content Student Learning Activities

Choice of lighting arrangements
for the home depends on the amount
of light dcsired for various
activities, and the type'of light
preferred.

3. lighting
-types
-sources
-placement

Selection and arrangement of
furnishings in a home are im rtant

to the enjoyment and satisfaction
of the occupants.

4. furniture and accessories

-selection
-arrangement

158

Practice Making curtains, a shade,
or draperies for windows of your
choice. Choose the fabric to make
a pleasing combination with the other
items in the room and keep within

your budget.

Discuss effects that orientation
of a home on a site will have on
the amount and types of lighting
needed.

Look at examples of various kinds
of lamps and other artificial
lighting in a store display. Decide

what uses they are designed to
serve and compare costs.

Compare costs of incandescent
pid-flourescent lighting. Which

/is more efficient inntly use of
A energy? Where\could egth be used

best?

Discuss placement of light soprces
in the home to be most effective
for various activities,performed.

Play a game guessing what styles
are represented in pictures of

furniture.

Design a piece of furniture, such
as a desk or a chair, using your
own ideas for style and meeting
your own needs,1..Clue pieces of
cardboard togettirr tO make a small
scale reproduction of your idea.

Visit a new home or manufactured
home that has not yet been furnished':
Considier style of the home and the
peopletwho may live there. Make

suggestions for furnishings they
.might acquire. Choose another set,
of furnishings for people with less
money to spend.'

7,1
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Content Student Learning Activities

159
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Try out different types of bedd'ng
and decide which degree of fir ess

you prefer. Calculate the num er

of hours you will spend asleep
during your lifetime to convince
yourself of the importance of a
buying good bedding.

Visit a furniture store and ask to
see examples of good and poor fur-

niture construction and upholstery

techniques.

Compare care, durability, beauty,
and function of furnishings made
of various materials.

Make a checklist of thingS to look
for when shopping for furniture.
Use the checklist to evaluate
furniture in several stores.

Compare quality of two upholstered
chairs, one bought at a fine fur-
niture store and the other at a
discount store '(frame construction,

materials used, det1ls Ln fini*ing).

Which would be the better investment
when both price and durability are

considered?

Collect clippings of different
furniture styles and use a, reference

book to determine the,ir names. Label

them and use them in a bulletin

board diSpNy.

Visit a furniture display area and

note objects chosen by the designer

to accent the furnishings. Discuss

these choices in terms of style,

color, function, and taste.

Display imaginative'ideas for home
'---7a1)qessories and accents, and factors

to consider in choosing them (budget,

roomy style, age).
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Content Student Learning Activities -

The seleCtion and care of household
linens is an important part of
furnishing a home.

5. hOusehold linens
-selection
-care

160

Have each student make a poster
of room accessories and decorations
that might be used to express his
or henown interests and tastes.

+ 'FHA members sponsor a plant el4i.c.
Invite a horticulturist to flint
with people who need help caring
for their house plants. As part
of the clinic have exhibits showing
how plants can be used inome
decoration.

List kinds.of linens people need
for their home: Include those
used in the kitchen, bedroom,
dining room, and bath.

Define "thread count" and tell how
this affects the quality of house-
hold linens.. Display lidnens label-
ed according to qualities and kind
(percale, muslin, damask).

List the minimum nu'llber of each

kind of household jinen to serve
a family's needs. Determine price
ranges available by consulting t

catalogs.

Read care labels on household linens.
Give examples of different fiber
types used in construction and care
recommended for each.

Demonstrate removing common stains
from home fabrics. MAke a,stain
removal chart for students to keep
as reference.

Experiment with uphoistery fabrecs
advertised as stain resistant.
Test products that may be applied
for the same purpose and compare.
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Content Student Learning Activities

Care,ful consideration should be
made of nitial cost, cost of
operation and repair, and seTvice
life when choosing household
equjpment for setvice areas.

6. home equipment
-kitchen equipment

work centers or layouts
appliances

large'

small
storage facilities

-laundry equipment
-bathroom fixtures'
-care of household equipment

1

Consult a consum'er magazine tor
recommendations on the btist brand

of equipment and appliances to

purchase.

Deslgn a kitillen or laundry room and

locate equqthent and counters
where they may be used.most effi-
ciently. Estimate cost involved.

Ln ite a kitclren planner consultant
''.to speak to the clas on the process

developing satisfactory work
space -n a home.

Demonstrate safe use of selected

household appliances. Tell how

each could receive the best care.
Consult instruction booklets for

information.

Develop a bulletin,board with
pictures of bathrooms illustrating
new concepts in personal care,(hot

tObs, sauna, water agitatrop).

In order of priority, list large
and small equipment a household

o needs to function.

161

1.)1)sit an appliance store and ask

the dealer'to talk about selection
and purchase of major appliances.
Discuss cost features, use, safety,
energy efficiency, and guarantee

or warranty.

Have each student take,one type of
kitchen or laundry equipment and
report the types available,
features, cost of purchase and

upkeep,,and ()tier information.
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Resources:

,

c'
"How to Select Floor Coverings." (Hidden Value Series) Sears. 1975.

:
.

Twenty page pamphlet. .

es,

"Movin' On." Modern Talking Picture Service. FOurteen-minute color
film. Information on inspection, creation, production, and in-home
use of vinyl floor covering. Free 1ban. 9th grade,and higher.

Ellis, Robert. Complete Book of Floor Coverings: A Guide to Buying
and Iristalling Carpet, Tile and Linoleum. Scribner Book Cdmpanies.
1980. Consumer.guide. Photos and lineddrawings.

"Choosing Floors." LoUisiana CooperativeExtensibn-ServiCe. Free
pamphlet. ,, .

"Finishing Floors with Penetrating Wood Sealers." Lbuisiana Cooperative
Extension Service. Frde eight-page pamphle.t. /

/
$,' ,

i /

_ "Redecorating Interior,Surfaces withPaint." Bennett Publishing Company.
. Filmstrip wi,th cassette, reading gcripto..visual masters.

"Th

"Interior Wall Materials and Finishes." Louisiana Cooperative ExtensioR
Seryice. Ftee pamphlet.

. .

-"Ilow to Select Paints and Wallcoverings." (Hidden Value Series) Sears.
N 1977. Sixteen-page prilphlet.. - ,

r '

"Windows and Window Trea ents." Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing -

Compaq: 3M). Series o eansparencies giving 'ideas for curtains and
draperifs suitable for var types of windows.

"Windows BeAutiful." Kirsch Company. 1980. How to plan, measure, and
buy or make window treatments. Decorating and energy ideas. One-hunqred
forty-fiVe pages. Teaeher's guide,

l

r

Nindow Treatments." Sears. Set of filmstrip and 30_student bookle.ts
on purpdses and function of windows and creative treatments for
different types.

,

"Better Light, Better Sight." Gulf States Utilities. t includes
...

*teacher's guide on fundamentals of home lighting. Pro ct guides on
how to construct lights for the home.. Free loan.

"Lighting." (Home-Decoration,Set 2) McGraw-Hill. Using sunlight and
artificial lighting. Effect on colors and fabrics. General,,focal,
and decorative lighting. Selecting fixtures. Color/sound filmstrip,
aide,catalog card kit.

,

\
\
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Resources (continded)%

"Residential Lighting." Gdlf States. Utilities. Slide,and script.

Fourteen sections cover lighting applications, principles and other

lighting details. Free loin.

"Residential.interior Desigders." Gulf States Utilities. Slides on

lighting. Facts on hot:: lighting controls color, textures, and size

af a room. Free laan.

"Ppholstered Furniture Construction." ..NASCO. Base transp ..arency and

six overlays: Teacher's lecture gudde.

A'
"Fine Furniture: Construction and Care." Southern Furniture Manu-

facturers Association. How wood furnifure is made and care it should

receive. Free.

"Home (Decoraion Series " Home Ecorkmics School Service. Principles

and elements.of design, arranYtIng furbiture, and selecting fUrniture,

tableware and fabrics, and lighting. Two slide Series.

-HomeDecorating Handbook. 'Maclean-Hunter. How to intelligently select,

purchase, and care for home furnishing items. Two-hundred-fifty-six

pages. Soft cover. .

"Arranging Furniture." (Home Decoration, t 1) Graw-Hill. Planning
..

.

.
t

for traffic patterns and space use. Crea.lng oc I point. Making

and using floor.plans and templates. Defining areas. Filmstrip,

'guide, catalog card kit.
.

,

4_ t
"3-D'Furniture Arranging Kit." NASCO. One-bundred-fifty pieces of

three-dimenAional, 1/2-inCh scale model furniture.,

'Furniture ailed Appliances!' Aims Instructional Media Service. Color..

filmstrip'and cassette. Young couple considers values, life-style
.and'alternatives in-selecting furnishings and'equipment.

' "How to Decorate Your HoMe Kits qears.. Basic'or Advanced units

/contain. manual, furnitbre-templates, carpet samples.

"Decorating Made Easy.'" Sears: Set contains filmstrili pnd 30 student
.0

-booklets.

"AlTanging Pictures on fhe Wall." NASCO. Transparency ba/se and three

,overiays. Teacher's guide.

PAccessories Are the Key." (Interior'Decorating: A Practical Approach)

School Media AsKiates. -Calor filmstrip and cassette.. Teacher's

guide. . %

463
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Resources (continued):

"At Home With Textiles." Maclean-Hunter. Fibers and fabric construction
and finishes. Creative use of textiles in the home. Multimedia
kit has filmstrip 'and cassette, eight activity sheets, and teacher's
guide.

Vanderhoof. Textiles for Homes and Pepple.v. Ginn and Co. 1981. Latest
advance', techniques, ,rid regulations in the textiles field. Text
for advanced students. Teacher's guide. Hardcover.

"The Unending House." West Point Pepperell. Film pn the use Of sheets
'for home 'decorating.;

"Fashions in Dining." Sears. Set of filmstrip and 30 booklets'on rules
of table setting and purchase of tableware.

"Kitchen Planning Basics." Sears. Set of filmstrips and 30 ooklets.
Principles of good management and work center arrangement.

4
"Alice's Adventure in Electric Wonderland." Gulf States Utilities.
Slides on different sizes and shapes of kitchens and variety, of
modern, convenient, labpr-saving appliances. Freefloan.

"Plan Your KitChen Kit." Gulf States Utilities. Set of three-dimen-
sional plastic models of appliances and cabinets to aid in kitchen
planning: Pamphlet included. Free loan. ."

"Kitchen Shelves." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Free
pamphlet.

"Kitchen Planning." Gulf States Utilities. Slides and script on kitchen
arrangempt for efficidhcy. Appliancd) selectfon. Individual kitchen ,

planning booklets available for audieAce. Free loan.

4
"Your Private World." ,Gulf States Utilities. Slides on helpful ideas
for planning kitchens. Work triangle, kitchen cabinets, appliances,
laundry, sewing, and planning centers. Free loan.

Morton, Ruth, Hilda Geuther, and Virginia Guthrie. The. Home--Its
Fdrnishings and Equipment. Webster/McGraw-Hill. 1979. Text provides
sniOr high school students with knowledge needed to own their own
homes. Choosing right environment related to financial resources:
in-terior decoration to reflect life-style; household appliances and
maintenance_and energy conservation. Five-hundred twelve pages.
Hardcover. TeaCher's manual.

,164
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Resouetes (continued):

"Housing, Furniture, and Appliances.' (Contemporary Consumer Series)/

Gregg/McGraw-Hill. 1975. Jiodule planned for 20-25 class hours.

')et contains five copies of text,'sound filmstr4; teacher's manual

and key, general methodology manual, and pamphlet of teacher guide

notes.

Ehrenkranz, Florence and Lydia Inman. Equipment in the Home. Harper

and Row. 1973. Appliances, wiring, lighting,,and kitchen planning.

rniversity level. Hardcover.

Gayrison. Modern Household Equipment. Macmillan Publishing Co. 1982.

"Management In" NASCO. Transparency set on kitchens, storage, fur-

niture, and household linens. Teacher's lecture guide.

"Handbook for the Home." U. S. Department of Agriculture. 1973.

Suggestions for selecting kitchen and laundry appliances0

"Portable Appliances: Their Selection, Use, and Care." Sears. Manual

of information on 35 small appliances, teacher's guide, and printed

masters.

"How To Select Major Home Appliarvs." (Hiddenralue Series). Sears.

1979. Guidelines for purchase of four major appliances.

"Major Appliances--Today and Tomorrow." Gulf States Utilities. Slides

and script of General Electric kitchen and laundry appliances

emphasizing style, dependability, performance, convenience, and

safety. Free loan.

"Home Appliances: A Teaching Guide by yihirlpool." Gulf States Utilities.

'Set of portfolios on.ranges, microwaves, dishwashers,.disposers,

compactors, refrigerators, and freezers. Teaching guide, discussion

guide, wall charts, and visual masters. Free loan.

"lbe Good Life Naturally th Microwave Cooking." Gulf States Utilities:

Slide presentation on operation, benefits, convenience, cooking

techniques, safety requirements, and energy information on microwave

cooking. Free loan-

"Marvel of, crowave." Gulf States Utilities. Filmstrip and audio

cassette or slides presenting history of microwaves, dishes to use,

and various ways to cook. Teacher's guide, overhead transparencies,

Jlash cards and wall charts. Free loan.

1110
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Resources ( ontinued):

"Home Ecoiogy Appliances." Association of Home Appliance ManufaCturers.
Free loan filmstrip. Relationship of appliances to various types of
pollution.

/
\

"Small Appliance Demonstration." Gulf States Uti/lities. leutline of

demonstration to be'presented by teacher on co parative buying of
4 small kitchen appliapces. Need, use, conveni nce, construction,

I

safety, and warranty. Scrip for instructor, Free loan.

-"Electric Range Demonstration. Gulf States Utilities. Outline of

demonstration by teacher of operation of parts of,electric range.
Kit has script, tray set-ups, and crossword puzzle quiz. Free loan.

/

"C-ntemporary Cleanup." Gulf States Utilities. Slides on dishwashers

And their use. Tips on selection and use of items used in preparing
Ind serving meal. Free loan.

or

"-laming ['rash?' Gulf 'States Utilities. Filmstrip/cassette on trash

compactors and garbage disposals, their operation and advantages,
and comparison shopping. Free loan.

"A Closer Look at Finishes." Gulf States Utilities. Kit providing

in-depth analysis of appliance finishes, their performances, purposes,
care and cleanng, identification, and how this relates to consumer.
Filmstrip, record, transparencies, worksheets, and teacher's guide.
Free loan.

"Counter Surfaces." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Eleverr

page bookJet on choosing counter surfaces for kitchens, workrooms,
and bathr oms. Free.

_

"Bathrooms or the Home." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service.
,

Free pamphlet.
I

et's Decorate the Bathroom." (Hidden Value Series) Sears. 1976.

Set of filmstrips and 30 student booklets.

"Imaginative Ways With Bathrooms." Consumer Information Center. 1974.

Accessories, storage areas, and safety features to consider when
planning A new or remodeling an old bathroom. Free. Six pages.

Peet, L. J., M. S. Pickett, and M. G. Arnold. Hlusehold Equipment.'

Jahn Wiley and Sons. 1979. Selection, use, ang care of household
equipment in light of present socioeconomic problems and energy,,
water, and material shortages. Advanced level.

4 '
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,Level Four

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: D.' Buying household goods

Objectives: 1. List considerations consums should make when
buying household furnishings.

2. NaMe sources of consumer information on household goods.

3. Describe protections a consume? has against fraudulant
purchases of household effects.

Content Student Learrqng Activities

Better'decisions about purchases for
the home can be made when the con-
sumer shops carefully and takes
various factors into c9nsideratIon.

1. consideration
- initial cost

- operation expense

- urgency of need

- use and features
- permanency of residence
-warranty
-durability/quality
- maintenance required

A wise consumer seeks prdduct
information before purchasing.

45)

2. sources of informallion
--labels
- advertisements

- consumer magazines and
agencies

- instruction booklets
- Cooperative Extensioh
Service publications

-books, magazines

1S3

Each student report on one item of
household furnishing. Give pointers
on how to assess quality, range of
prices, and'other information.

Do a case study of a single person
who is furnishing a first apart-
ment. Make a budget for furnishings
and equipment expenditures necessary
for the first year.

Find exmnples of furnitUre and
appliances that a person who moves
'often might choose. Give reasons
for each of these choices (furni-
ture that breaks into parts for
easier handling, portable equipment,
multiple-use furniture).

Interview a homemaker to learn where '
this person seeks information about
kbuying furniture and appliances.
Ask about satisfaction with prior
purchases and recommendations to
be made to others.

167

r
,Read an example of a warranty
attached to a new piece of house-
hold equipment. Determine,how to

act if the. equipment does not meet
expectations. Define terms used
in the yarranty.



Content Student Learning Activities

Consumers can seek redress from
various sources in case of unSat-
isfactory purchases.

3. consumer protection
agencies'

Federal Trade Commiss ion
Bureau of Standirds
Better Business Bureau
Major Appliance Consumer
Action Panel

.consumer protection
centers

Governor's Office of
Consumer Protection

-aaking complaints

Suggest a way to file warranties
and instruction booklets at home
in case they are needed for

. raference.

Invite a persoii from a consumer

protection agency to talk with class
members about common complaints of
homemakers and ways these are
dealt with by the agency. Ask the'

I person to give pointers on how to
make wise buys in home furnishings.

Read regulgtions that have been
designed to protect consumers and
translate these into a list of the
rights and resOonsibilities of
consumers.

Research and write reports on
agencies that were formed to
protect consumers from fraud, uneth-
ical merchandising, and shoddy goods.
Describe the process iNolved for
a conslimer who mAght be-unsatisfied
with a purcAse.. .

Write a practice letter to an
agency making a complaint about
some household good or appliance
that has not functioned as it should.
Rea21 the leeter to classmates and
havZ them suggest improvements in
approach and content.

Resources:

"Your Home Furnishings Dollar." Household"Pinance Corporation. Guide-
lines fOr purchasing home lurnishings and decorating accessories.
Forty-par booklet.

"Consumer Expectations--Services and Warranties." Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers. Free loan filmstrip presenting industry's
response to consumer expectations about warranties and customer service.

168
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Resources (continued):

"Appliance Labeling." Gulf States Utilities Slides discuss mandatory
nment labels developed by Federal Trade Commission and National

Bureau of Standards uncle Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975.

Equipm nt Dollar." Household Finance Corporation. Booklet.

Suggestion for purchasing large and small appliances for.,the home.

"How to Buy and Use Appliances for All They Are Worth." Gulf States

Utilities. Slide presentation to createwise buyers and consumers
of electricity. Considerations in buying major appliances for the
kitchen. Free loan.

"Redress: Examining ,the Issues." Gulf States Utilities. Pdrtfolio with
background information, points of view, and learning experiences for
participants in consumer eedress. Duplicating masters, wall charts.

Free loan.
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Level Four

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: E. Ho Tne improvements

Objectives: 1. Plan details of a scheme for home improvement.

2. Demonstrate ways to renovate used items tn the home.
6

3. Suggest factors to consider when remodeling a home.

Content Student Learning Activities

By having plans for home improvements
made before starting, one can save

resources and results wilI be, more

ha mon ous .

I. improiement schemes
-integral plan

short term goals
if% term goals

-budlet saving ideas

As a class choose a decoration
project for a house, apartmvt, or
manufactured home. Mak.e a complete

plan for the home. Include a time

schdule for ae-quiring needed items

and projected costs. Consider

needs and tastes of the people who

will live the'fe.

Contract with a mobile home dealer

to move a used manufactured home

onto the school campus. Have clas&

members plan and implement a ren-
ovation project on the home, then

. return the finished product, with

its, improvements, for the dealer to

sell. (For details on this prolect,

contact Libby Crbuch, Home Ecohomist,,

Manufactured Housing Consultant,

721 Woodlawn, Kilgore, TX 75662.)

+ FHA m uns-rs wr.ite a series of art-

ic fo the local newspaper on
budget-s ving ideas for the home-

maker. I trate the articles

with photograp or sketches.

Working in an ctual situation, make

a five-year plan for home improve-

ments. Break the plan down into

steps to show what can be accomplished

one year at a time to work toward

completion of the total plan.

Calculate the budget for the proUct.
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Content Student Leafting Activities

New uses can be found for used
household items.

)-.

.

recycling usea items
-refinishing

-reconstruction
-removal

OR

,

+ Fractice recycling some household
objects. Rescue used or discarded
items and work out ways to give
them new life. Make pillows, rugs,

or quilts from old fabrics; do
small repairs on appliances. FHA

members may use these activities to
earn money for projects.

On a bulletin board, show ways home-
makers can realize cash from unneeded
household items (ga'rage sales,

classified advertisements in'news-
papers, trade-offs or trade-ins,
selling to dealers).

Demopstrate ways to refinish furni-

ture (wood treatments, reupholstery,
recaning seats, structural repair).

,k

Display recycled items and use.the
title "One Man's Trash6Is Another
Man's Treasurp."

Structural changes in a home may be Visit a home where remodeling.has

necessary to improve the living.space. been done recently. Talk with the
4 °

-
home owner about reasons for the

3. remodeling changes and the process involved.
4'

2m1nor changes
-major changes Practice somesimple reconseruction,

withih a given space (put up.shelves,
hang a screen door, build a deck,
install a privaEY screen) _and

evaluate the results.

4.

171

Visit an old home i4 the communiey

that has been restored. Discuss .

changes made to retain authenticity

or to modernize it.

Have a panel discussion with a home
remodelirig contractor and a customer.
Learn what is involved in such pro-
jects and how to get one started.



Resources:

Belina, Virginia. "Planning for Your Own Apartment." Home Economics

School Service. 1975. Higli-interest book for slow readers. How to

find suitable apartment, leases and rental agreements, furnishing

apartments. Teacher's guide. Ninety-six pages.

"How To Decorate Your Home." Sears. Multimedia kit with samples,

templates, filmstrips, workbooks.

Cumming, Anita. Interior Decoratidg: A PrhctiCal Approach. Bennett

Publishing Company. Series shows how a small- budget can produce

pleasant rooms. Floor plans, traffic patterns, color, accessories,

and budget are concepts in the svies. Five filmstrips and five

cassettes.

Fltilkner, Sarah. Planning a.Home. Holt, Winehart and Winston. 1980.

Comprehem4ive introduction to interior design, considered from problem-

olving point of view. Written for interior des'ign majors in college

'nd those interested in designing their own homes.

"1;ome DC?.coration: 44 Activities." HomeEconomies School Service. 1976.

et of 44 t-ffe( tive spirit master lessons clarifies personal tastes

in hame furnishings. 'Quizzes on choosing china, wallpaper, furniture

styles, room arrangements, color'schemes, lighting. Open-ended

questions ask students to make choices and explain them.

"Housing and Home Furnishings: Your Personal Environment." Maclean-.

Hunter Pract 1
information on home design and decorating, main-

teha e, and financing. How to reduce housekeeping, -,ave money on

re rs, determine what one can afford in rent and mortgage. Multi-,

media program has fdur color filmstrips with cassettes, spirit masters,

and teacher's guide.

"Inexpensive Apartment Pecorating." Interpretive Education. How to

dress up an ordinary a'partment inexpensively. Basic decorating hints

and sources for inexpensive furnishings. Filmstrip and cassette,

instructar's guide. /

Naar, Jon, and Molly ,Siple. Living_in One Room. Home Economics School

Service. 1976. Imaginative ideas for one-room apartment. Stresses

inexpensive soludions to problems of fitting steeping, eating, enter-

taining, work andfhobbies into limited space. Illustrated. One-hundred-

sixty pages.
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Resources (coRtinued):

,

Roy, Doreen. Champagne Decorating on a Beer Budget. Home Economics
School Serivce. 1977. Directed at ,people who have little money to
spend on decorating. Directions for dealing with aging furniture,
worn floors, and bare windows. ,

411.

"Plan a Sewing Center." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Free

Pamphlet.

"Attractive, Efficient Work Rooms," Louisiana Cooperative Extension
Service. Free pamphlet.

"Garage Sale," NASCO. Game establishes guidelines on _buying and,
using secondhand items.

"Delightful Discoveries in Home Decorating." Conso Products. Complete
directions for making the handkerchief fold drapery, the balloon shade,
and the round lable cover.

Sewing_ for the Home. McCall Pattern Company. Hardcover. Do-it-yourself
decorating for the whole house.

"Rugs and Wall Hangings! Coats and Clark, Inc. Projects gsing crochet,
latch hook, and oross-stitch techniques.

McConald, Robert J. Upholstery Repair and Restoration: A Complete Guide
to Fabric and Leather Upholstery Repair. Scribner Book Ccapanies.

1978. Photos and diagrams.

Perry, L.- Day. Seat Weaving. Bennett Publishing Company. Cane, reed,
rush, and splints chair seat restoration. Ninety-four pages. Softbound.

"gow to Refinish Wood Furniture." Centron Xilms. Filmstrip and cassette.

y ,
Hall, Alan, and James Heard. Wood Finishing and Refinishing., Holt,

Rinehart and Winston. 1981. Basic repairs, stripping, sanding,
choice of finish, application, and maintenance. Tips on wood.tools,

safety, spot repairs, and cost-cutting methods. No-hundred-§ixteen
pages.

Tierney, William F. Modern Upholstering MethOds. McKnight Publishing

Co. Basic guide for beginner. Step-by-step procedures, fabrics,
careers available, tools and terms. One-hundred fifty-two pages.

Hardcover.

"Carpet Furniture Plans." Bissell Consumer Service Institute. Simple

construction plans to produce carpeted couch, table, storage units or
bed. Free in quantities.

,
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Resources (continued):

"New Life for Old Dwellings." Consumer Information Center. 1979. How,

to decide if 4 house is suitable fox rehabilitation; how to plan the

restoration and do the work. 'Ninety-five pages.

"Remodeling a House--Will It,Be Worthwhiler" Consumer Information Center.

.1978. What to consider wh'en deciding whether or not a wood-frathe house

is worth restoring. Free.' Nine pages.

Interior Design Workshop for Home Economics Tdachers. One week, low

cost workshop in July. For more informatioh contact the Fashion and

\rt Institute of Dallas;2829 W.N.W. Highway, Dallas, TX 75220.

a
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Level Four-

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: A. Factors affectins housing

Objectives: 1. Describe ways that changes in society produce changes in
housing.

2. Discuss economic factors that have impact on the housing
situation.

3. List technological advances that have Produced innovations
in housn

4. Discuss rela
industry and

ionships bdtween the growth of the housing
environmental concerns. .

Content Student'Learning Activities '

The field of housing,responds
to changes in society.

1. societal changes
population fluctuations

-population mobility
-urban density
- suburban spra*1

- special needs

- changes in values and
standards

Examine a chart of the population
growth in this country over the
past century; identify the "bulges"
or points at which many people we;e
born. What implications can be
drawn related to dmmediate and
long-range housing nee'ds?

Discuss effects that trends in
marriage age, family size, divorce
rates, and life expectancy have on
housing.

Visit the home of a handicapped
person and observe changes made to
provide access; or visit a building
designed for elderly residents and
note structural modifications ma4e.
Discuss whether or not special .

needs of people are,being met in
today's housing designs.

Invite a long-time resident of your
community to talk,to the class about
changes noted over the past few
decades in housing being provided
for people in the area. Discuss
rehsons for these changes..

175
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Content Student Learning Activitie§

Die stat4; of the general economy is
reflected in I-lowing trends.

2. economics
dvailability of money

interest rates
inflation .

Clip magazine and newspaper articles
that show ways people cope when
housing be,comes expensive (smaller
horrie, prefabricated housing, fewer
luxuries, intergenerational house-
holds).

prosperity of population ASk a real estate agent to estimate
-,vailability of mateiials the cost of a standard house in
ivailability of labor 1960, in 1970, in 198Q and today.

Compare-these prices with the median
income in those years. Has the
cost of housing gone,up faster than
the ability to pay for it?

4

aft

1

rhe housin4 industry intorporates
khanges in technology to provide
homes for people.

3. technology
'-new materials

-automation

a -chankes in mode Of work

Cs;

( 176

List factors in,the general economy
that h'ave an effect on the litusing
industry and explain each process.

Ask an'experie,nced builder to.tell
class members what changes have
taken place in housing in the past
-30 yedrs in regard to materials,

techniques, and customer preferences.

Look at a display of photographs.
of homeS:in which parents and grand-
parents.grew up. Point out dif-
ferences 'that, exist between 'them

and modern housfhg. To what factors,
can such changes be attributed? .

Compare cost of lumber or building
stone 10 years agd with.current
prices. Have,ather biigading meter-

ials shown the eame price changes?
How have synthetic materials reOlaced
natural materials and Why?

Visit a mobile home dealer or a
Place where manufactured, kDt, or
modalar homes are built. Observe
materials used and construction
techniques enployed. Determine the
growth of the manufacetred housing
industry compared to "stick built"
housing, and.suggest reasons for
the digerence,s.

- 1 92



Content Student Lean-Ong Activities

Providing housing for people requires
making changes in the environment.

4. environmental concerns
-availabili,ty of resources
-pollutiOn
-ecological balance

tfi-

----
Resources:

Ask an environmentalist or conser-
vationist to'discuss effects that
human communities have-on the en-
vironment (air and watee quality,
wildlife, waste disposal). Consider
suggestions for minimizing debri-
mental effects.

Investigate and report on the laws
in effect in your area designed to
protect the environment. How do

these affect.the housing industry?

Make'twy lists--one of renewable
resources and one of non-renewable
resources that are used in housing.
Can substitutions be made to prevent
depletion of non-renewable resources?

Grrett, Pauline. ConsuMer Housing. Bennett Publishing'to. 1972.

Chapter 11, "Housing for Older Americans and the Physically Impaired;"
Chapter 12. "Social Responsibilities in Housing."

A

"The.Housing Crisis: A Place To Live?" Home Economics School Service.

1977. Color.filmstrip and cassette; guide. Consequences of poptilation

boom of 1950's and dropping off of housing contruction. Significance

of high interet rates, inflation, changing housing life-styles. Questions

future trends.

Sherwood, Ruth and George Sherwood. Homes, Today and Tomorrow. Bennett

Publishing Co. 1T976. Teacher's guide. Homes of past, present, and

future. Activity suggestions. Four-hundred sixty-four pages. Hard-

cover. Visual Masters, student guide. Answer Key.

"The Future of the Environment." Pren4Fe-Hall. Source materials from
science fiction, newspaper and magazine articles, and reports. Paper-

back. Teacher's Guide has activitiessand futuristic technfques.

Myers, Charles B. and C. Barry Knisley. The Environmental Crisis: Will

We Survive? Prentice-Hall. Stimulating readings designed to provoke

student discus-sion. Paperbound. Teacher's guide.

177
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Level Four

HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: B. Housing and government

Oblectivs: 1. name and desgribe functions of governmental agencies
that deal with housing.

2. Expjain how the government and the community control
financing, construction, and use of housing.

t,
Content Student Learning Activities

Governmental organizations have been
designed to finance and regulate
housing.

Ask representatives from,FHA, FmHA,
and HUD_to explain financing and
regulatory functions of,their
agencies.

1. housing agencies
Federal Housing Authority (FHA) Ask a local government official

- Farmers Home Administration what housing agencies are repre-

_
(Fmia) sented, in your community and what.

-Housing and Urban Development services they perform.

(HUD)

-Local Housing Authority (LHA)
-Division of Communisty Develop-

ment Planning Commission

Legislation helps shape policies of
financing, cbnstruction, and use of
housing.

2. houlg legislation
current programs and policies
subsidies
-tax structure '

- regtilations

- building codes

zoning

Class members research and report
on several housing agenciv giving
their' purposes, jurisdiction, and

actiVities.

Read about current housing
legislation and report to class.
Discuss ways these may have
affected people in your community.

DiscUss ways housing legislation
is designed to help people in
special circumtances (people dis-
criminated against because of race,

people with low,income, people
suffe-4ing loss Of housing from
catasErophes,sucl as floods or

tornadoes).

Sit in on a meeting of a local
zoning board to see the process
involved in community regulation
of housing.
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Content Student Learning Activities

Observe a zoning map of the local
community to see which areas are
commercial, residential; or
@alined for some other us.e. Locate '

Our home, school and other familiar '
places onnthe map.

Read the poster exhibited at the

sit of a construction.project.
Wh3i ip this put up and who does

ft?

Resources:

Fish, Gertrude S. The Story of Housing: Macmillan Publishing Co. 1979.

Historical, social, political, and economic nature .of housing. Intri-

cate portrayal of housing's changing nature, suggesting that solutions

tO complex housing problems involve cgnstructive input from many

sectors. Series of topics by authorities in the field. Five-hundred-

fifty pages. Hardcover. Advanced level.

Lindamood, Suzanne, and Sherman D. Hanna.' Housing, Society, and Consumers:

An Introduction. West Publishing Co 1979. Overview of housing

conditions and norms, basic concepts needed to make good housing

decisions, the holing market, and hoUsing activities 41J federal and

local government agencies, and housing of the future. Four-hundred-

ninity-eight pages. Hardcover. Advanced.

1

Morris, E. W. and M. Winter. Housing, Family and Society. John Wiley

& Sons. 1978. Examines family housing problems in analytical frame-

worldusing sociological theory and etpirical research. Three-hundred

seventy-.eight pages: Advanced ievel.
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Level Fourfk

1

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Zpipic: C. Housing as a social concern

e.

Objectives: 1. Tell how poor housing can have negative effects on
social conditions.

2. Give examples of social conditions that contrikute
to poor houging.

0

3. Describe ways people can act to.improve housing conditions,
in society.

- Content Student Learning Activities

111

Poor housing can'contribute to the
detriment of society.

Discuss effects.that poor housing
could have on gamilies.

1. effects of poor housing Consult current housing statrstics
-causes for your part of the state and

ovdrcrowding, learn what cond'tions need tiVbe
poor ddsign improved.
substandard hous
lack of housing

-effects
lack of privacy
spread of disease

. *
c_m/

family cOnflicts Role-play a situation in which oVer-
personal problems crowding in, the home has caused

problems in family relationships.
'Class members suggest ways to
resolve the conflict.

Report ways communicable diseases
are skead. What implications does
this have for housing conditions?

*,1 Write a "minimum standard" for
hodsing. Describe characteristics
that should be available to every-,

t one-. Wo.91s1 you want to live

where only minimum standards are
applied?

180

Give etamples of ways poorly
designed housing can cause proble
among people.

;
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Content Student Learning Activities

Conditions in society. may cause
deterioratdon of housing.situations.

2: effects,of social conditions
on housing
-ppulation'shifts
idgterioration of communiey

coherence
-industriaj development
- unemployment and poverty

- devaluation of property

Social actions can result in
, improved housing conditions.

3. actions for improving

housing
- legislation

regulation
- building inspection

-Isanitation
financial

- educational

self-help programs

111/1
181

Discuss the advantages hnd dis-
'advantages/of haying homogeneous
populations'living in close prox-'
imity (housing developments for
elderly people, low.income'people
iri the same neighborhood, apartment
buildings'for single peopl ()I-11T).

Would you like to live this wdy? ,-'''

Why or why not?

Technology has helped make housing
better. What detrimental effects
have technological advancements
had on thi way people live?

Discuss factors that might
cause devaluation of property.
What happens to a neighborhood
when property becomes devaluated?
How could this be preiTented?

Ask a legislator to explain how
housing laws are passed and hoW
individuals or community groups
can influence legislation.

Read accounts of groups that
have worked together to improve
their living conditions. Analyze

the process by which success was
achieved.

Visit the local Cooperative Exten-
Ision office nd talk with agents

and home ec mists,about ways they
work with pe ple 0d help'them
solve housing, problems:

Describv a housing problem common
to people in your community and
explore avenues for providing
remedies or solutions.

197
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Resources:

Frieden, Bernard J. The Natiob's Housing: 1975 to 1985.. U. S. .

Department of Housing and Urban Development. 19774 One-hundred

fifty-five pages. Advanced level.

Cassidy, Robert. Li ble'Cities. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1980.

ThiS practical guidk to rebuilding urban America shows how citizens

can organize and aqt effectively to restore the health of their

neigh4orhoods. TWa-hundred sixty-fbur pages. Paper or hardback.

Advanced level.

Tretten, Rudie N. Ci ies in Crisis: -.Decay or Renewal. Prentice-Hall.

Designed to encour ge student involvement, open diScussion, and

anaLytical thought conflicting viewpoints. Paperbound. Teacher's

guide.

"Your Housing Rights." U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment. Free booklet.

"The Walls Come Tumbling Down." Association Films. Thirty-minute

:iolor film rental. Public. housing tenants in St. Louts take over

management of their units and provi,de model for tenant management

experiments in six other cities.

Wedin, Carol and Gertrude Nygren. HousinE Perspectives. Burgess

Pl.ishing Company? 1979. Two-N6dred ninety-on page paper.

Examines housing from both macro- and:micro-approach.

"Your Home, your Commun ty." Maclean-Hunter. ' Roles, rights, and

responsibilities of c =unity members.. Ways to-affect change. Multi-

media kit has color f lmstrip witn'cassette, eight spirit masfers,

wall chart, and teacher's guide.

"The Housing Crisis: A Place To Live?"' Schbol Media Associates. 1977.

Current problems of rising home prices and questions about developing

new housing trends. Filmstrip, cassette, and discussion guide.

"Turning Around." Association Films. Twenty-three-minute color film

rental. Homeowners in 40 cities fighting red-lining practices asnd

preserving their neighboFhoods through Housing Setvice Program.
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.Level Four

V. HOUS INC% TRENDS

Topic) D. Future delieloprfients in housing
s.

Objectives* 1. Predict future developments that may occur in the

housing field based on current trends in consttuction

technology. ,

A

. 2. Explore effect's new sburces of\ enetv may have on

housing.-

3. Describe ho4-changes_in.socied may cause4hpusingst6

alter in the future.
. *

Content .

,

-"Th

4 ,

. S udent.Learning Activities

I

t

Homes in the future will'be dffectA LO2k t Tdugh curreOt magazines -

..,

by new technology.- .
, '' related to housing and note trends

a
feablred in types of homes planned

, and materials uti4zed. Collect
.

, these int5Aateg ir§ for a

scrapbook. ,

.

1, innovative construction,

-techniques
-trends in housing.types

geodesic domes

prefabricated
kits
modules
manufactured

earth sheltered,
solar
. passive,'
active

-new use of materials
foam
plastic
cement
recycled materials

W.

New energy sources ptobablY will
be utilized in the homes of tomorrow.'

2. new energy sources
=solar heating and cooling
-wind and water,pouier

-geodiermal fieat .

-garbage combustion

Invite a housing contractor to ,

/
tell'offuture developments en-'
visioned in the contructión field.

. / .
..-

See a film or television presenta-
tion or read a book that predicts
future events for this country and'

discuss the implications tit
these could have for housing.

. .

Talk .with'people in your community

who have experimented with inno-
vative housing lesigns, techniques,

or materials. Learn their,evaius-

tion of 6ese.experiences and
recommendations Dor future use.

Read sources that explore pos--
sibilities of emphasizing alter-
native sources of energy for home

use in this country. °

Read and reporf*experiences people
in other countries, have had (geo-
:thermal,hpme heating in Iceland,
solar heating in Europe, wind energy

in Holland).

L83 '
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( C ontent Student Learning Activittes

Chang
that h

'ney nee

s in living patiern may:mean jTalk with parents 'and grandparents

ng willrangeito meet about changes in living patterns
they have noted over their life-

-, times.i. Observe how young people

3. changes in life-style in your community have adopted life-

'-increase.in:single homeOwners styles different from their parents.
Discuss implications of your obser-

,vations on housing trends for".the

future.

-communal lividg Analyze current science fiction

-return to Ihe inner cities movies or television presentations

-migration into smaller tuwns in terms of the living,facilities

housholds
-inCreaSe in non-reI

holemates ,

-hoMedwners with boarders

-back-to-nature or self-

sufficiency
-planned cities
"-above or belfow water

dwellings
-space,coloni65r.

of the people. Are all of these

pure conjecture; pr are any ideas

feasible?

Write a short,essay oivingiyour
ideas for "Housing in the Future."

.e

Resources: s4

Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodhea

11, "Housing Needs Today"; Chapter 12, "Ii

"

t-Willcox Co. 1978.. Chapter

using for Tomorrow."

Newmark, Norma andlPatricia Thompson. Self, Space and Shelter. Harper

and Row. 1977. Chap'ter 1, "Future Prospects: Hous4ig in the Twenty-
)

first Century."

"Tapping the Source." Gulf States Utilities. Eighteen-minute color film.

Grades 9-12. Traces man interest in the sun from ancient times

to present development of solar energy. Free loan.. . 6

("Energy Alternatives--Solar: The Source." Bergc.roll Productions, Inc.

198.1. Details actpe, passive, and hybrid system processes tncluding

collection, conversion, and storage in thermal, photovoltaic,.ocean

thermal, wind, and bioconversion. Present and ,Future applications.

Color' filmstrip with cassette. Study vide.

"Solar Energy." Milliken Publishing Company. Lessons define solar

energy and describe its use in tomorrpw-'s world as well as the

world of today. Multimedia package with transparencies, duplicatir4

masters, and teacher's guide.
4
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Resources (continued): '

"Solar Energy." Energy Research and Development Administration.. 1975.

PamptilIt explaining solar energy and its future prospects:

"Wind Energy Information Directory.'"Consumer Information Center. 1979.

Publications and contacts fot the consumer and the technical expert.

Twenty-eight pages.

Buggey, JoAnne, and June Tyler. .The Energy Crisis: What Are °yr Choices?

Prentice-Hall. Students encouraged to evaluate conflicting 'itiewpoints,

and arriveat their own personal conclusions. Paperbouhd. Teacher's

guide. '

) ,

"This 'Energy Crisis'--Is It Real?"* Changing Times Education Sprvice.

Thse nation's resources vs. current and future energy needs. Mini-

'unit contains 40 copi4s,of reading material, transparency a0,0 spirit-

master, and teaching guide.
4

"Solar Architecture:1 Salm Systems International. Sixty slides. showin&

alternative styles of architecture and energy saving structures with

solar applications:

"Passive Solar Energy House Designs." Iowa State University. Thirty-

minute videotape. Advanced level.

"The Solar Quest." Polished Apple. Present and future-view of solar,

technolggy with emphasis on home design. Twelve-minute filmstrip

and cassette.

Coffee, Frank. The Self-Sufficient House. Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

1981. Guide to making the home as independent'as possible of outside

utilities. Water su ply from natural sources, generating electricity,

solar heat and other independent climate control-meaps. Two-hundr d

twenty-four pages:

Pcimer p Earth Sheltered Living. Underground Homes. A look at un er-

ground homes of the future.

"Energy Conservation by Building Upderground." Underuouild Space Center.

"Earth Sheltered Housing Designs" Underground Space Center. Manbal on

planning to- structura1 design, with-examples of existing houses.
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Level Four

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: E. Hou s, occupations

Objectives:'i 1. Describe careers related to housing, and possibilities

for advancement and job satisfaction.

4. Outline ways to increase employability for housing-

related jobs.

---

Content

3. Discuss current trends in housing-related occupations.

Student Learning Activities

A variety of jobs are possible fOr

people interested in working in the

hdusing field.

I. jobs related to housing
-career cluste s

constructi
contracti
counselli
decoratio
education
finance
maintenance
manulact-tIng
planning
sales and service

supervision .

-career ladders
entry-level positiods
technical or mid-level

pogitions
professional level

-job-related factors
working conditions
pay and benefits
advancement opportunities

186

Have each student interview a person

representing one of the career

clusters. Ask about jobs related

to the one the person performs.

Determine tasks involved in.the

job and satisfactions gained. Share

interview results in c1ass.

,Design a bulletin board to illus-

trate job families or career

clusters, with pictures of people

doing related work grouped

together.

Deftne the term "career ladders"

and give an example in the field of

housing occupations.

Name some jobs that people with no

experience could enter that are

related to housing. For each job,

name two other positions that

would be possible because of exper-

ience in the first job arrd

perhaps additional training.

Compare advantages and disadvantages

of several housing related jobs.

On a poster show starting salaries

.of several jobs in housing. Discuss

reasons for differences.

2 02



Content Student Learning Activities

Entrance into housing occupations
is smoother for the person who is
well-prepared.

2. preparation for housing '

occupations
-competencies

aptitudes
skills
training
experience
interest

-employability
health
mobility
personality traits
responsibility

-seeking jobs in housing
sources of information
personal contacts
school placement

^\ offices
library
newspaper
emplgyment agency
Dictionary of Occu-
, pations

,Occupational Outlook
' Handbook

making application
written application
interview

r".

4t,
r

Study a paycheck of a person in
the housing field and determine
why differences may occur ,between
amount earned and amount received.

Ask a guidance counselor to discuss
how different aptitudes may be
useful in different jobs related to
housing and ilLOW a person's aptitudes

may be determined.

Investigate opp6rtunities for
training in job-related occupations
and make a reference,file of
information for students. Include

vocational-technical school,
colleges and universities, trade
schools, and apprenticeships.

Read job descriptiOns of several
occupations in the housing industry

and list tharacteristics of
people who would be good applicants.

Tell how one's personal traits
might make him more suitable for
one kind of job than another:

Role-play a situation in which an
employee/is seeking a job and being
interviewed by an employer. Point

oilt good and poor behavior.

s'Can the classiA4pd ads in the local
newspaper and see what kinds of jobs

in housing are available.

Ask a librarian to shew you where
:information on jobs may he found:
Search the sources to read about
those related to housing.

Analyze your own abilities, interests,

187
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and employability and determine
whether or not you are.interested
in employment in housing.
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Content Student Learning Activities

Certain trends in society have
implications for housing occupations.

3. trends in bousing occupations
- growth of service

industries
- reduced sex stereotyping

in jobs
-more women entering

labor force
-application of new

technology
- emphasis on energy

conservation

Read current newspaper reports
.about employment in general and
discuss implications for employ-
ment in housing.

Become familiar with trade journals
in housirig areas and read infor-
mation published related to the
future of jobs in the field.

Ask an employer in a housing fi d

what.retraining of employees is /

needed and what skills will be
needed fri thefuture,

Talk to a guidance counselor to
learn what employment predictions
have been made for housing
related occupations:

Resources:

Lux, Donald. Introduction-to Constructign Careers. McKnight Publishing

Co. Basic construction.fUnctions,of surveying,.designing, engineering,
building, landscaping, Students design and,construct model house to
meet needs of typical family. Teacher's Package (guide, four filmstrips,

two casset,a, 30 achievement tests). Student text-activity Manual.

Allen, Phyllis- The Young Decorator. Brigham Young University Pfess.

1975. Chapter 9,'"1What'Is an Interior Designer,"

Schneider, Rita. Interior Deeta Careers. Prentice-Hall. 1977. Paper.

Schtaartz, Sidney. Housing Careers. Prentice=Hall. 1970. Paperback.
. 4

"Careers in Intecior Design." Acationaf Dimensions Group. Top pro-
.

fessionals disduss problems of design, training, and job opportuniti
Showrooms, studios,.and marketplace views are presented. Two colos

filmstrips, two cassettes; ,'teachei's guide4 library kit.

S.

Doyle, Robert V. Your Career in,Interior Des-ign. Home Economics School

Service. 1975. Preparation, tools of'the trade, organizations and
interior design specialties a student should know as a career are

considered. Hardbound. Illustrated: o-hundred-eight pages.

es.
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Resources (continued):

"Careers in Housing: *The Interior." Maclean-Hunter. Interior designers,

craftanm, marketing executives, and people in related jobs in
governmmt, home economics education, and publishing discuss housing
careers. Multimedia program:Includes four filmsIx.ips,pith cassettes

,

..----\..

and teacher's guide.

"The Job Outlook in Biief." Consumer Information Center. 1980`. Trends

and pr(spects through 1985 for more than 250 different occupatiohs.

, Twenty- two pages.

"Job Serxice: How Ityorks for You." Consumu Information Cenpet.

1979. 'No fee' services for both job seekers and employers from
the 2,'00 public emplOyment offices around the country Free.- -

Ten paes.

1.89
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LEVEL FIVE

Housing - Independent MOdules
(Grade 12, Adults) %.

he independent teaching modules outlihRd in this section were

dsign4 for use,by mature learners interestedin a,spedific area ,

relate& p housing and with a need to study it in 'depth.

Students are assmned to have current or impending responsibilities
for providing housing for themselves or'thei:r families and to have

this home available ag a laboratory in which ideas'can be appl'ed.

Teachers may find the mqdules useful ag independent unit of study
...
in adult education classes dding the semeseeT, or-in'an extended

program. Several modules may be used together to form a course for more

mature high school seniors. Modules, may be integta.ted into thesemester

course or, other units'on housing when more thanspassing interest is

indicated in one particular conceptual area, or when enrichment is

desired for higher ability students.

The three outlines presented here idlustrate only a few of the

possible modules which could be developed from .the concepNal framework.

The teacher is ur'ged to design modules in other,areas.as students demqn-
..

strate interest and need.

The three Modules developed as 'examples for this Guide and their

major objectives are:

Module 1. DECORATING THE LIVING ROOM

Produce an integrated plan for, decorating a living room

that meets individual tasteq, heeds, and resources.

Module 2. SAVING HOME ENERGY

Demonstrate ways to reduce waste and make more efficient

use of energy in the home.
/

Module 3. HOME IMPROVEMENT ON A BLUET

Practice home improvemenr techniques that cost little or

no money.

v
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OthWmodules that might be developed are:

SIMPLE HOi4E REPAIRS

.Halt PL'AVNING
e

qi0IJSEftOLD MANAGEMENT

CRAFTS FOR THE HOME

APARTMEM' LIVINC

HOUSING. FOR THE HANDICAPPED
e

'

192

BUYING A H

IMUOVING HOME STORAGE

'HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

HOME SAFETY

FURNITURE RENOVATION

SETTING UP HOUSEKEEPING
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Level Five

Housing - Independent Modules

Module 1: DECORATING THE LIVING 'MOM

Major Objective: Produce an integrated plan for decorating a
room which meets individualrriving

needs, and rsources

Concept

I. HOUSING CHOICES

C. Factors influencing choice

4. activities

D. Housing alternatives
3. influence of structure

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

A., Housing and the economy
2. thearing budget

IV. HOME PLANNING

A. Use of space
1. areas in the ome,
4. improving the use of home Space

B. Home decoration
1. design in the home

2. styleS ,

3. planning home decoration

C. Home interiors //

1. surface treatments

2. winAow and dbor treatments

N3. lighting
4. 'furniture and accessories

D. Buying houOthold goods
1. considerations
2. sourw of information

44r-

E. Home improvements 209"
1. impravement schemes 209

tastes,

Page

194 0

194

194

195
195

196

196
196

197

197

197
197

199 ../

199

201

201

203
203
205

,206
206

208

208

208
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Level Five

Module 1: Decortiting the Living Room

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic) C. Factors influencing housing choices

,Objective: Describe ways that a family's activities help determine
the decoration appropriate for their living space.

Student Learning Activities

A well-planned living room
accommodates the activities af the'
people who use it.

4. activitie's

-home centered
-community centere4
- space needs

- social situation

life styles

4

1

Zlo an "Activity Inventory" of the
family's uses of the living room
in your home. Label them "often,"
"occasional," and "seldom." Keep

these for reference in making the
decoration plan.

For each activity of the family,
list characteiistics desirable
in the space in which it is carried/
out. .(Reading:,, comfortable chair,
direct light, qt4et, storage for
magazines and books).

Hold a round table discussion of the
,factors influencing family life-
styles. Define the style of life

4.\ that your family prefers--formal,
informal, or sOmewherein between.

Determine the impression that
family members would like to give
of themselves ro the people who
enter their home.

Start a scrapbook of living roa5
decoration ideas. Begin collecting
clippings illustrating rooms

, planned for activities similar to
those of your family.

Take a picture of the living room
as it looks now and share it with

the class. Keep it in the scrapbook.

. 194
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Level Five.-,Module 1

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: D. Housill alternatives

Objective: Tell how the structure ora living room influences the
living arrangements of its occupants.

Content Student Learning Activities

The structure of a living room forms
the basic shell within which family
activities can occur.

3. influence of structure
-safety
-privacy
-sharing
-self-esteem

Anpyze a living r2om in terms
mensions, tratfic patterns,

pro imity to other areas.in the
home, and special characteristics,
such as tructural features (bay
window, French doors, fireplace, .

beamed ceiling).

List /11e good points and the poor
points of the living room. Decidg

which of these you want to enhance
and which need to be covered up or
modified in some way.

Find illustrations of-riving room
ideaa featuring structural chvac-
teristics similar to those in your
room and ways these have been
emphasized or underplayed. Place

these illustrations in the scrap-
book of ideas started earlier.

>

4

4.



Level Five Module 1

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: A. Housing and the economy

-Obiective: Make a budget for home decoration that is feasible within
)T the family's resources.

Content
d

Student Learning Activities

Limitations ofte budget help
determine the resources available
for home decoration projects.

Determine the amount of money
available in the family's budget
to spend on redecorating the living
room. Divide this into two cate

2. dle housing budget ,

proportion of income for

,gories--aihailable now, aAd available

Oin the near future (within the yeaT).
-. housing Keep these limitations in mind when

)

primary cost considering expenditures.

house payment and interest
rent Inventory the furnishings now in

related cests of housing use or available and decide which

utilities items will be kept in the room,

taxes - which ones, need alteration, and

upkeep
t

,which ones must be replaced.

0

insurance
furnishings and equipment

costs of comMuting .

-196

Consulecatalogs and visit fv-niture
showrooms to get ideas of current
prices of home furnishings..

Decide if ev;'e money available for
decoration will be limited, moderate,

or ample. Collect clippings of
furnishings that fit in your price
range and add those to your scrapbook.

9



I:evel Five - ModuleI

IV, HOME PLANNING

.

Topic: A. Use of space

Objectives: 1. Determine the space needed for w7family's sociat

activities and related storage in the living a-rea.

2. Demonstrate ways that the use of space can be improved.

Conten% Student Learning Activities

The living room, as a socialkarea,
has different functions from7other
areas,of the home.

I. areas n the home
-priva e

bedfoom
bathroom

-service
kitchen
utility rooms
workshop

-social
living room
dining room

entry
porch, patio, deck

-storage
closets
pantry

Optimal use of available space'
improves satisfaction.with the

living area.

4. improving the use of home

space
- reallocation of use
-reorganization of existing

space

- providing new space.

410.

197

Analyze the situation of 6he living
room to see how other adjacent
areas may need to be taken into
consideraAon when the liying raom
is decorated (adjacent 'space may

be Visible, same activity may
occur in adjoining spaces).

Listthe items that must be stOred

in the living room and decide if
storage space is adequate. Are

there other items in the -house -that

need to be moved into the living.
room for use or storage? ConsiOer

storage of guests' coats.

Look objectively at the efficiency
of the present storage space.. Are
items stored at the nearest point

of use? Are they easy to retriéveg

Is there unused space? Is rearrange-

ment needed? Make improvements by

213



Content Student Learning Activities

cleaning out, rearranging, or by
constructing new space.

Continue.to add to the scrapbook
ideas on storage devices, and
appealing uses of livihg room
space.

148'



Level Five - Module 1

IV. HOME PLANNING

a.

Topic: B. Home decoration,

4

Objectives: 1. Define elements, principles, and types of design.

2. Identify various styles used in ho decoration.

3. Demonstrate creative compositions injinterior design.

Content Student Learning Activities

Knowing the elements, Principles,
and typeb of design aids in planning
pleasing home decor.'

1. design in the home
-elements

color

form
line

texture,
-principles
' proportion

balance
rhythm
emphasis
harmony

-types
structural
decorative

Review the placement of colors in
the color wheel, noting how combi-
nations of primary colors gtve
secondary colors, and primary and ,

secondary together give intermediate
4 or tertiary colors.

.Point out examples of neutral colors-
and of variations in intensity and

value. Which colors appeal ilost

to you?

Give exaMples of decorator names
for colors and'describe their hue,
value, and intensity (Nile-soft blue-
green; Scarlet7intense medium red;
Canary-high, light yellow).

Consider the scale of the living

area. Decide whether furnishings
will need to be small, or may be
massive to suit the area and the

mood you desire. Give examples of
'various forms found in living

room furnishings.
.$

On a picturetof a living room use
a marking'pen to outline the dom-

inant forms and lines. Describe in

words the mood or feeling that fhese

forms and lines portray.-

199.
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, Content, Student Learning ACtiv.ities

A

200

Decide what'sort of textures appeal
to you (smooth, napped, rough,
furry). Which of these textures-are
compatible with your preferences in
other elements of design?

Om a page of your scrapbook, sketch
out the colors, forms, lines, and
textures that appeal to your
tastes. Use actual samples of
fabrics and other materian-if
possible.

From the collageof items on the
page choose-the ones that "belong"'
together and discard those that
do not "fit."

Searchrmsgazines and find illus-
trations of living rooms that
utilize the elements of design
that appeal ,to you.

Of the furnishings that you will
retain in the liying room, what
colors, forms, lines, patterns, and
textures sre represented? Do the

fit into your ideas for decora
the room?

Observe examples of vari6us color
schemes (monochromatic, comple-
mentary, split-complementary, /

analogous, triadic). Whi.H-hemes
most closely resemble your combi-
nation of color schemes?

Analyze elements you have and.new
elements you would like to add.
Decide whether or not they are
harmonious.

Evaluate the composition of
elements using the principles of
design. Have a classmate critique
your choices. Make substitutions,
if these are indicated, until you

216
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Content,

The style chosen for a family's
living room should reflect the
tast6s of the occupants.

4.A"

2. styles,

-period

t, -traditional
7cOntemporary-
-.eclectic

/-

The individuality of the tamily

members may be evident in t4
decoarof their,living space.

3. ' planning home deboration
-taste

beauty
utility
order
excellence

-creativity
individuality
expression

vStudent Learning Activities

f

are satisfied lith yhe
f
ollage.

Point out illustrations of
structural and decorative designs.
Which mode, or.in what combNation,

do you,prefer?

See films or consult resource
books for examples of various
styles in interior decoration.
Consideiing your family's needs

'and the items you must incorporate
into the scheme, which general
style seems most suitable to you?

If more than one style is appealing,
experiment with ways to integrate (

them to make them seem to belong

together.

Visit a furniture showroom and talk
with sales people about styles that

are in current fashion, those that

are classic, and the advantages of

each.
. -

ObseTve living rooms in open houses,

bousing museums, or model homes.

'
Analyze effects produced that appeal

to you and determine if there aye

ideas you could adapt.

Collect- clippings.of Ityles of
'decoration you prefer land add these

to the scrapbook. ,.

2211 7

Think of the family's particular
interests, h bbies, crafts, or
collections that could be integrated
into the scheme for the living room.

Collect ideas and design.a display

for these. Will they influence the

colors or styles you choose?

What'family talents or skills could

add to the decoratlon of the liFing

room? (painting, macrame, weavYng,

'embroidery)



Content

V`

Student Learning Activities
ap

Choose three adjectives that
describe the effects you wish to
produte.in yourliving room. AO
these AO the scrapbook and keep
them in mind as you take futther
steps to create the space that
expresses your family's individuality.

.ali.
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Level Five - Module 1

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topie: C.. Home interiors

Objectives: 1. Choose surface treatments.for the living roqm that are
appropriate for its occupants and its.Jurnishings%

2. ,Plan treatment of windows and doors suitable For the
room exposure, traffic patterns, activities, and style.

3. Explain.the importance of lightiyg in the living room.

4. Select and arrange furniture and accessories appropriately.

04tent Student Learning Activities

A basic knowledge of.surface
treatments will.help in.making
approprjate decisions in decoration
of the living room.

1. surface treatments
- floors

nonrresiliant
resilient

- walls and wall coverings

- ceilings

Invite a sub-contractor who
instills flooring to ,talk to the

clads about materiars used. Learn

what advantages and disadvantages
are inherent in the various meter-
als, and their comparative 'costs.
Which materials wear best, and which

'require least,care?

Considering the use that your living
room will receive and the charac-
teristics.you desire, which floor
covering materials seem mbst suitable?

Measurp ydur living room and calcu-

, fate the cost of installing new
floor coverings.

203

Decide whetfier or not the present
floor-covering is suitable for

the decoration project. Could it

be used if it were renovated?

Visit a carpet showroom and ask to.

be shown what fabrics and styles
are available. lak questions abotti"

costs, care, durability, and

desirability.

219



Conrt Student Learning Activitic:.s

Investigate advantages and dis-

advantages of different types of

carpets and rugs. Consider

added cost6 involved in purchase,
guch as lining, binding, instal-
lation.

Calculate coSt of various carpets
and rugs to fit your living room

dimensions.

Determine whether or not you will
have a carpet or rug in your liVing

room and the quality you can

afford.

Determine the type of material used
in the walls in your living room.
Decide if they will remain as they

are, be replaced, or be covered over.

Visit a wall-covering store to
observe the variety of wall treat-

ments available. Compare costs,
durability, and care necessary illor

ones you like.

Decide what wall'treatment will be

used in your decoration scheme and

choose the color that fits into
the plan you are developing..

See a demonstration of wallpapering,

painting, or installing panels,
carpets, or other materials. Practice

techniques you would use if you' did

this yourself. Estimate the cost

of hiring another to do this.

Obtain samples of the floor and

wall coverings that you are con-

--412fe-Fing for your decoration project

and add these to your scrapbook.



Content Stódent Learning Activities

.40

Window and door treatments should
be appropriate for the room
exposure, illumination needs,
traffic patterns, privacy desired,

Ind style of the room.

2. window and door treatments
- shades and blinds

- curtains and draperies

- shutters

--Investigate the-condition of thc
'ceiling in your living room and

, decide if this needs-to be
replaced or can be refinished over

, the old material. Investigate

treaeients available.

Select the type of ceiling treatment
that wilI fit into the decorating
scheme you are planning. Consider
the insulating capacity of the
ceiling and effecis it will lend

'to the total plan.

Draw.a sketch of the windows in
your living room on a transparency.
On other sheets of transiarent film .

dram a variety of window treatments.'
Test various treatments for effects

i they produce on the basic outline.

Consider the source of light Pt

the room ahd the orientation to

'the sun. Decide if you need pri-
vacy, pr if the room may be open to

view. Consider the view from the
livingroom and whether or not it
would besan advantage to feature it.

Make a list of the characieristics
you wish to have in the window treat-
meni for the living room. Select

one or two possible ideas you
might use.

Visit.a decorators shop or a

Not fabric store and collect samples
of drapery materials similar to the
colors and lines you prefer: If

you have.chosen shades or blinds,
get color sample4\of these,also.

205

- CoMpare costs of-the window treat-

ments,you are considering. Think

of the care needed by each of them.
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Content' Student Learning Activities

Ligliting chosen for the living room

should be suitable for the activities

of the.family and the Illumination

offects desired.,

3. lighting
-types
-sources'

placement

cip

Furniture and accessories, for the

-!iving room are chosen for utility,

interest, and attractiveness.

4. furniture and acdessories

4klection
::arrangement

206

Analyze the roonihto determine if

available light will be adequate

for the aetivities. Consider both

natural and artifici,al light sources.
Decide where light should be added.

, Tour a lighting store or lamp

department in a,store and see tlhe

types of lighting devices available.

Decide which ones could,fill your

needs.

Consider special lighting effects,

such as recessed light, track

lighting, highlights on interest

points; and dimming switches.
Decide if these are desirable.

Continue your scrapbook by adding

ideas about lighting fixtures.

Considering the furnishings you

have availab,le, what pieces need

to be added to fill the needs of

your family?

Obserya cutaway of a, piece of

furniture to see the constructipn

techniques used. Point out

features that contribute to the

durability of the piece.

Compare wearability of variouS

kinds of,upholstery matevials, woods,

and other furnishint materials. -\

Consider care involVed.

Have an interior designer demon-

strate how furnishings are chosen

to make pleasing combinations.

Compare costs of several furniture

pieces you are considering. Place

them in order on a priority list of

ones you would like to have. Keep

notes and sketches of each and

collect samples of fabrics used in

,29" ,,
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Content Student Learning Activities

207

the upholstered pieces to add, to

your scrapbook.

Consider the scale of your living

'room and its furnishings. Decide

if more space could be obtained
by using mailer pieces, or 6y

rearranging furniture,-,

List objects that are needed to

serve a function in thediving
room (wastebaskets, pillows, vases,

firep rdware). Collect ideas

of the cost of buying these, after

you decide whether or.not existing

r)
objects need to be replaced.

Analyze the spaces that will be
vacant when the room is furnished

with necessary items. Decide if

the space is desirable*in itself,

or if it would be more pleasing

filled with decorative objects or

plants.

Decide whether or not plants will
add enough decoration to the room -

to make up for the trouble they

cause in care. Consider light and

temperature of the room before
choosing plants, and seek advice

of a nurseryman.

Consider decorations you possess.
If these do not fill the veed in the

room, collect ideas for additions

you might make and put these in

the scrapbook.

223
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Level Five Module 1

IV. HOME PLANNING

ropic: D. Buying household goods

Objectives: 1. Discuss factors to consider when buying living room

furnishings.

2. List sources of infermation about household furnishings.

Content
,

# Student Learning Activities

Several considerations should be
made before investing in home
furnishings to ensure satisfactory

purchases.
, .

1. considerations
-initial cost
-operation expense
- urgency of need

-use and features
-permanency of residence
- warranty

- durability/quality
-maintenance required

The more,informa9on obtained about
buying furnishings for the living
room, the better decisions can be,

made.

2. sou ce--of ir,Lortnation

-la els
- advertis ments

-consumermagazines.and
agencies

-instruction booklets
- Cooperative Extension

'Service publications
- books, magazines

208

Investigate use of dual purpose
furniture for your living room
(sofa-beds, expandable tables,
coffee tables that can be used as
seating). Decide if these would
be desirable in your case because
of space or budget considerations.

Consider the mobility of your sit-
uation and decide if this will be
a factor in furnishing your living
room. If so, think of choosing
items Chat may be moved easily
and ones that may be used in more
than one room if your next
residence requires changes.

Check guarantees in effect on home
furnishings.

Share your experiences in obtaining
informatiol*bout home furnishings
with other members of your class.
Discuss the validity of the sources
of information you have used.

Display materials that provide
information on home furnishings

,

and interior decoration. Work out
a loan system so these may be
taken home for study.

Add relevant consumer information
to your scrapbook.



Level Five - Motlule 1

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: E. Home improvement

`1.

Objective: Produce aid-a-co-ration scheme-fox-a fai ly'c-1ivgrooa.

Content Student Learning Activities

By integrating cOmponents studied
in this unit, one can produce a
T,lan for decorating the living room.

1. improvement schemes
-integral plan

short term goals
long term goals

-budget saving ideas

209

Consult the scrapbook of infor-
mation you have collected about
facteirs involved in interior
decoration and the idbas.for your

own living:room, Make de4sions
about cojors, fabrics, furniture,
and otha4 final treatments you

will,use in the room.

Make up a poster to show how your
choices are integrated into a
master scheme-and display this in

class for reactions from your class-

mates. Get approval of other ,

family members,for your final

choices.
0°

Photograph the present living
room so it can be part of a

"before and after" comparison

later. Add it to the scrapbook.

Calculate total costs of the
project and consider funds available
now and later.

Plan a decorating schedule for

a given period of time. Put itn

sequence things that are needed

immediately, those that can be

put off until,later, and those

that can wait until last.

List operations you scan do yourself

and ones you must hire done.

225
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Content Student Learning Activities '

Resources:'

Betin witr the irst steps.
StraXuate the results. Cont2itie

with the plan, making alter tions
as needed.

When completed, take a picture of
the final results for the last
page of the scrapbook. Compare it
with the photograph made at the
beginning of the project.

"Homes for the Life Cycle." Maclean-Hunter. Changes in housilg and
furnishing requirements from beginning family to contracting f pamily.
Multimedia kit has filmstrip and cassette, eight activity sh ts, wall'
chart, and teacher's guide.

Reid, William Jr. The Fundamentals of Interior Decoration. Home
Economics School Service. 1976. Purposes of rooMs, selection and
arrangement of furnishings. Styles. Included are exercises, scrap-
book activities, and furniture to cut and paste for decorating)model
rooms. Spiralbound workbook. One-hundred eighty-three pages.

Faulkner, Sarah. A Practical Guide to Interior Design: Planning a
Home. Holt, Rinehart, and Winston. Introduction to interior design,
from problem-solving point of view. Thirty-two color pages.

Garrett, Paul0e. Consumer Housing. Bennett Publishing Co. 1972.

Chapter 1, "Planning for Environmental Space"; Chapter 2, "Choosing
Environmental Space."

tr Lewis, Evelyn. Housing Decisions. Goodheart,Willcox, 1978. Chapter 6,

"The Question of Space." A

"Working With Space." (Interior Design Series #2) Maclean-Hunter.
Elements of design; basic design concepts. Guidelines for arranging
furniture and functional purposes of different furniture forms. Multi-

media kit has two color filmsti-ips with cassettes, wallchart, transpar-
encies, s'pirit masters, and teacher's guide.

Levenson, Helene. Creating an Interior.. Home Economics School Service.
1980. Introduction to interior design. History of design; explanation
of theory. Interior design profession. Illustrated. Three-hundred-

thirty pages.

Welch, Margaret. Colo Source Book. Scribner Book Companies. 1979.

Practical guide to color and coloruse. Photos. Swatches.

210N
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Resources (continued):

"Living Color." Maclean-Hunter. Students realize that color creates-the

greatest design impact for the least expense.

"Selecttn Furniture:_ Part 1." (Hoy Detp_ration4 Set 1) McGraw7E1tl,

Questions to consider before buying--need, likes, costs. Planning

to suit life-style. Choosing styles to mix or match. Shopping around
. before buying. Color filmstrip/sound, guide, catalog card kit.

"Selecting Furniture: Part 2." (Home Decoration, Set 1) McGraw-Hill.

Getting the most for the money. Selecting quality in basic pieces.

Identifying good workmanship. Improvising with accessories. Color/

sound filmstrip, guide, catalog card kit.

"Getting Beauty and Value for your Decorating Dollars." Ethan Allen,

Inc. 1972. Tips on planning and buying home furnishings. Ninety-

six-page booklet.

New Decorating Book. Better Homes and Gardens. 1981. Different lOoks

(traditional, country and high style) and furniture. Furniture

arrangements, windows, walls and ceilings, floors, lighting,,storage,
and accessories. Exterior decorating and paint treatments. Four,

hundred thirty-two pages. Hardcover.

Wilson, Jose, and A. Leaman. The Second Complete Home Decorating Catalogue

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston. 1981. Extensive information on mail:- . -

order items and ideas for decorating the home. TWo-hundred 'twenty-.

four pages.

"Working With Backgroulgis." (Interior Design Series #3) Maclean-Hunter.

Expertments with color, light and texture in the home. How fiber

content, weave and pattern of textiles determine use. Guidaines-fo.r .

purchasing wood furniture. How to design lighting arrangements. ', Twp

color filmstrips with cassettes, wallchart, eight transparencies, six
spirit masters, teacher's guide.

"Selecting Fabrics." (Home Decoration, Set'2). McGraw-Hill. --NatOal

and synthetic fibers for floor and wall coverings, drapes and uphól=1:

stery. Properties and relative cost. Where and how to use them.

Color/sound filmstrip, guide, catalog card kit.

"Techniques in Hanging Wallpaper." Centron Films. Twenty-minute film.

"Furniture Restoration." Louisiana Cooperative ExtenlIon Service.

Thirty-two-page instructional booklet.

Destaner Accessories To Make for Your Home. Maclean-Hunter. Low cost

ideas keyed to decorative styles with tested instructions. Two-hundred

Pages. Softcover.

211
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Resources (kontinued): .

Decorating with Fabric. Maclean-Hunter. New Ideas for using fabrics
in the home. No-hundred thirty-six pages. Softcover.

"Maky Your Own Pleated Draperies;", Louisiana Cooperative Extension
'er,'ice. Twelve-page bookle% of...instructions. Free.

a

"cou, Too, Can Slipcover a Chair." Louisiana Cooperative Extension
ervice. Foliar-teen-page booklet with illustrated instructions. Free.

Educational Seminar: Sewing for.the Home. Focuses on fabric, pattern
And notions selection, texture and print coordination, project ideas.
,oats and Clark home economist'will present the program. For

saieduling and seminar fee inforthation, contact Educational Seminars
Opordinator, Consumer and Educational Affairs Department, 72 Cummings
Point Road, Stamford, CT 06902%, -

"Home Decoration Series." Home Econ9mics School Service. Series of

filmstrips focuses on the.ilaripy of problems faced by home decorators
and empmasizes use of design teciniques.

"interior Decorating: A Practical Approach." Bennett Publishing Co.
rive filmstrips and cassertes, 'teacher's guide. Floor Plans and
Traffic Patterns; Color--What'it'Means to You; Accessories are the
Key; Your Budget and You; The Eclectic Approach.

"A Welcome Home: Creative Ideas. fqr Your Living Environment." Sperry

and Hutchinson. Planning for space, warmth, privacy, special interest,
apd personal expression. 'Checklists for furnishings. Booklet, film-
strip, cassette, program guide,'

"Decorating: An Individual Approach." (Home Decoration, Set 2)
McGraw-qill. Personal touches in furniture style, color schemes,

fabrics, and accessories. VariOus looks and how to achieve them.
Overcoming room problems. Color/sound filmstrip, guide, catalog
card kit.

"Straight Talk--Decorating. MOdern Talking Picture Service. An
interior decorator answers questfons from people in a television
audience about practical problems in home decoration. SiXteen mm
film. Thirty minutes, colbr. Ere loan. Adult or senior level.

"Planning a Family Room?" Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service.
Free pamphlet.

"Decor-Aide Idea Book." Space Planning. Seven hundred punch-out or

cut-out templates of furniture on 1/4" scale, with idea book.

2.1 2 99 8
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Level Five

Housing Independent Modules

Nodule 2: iAVING HOME ENERGY

Maior Objective: Demonstrate ways to reduce*waste and make more
efficient use.of energy in the home.

Scope /Ind Sequence off Concepts

Concept

HOUSING:CHOICES

A. Human needs for shelter -

. 1. basic needs

B.AFactor influecing choiC'e
1. geogrohy
2. culture

family
4. activities

g'\

Page

216

216
216

217

217

217

217

217

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING 218

A. Housing And the economy

2. the housing budget
010

B. Housing selection

2. structural considerations

218

218

219

219

HOUSING MANAGEMENT 220

A. Housing systems 220

1. temperature control 220

2., water and waste transfer 222

4. increasing system effic*ency 222

B. Home energy use 225

1. energy sources 225

2. 'energy conservation 225

IV. HOME PLANNING 227

C Home interiors 227

2. window and door treatments 227

6. home equipment 227

214
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Concept

V. HOUSING TRENDS

D. Future developments in housing
1. innovative construction techniques
2. new energy sources
3. changes in life-style

,

I

%

t

A

t

215

t

,

,

Pag.

2.

229

229

229
229

230
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Level Five

Module 2: Saving Home Energy

A I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic) A. Human needs for shelter

Objective: Tell how home energy protects people and makes life easier.
,

R-
Content" Student Learning Activities

Energy is used in the.home to
protect people from the weather and
to make them more comfortable.

,

1. baSic needs
-shelter
-protection
- rest

-nourishment

,

o

'

Review reasons foT
,

providing
shelter for human beings. Cite

cases of lack of shelter and its
'effects.

List energy-using tasks that
occur in the home and think of

ways they contribute-to human
health and happiness. Decide

which of these are pssential and
which are desirable.

?16 :
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Level Five - Mbdule 2

I. HOUSING CHOJCES

Topic: C. Factors influencing housing choices,

Objectives: List factors that help determine the need for energy in

the home.

Content Student Learning Activities

rhe amount of energy used in the
home depends on the geographical
location, the culture, and the
tamily, and their activities.

1. geography
climate

-topography
-space available
-natural resburces

2. .culture
religion and beliefs
-vanes
goals and standards

- customs

3. family
-stage of life style
- composition and g'ize'

-permanency in community
special needs
children
older people
handicapped

-personal tastes
-regources available

4. activities
-home centered
- community centered
-space needs
-social situation
-life style

217

Describe the area where you live
in terms of fluctuating annual
temperatures, amount and direction

of wind, and elevation. Discuss

effects these factors have on
liVing conditions 'and how home
energy needs are determined by_

-them.,

List charecteristics people desire
in homes in your region. Which

of these rely oh energy? (air

conditioning, laundry equipment,

home entertainment).

Using a case study of a typica.1
family's day in the home, analyze

it for energy expenditures made.
How could their activities be
changed to save energy?

List natural sources of energy
available in your area of the

state: Make another list of the
energy Sources that people use in

their homes. Compare the lists
and discuss reasons people do or '

do not use the .energy sources
that are readily available.

3



Level Five - Module 2

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: A. Housing and the economy

Objective: Identify the costs of home energy in the household budget.

Content Student Learning Activities

Changes in the cost of energy are
reflected in the housing budget,
both directly and indirectly.

.2. the housing budget
- proportion of income for

'housing
- primary cost

house payment and interest

rent
-related costs of housing

utilities
taxes

upkeep
insurance
furnishings and equipment
costs of commuting
services

Examine the annual household budget
of the past year, or the past

month. Determine costs of energy

reflected in the budget. How

do these expenses compare with
those of three or five years ago?

Discuss the hidden costs of energy
that may affect thlvhousing budget
(such as ristng prices of furniture
due to increased costs of making,
transporting, and selling it).

'Invite a representative from a
local utility company to explain
how a utility bill is calculated
and changes in the costs of pro-
viding energy to the household

that have occurred.
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Level Five Module 2

II. ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

Topic: B. Hou in selection

Objective: De cribe aspects of the structure of aJlouse that affect
en rgy conservation.

Content Student Learning, Activities

Structural features in a house may
contribute to energy conservation or
waste.

3 structural considerations
- space

- durability

- safety

- condition of exterior
.and int or

- energy ne ds

- maintenance requirements
style

19

Read articles describing how
housing strutture can aid in
conserving or wasting enerey in
the home. Share these reports with
class medbers.

See slides or photographs of
poor housing construction that .

result in household energy waste.
Discuss improvements indicated.

Take a field trip to a local Obme7.
under construction and talk with
the builder about ways energy savings
may or may not have been considered
in its planning.

Investigate products on the market
designed for improving home struc-
tures for energy savings (insul-
ation materials, caulkipg, window
covers, sun screens). Display
these in class and read labels and
instructiod guides to learn how
they are used.



Leyel Five - Moduly2

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: A. Housiht'systems

4.5

. Oojectives: 1. _Describe bow temperature control systems utilize

energy to function.

git 2. List the Components of the water and waste-system that

require energy.

3. Give examples of ways that system maintenance helps

save energy.

-

Content Student Learning Activities

Knowing how-temperature cOntrol
systems function-in the home is
important in planning-conser-

vation measures.

1. temperature control
-heating

central.heat
heat pumps
stoves/space heaters
.solak',heat

a'ctive

passive.

fireplaces
0

-cooling and ventilation
air conditioning 4

window units
central

heat pump
fans

natural ventilation and
shading

humidity control
'insulation

Bring clippings from recent news-
papers and magazines showing energy
saving heating systems available
on_the market. Describe principles

of heat conservation that are
utilized by these devices (drawing,
air from outside the house, inter--
ior heat circulation, improved
combustion).

Ask an architect or home planner
to talk abput active and passive '
solar heating and how homes may be
modified to take advantage of
these principles and devices.

Using the principles of passive
solar heating, devise a 24-hour
plan for a summer day, and for a
winter day, showing how solar heat
may be able to augment your
present system.

Visit a heating supply store and/or

fireplace shop and see what equip-
ment is available in your area.
Learn advantages and disadvantages
of each kind of system.



Content Student Learning Activities

\
See a demonstration of installation
of a wood-burnfng'stove. Consider

advantagee and disadvantages of
this type of heat source for your
area. Think of safety, maintenance,
fuel supply, cost of fuel, work
involved in proViding fuel and
maintaining fire, and the instal-
lation price.

Visit a store where fans,' air
conditioning units, and humidity
control devices are sold. Ask

someone to describe their .functions,
advantages, and disadvahtages.

D splay insulating fabrics designed
fo draperies in the hdms and (
decide whether or not some of
these could be used in your Situation.
If so, make insulated curtains or
draperies for the windows that
need them.

Learn how passive and active solar
energy'systems help cool a home.'
See a film or an illustrated lecture,
or read informative sources and share
with other class members.

Ask a builder or a representative
from a local utility company to
explain the term "R value" to

the class. Make charts showing the
R value (thermal resistance) of a
variety of insulation materials.

0
Amalyze the R value of insulation
needed for homes in your area
according tb the annual temperature
,and the wind factor. Include wall,
floor, and ceiling or roofing needs
for insulation.

Compare costs, advantages,and dis-
advantages of various types of
insulating materials. Decide which

are best for your home and budget.

221
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Content Student Learning Activities

Providing hot water for the household
requires large energy expenditures.

2. water and waste transfer
water supply
-plumbing .

water heating
- drainage

sewer

s.x.ic tank

Housing systems that are function-
ing efficiently hO.p'save energy.

4. increasing,system efficiency
-appropriate use '

-adjustments
-cleaning
-replacing components

filters
batteries
parts ,

-N/

Consult reference materials to learn
what percentage of the household
utility bill goes for heating water.

Define "hard". and "soft" water. Ask

the local water commissioner the
degree of hardnesslof your community
water supply and dh.cuss the impli-
cations for energy use.

Read about solar waste conditioners

that have been designed for the in-
dividual household. Describe how
these work, and how the resultimg
product can be recycled into the
energy supply of the home. *

Analyze heat use A your 111 e (over-
heating, areas being heat, at times

when'heat is not needed, spaces

heated that oit not need heat).
Decide what changes need to be made;

if any, to conservyfuel.

Demonstrate techniques to use with
heating devises to help them funCtion
more efficiently (remove soot from .

pipes, use correct fuel, clean out
residue or ash).

. Collect advertisements of cooling
system'S used in homes lap your area.
Analyze efficiency of ellch system
and compare with its cost to inStall

and' operate.

Ask a landscape architect to demon-

tr strate how trees and shrubbery can be

. used around a home to cut down on
energy needed for cooling. Plan

ways these ideas could be used around

your owm home.

Learn what prevailing winds occur in
...Vour area and apply these data to the

ventilation system in your home.

Could the natUral ventilation be
- improved?

222
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Content Student Learning Activities

223

Analyze the existing heating system)
in your home. Determine if more
efficient use could be made of fuel
or if structural impvvements could
help heat loss.

Demonstrate cleaning filters of
air-conditioning systems. Discuss
the relatl.onship of clean filters
to savings on energy use.

Check the amount of inholation in
your own home and determine whether
or not it meets the specifications =
for your area. If not, determine
which parts of the home arelacking
and how much additional insulation
is needed.

Demonstrate how to-apply several
types of insulation material's to
new and old homes. Watch for
'Safety factors. PractiCe ihese
techniques'.

Demonstrate the use of various'
caulking 93aterials around air,

spaces aedoors, windows, electrical
outlets, and baseboards; Practice
applying weatherstripping and

using the caulking applictor.

Investigate your own home4or places
where cool er warm air leakage may

occur. Decide if fuel savings
would warrent remedie's and'how,

problems could be solved.

Learn how double or triple glazing
can contribute to home insulatiapn.
Determine costs of replacing win-
dows on old homes. Report on other
techniques that may be used (sheet
plastic over windows, storm windows,

, shutters, sunscreens).



Cont.ent Student Learning Activities

224

Ask a Cooperative Extension Service
Home Economist about adequate water
temperatures for laundry, bath, and
dishwasher use: Examine your own

water heater and see how high the
temperature is set. Reduce.this

for a few days and evaluate.

Construct a hot water heater blanket
of insulated fabric and install it
to help conserve heat. Get help
from the utility company on ways to

do this.

Calculate the amount of water wasted
annually if a faucet drips once every
second. (Place a measuring cup under
it, and time it until it is full.)
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Level Five - Module 2

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: B. Home energy use

Objectives: A. Describe sources of energy used in the home.

2. List ways the use of energy can be curtailed in the.home.

Content

Energy used in the home comes from
a variety of sources.

1. energy sources
-human energy
-electricity
fossil fuels

gas

oil
coal

-solar...energy

passive
active

other'

geothermal
nuclear
wood
wind

Household practices can cOntribute
to waste or conseryation of energy
in the-home.

2. energy conservation
- home design

-improved insulation
-equipment selection and use
-energy efficient habits
-calculating energy savings'

225

Student Learning Activities

Compare cost per BTU of various-

energy sources. Which sources ara
most efficient?

Read t
home
reco

e electric meter in your'
er a 24-hour period and
changes. Calculate the

amount of energy used.

Make a chart of the household ene,rgy
use over the past year, using old
fuel bills. Set a goal for reducing
this amount during the comingokonth.
Notice fluctuations during the year
and explain these.

Talk with an architect about the
potential for solar and wind energy
for homes in your area.

Hear a debate on advantagesand:dis-
advantages of nuclear energy.
Visit a nuclear energy plant, if
one is near your community.'

,

List ways to conserve energy use '

in yOur own home. For each item on
the list decide whether or not steps
will be takenin the immediate
future to remedy this, if long
term plans need to be made fo
dealing with it,'or if
savings are not worth the effofts .

involved.

241
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Content Student Learning Activities

Make a set of "house rules" for
your family so energy use can be

curtailed. Share these with family

members for their suggestions.
Post the rules as reminders in the

home.

Establish a reward system for the
family if utility bills can be
reduced by a certain amount each
monh (have a cook-out or picnic, a
games night, or some other treat

that all can enjoy).

Ask the question: "Are you raising

an Energy Waster?" Tell class

members how even the youngest
family members can learn to develop

energy conservation habits.

Give ideas for substituting human
energy for fuel energy in the home.

Decide which of these would be
feasible. (Keep in mind the value

of physical exercise for fitness!)

Compare two houseplans, one of
which was designed to conserve
energy. Point out aspects in which

they differ.



Level Five - Module 2

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: C. Home interiors

Objectives: 1. Show how careful selection of door and window coverings

can aid in energy conservation.

2. Demonstrate ways to select and use household equipment

to conserve energy.

Content
Student Learning Activities

Window and door insulation can
help Prevent home energy losses.

window and door treatments
-shades and blinds
-curtains and draperies

-shutters

By selecting and using household

equipment carefully, one can curtail

consumption of home energy.

6. home equipment
-kitchen 'equipment

work centers or layouts

appliances
large

small
storage facilities

-laundry equipment
-bathroom fixtures
,-care of household equipment

227.

Demonstrate hoW window treatments

may help control energy loss or gain.

Shawd and poor example of

insulated door and window treatments.

Examine pieces of household equip-

ment or read their literature and

determine how much power is,needed

by each.

List tasks in the home now performed

by machine. Which really save wear

and tear on,the homemaker, and which

are merely conveniences?-

Make a notebook of kitchen and

laundry equipment information

(amount of energy used ,to operate

eaCh piece, water required for

washers, output of heat and light).

Keep thiG information for reference

when buying equipment.

Invite a utility company home

economist,to talk about how energy

use can be cut down by using certain

techniques with home appliances.

Make a bulletin board section available

fOr "Tip Of the Week" suggestions by

class"mlembers on how to reduce energy

use tn the home.

243



Content Student Learning,Activities

Talk with a member of the older
generation about how work was
performed in the home one,.or two

generations ago. Are any of these
methods usable today?

Discuss.advantages and disadvantages
of community sharing of kitchen and
laundry tasks to save energy and
increase efficiency. .How do many
families now use commercial services
to replace tasks once done in the

home?

Demonstrate ways to increase the
efficiency of home appliances
(clean or replace filters, pacing to
save time that the equipment is on,
replacing worn parts).

244



Level Five - Module 2

V. HOUSING TRENDS

Topic: D. Future developments in housing

(

.Objectives: 1. Discuss new construction practices in housing that may
have impact on use of enerq in the home.

2. Describe new sources of energy for the home that may he

used in the future.

3. Tell how people may change their living patterns to herp

conserve ene,rgy

Content Student Learning Activities

lk
Energy savings may be increased in Oe Find magazine articles to show
tuture by new materials and methods of various construction techniques

home construction, being used in housing today that
shoula help co,nserve energy.

1. innovative construction
techniques

-6.odesic d9mes
prefabricated

kits '

modules
manufactured

-earth sholtrod
-solar

passive
active

new use of materials
foam .

plastic
cement
recycled material

New,sources of home energy may be
available in the future, which will
reduce reliance on scarce supplies
of fuels currently in use.

A 2. new energy sources
solar heating and cooling

-wind and water power
-geothermal heat
-garbage combustion

229-

Ask a contractor or architect to
talk about demands being made for

.energy-saving methods of home

constTuction. Let them predict 1

future housing trends they forsee
.based on available technology.

Read about energy sources available
now that are gpt being fully utilized.

Discuss advantages and disadvantages
of exploring their use and determine
how much lead time is needed to

develop them fully.

Report.experiences people have had
with energy sources, sueh as geo-
thermal (in Iceland), garbage use
(in Arizona), and solar or wind

(several places).
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Content Student Learning Activities

I

Talk with people who have worked or
traveled abroad to learn What kinds
of energy are 'used by people in
other couniries to make their house-
holds more liveable. Could any of

theirstrategies be adapted for
homes in this country?

Write a short essay for your children.
Tell them,how your generation is
helping them by prolonging fossil
fuel resources. Tell them what
energy s9urces you hope they will
learn to use. Assume that this
letter will be opened and read
20 years from now.

,
Changing patterns of life may be Interview people and ask them how

necessary in the future to deal with they are changing the way they live

energy shortageso in order to lower utility costs. .

3. changes in life-style Read cases of families who have
-increase in single homeowners made drastic changes in their life-

,
smaller housellolds Discuss adjustmerits they

increase in ndn-related had to make and their evaluation of

homeowners

-homeowmers with boarders
-return to the inner cities
-migration into smaller

towns

lack-to-nature or self-
, sufficiency

-planned cities
- communal living
-above or below .water-

dwellings

- space colonies

230

the experience.

Read about future plans for commu-
nities designed to deal with dimin-
ishing natural resources. Discuss

their feasibility.

24G
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1110Resources:

"The Energy CriSis Comes Home," lean-Hunte. The elements and the.
importance of an energy-efficie home are discussed. Topics include
buildinkstructure, heating a cooling systems, interior decoration,
and personal consumption

Harrison, Henry. Houses. National'Association of Realtors. 1973.
Chapter 7, "Mechanical Systems."

"RSiM 10 Home Energy Simulator." Solar Systems International. Self-
contained computer/simulators show present heating and cooling
requirements and projected,savings. Easy to operate analog computer
needs no-'additional hardware. Student model or lecture-demonstration
odel available. Comes with student Worksheets, activities, and .,

nstrictor's manual. Transparencies available.

"Air-conditioning and,Refrigeration," Milliken Publishing ComPany.
Detailed lessons o principles ,41if physics and chethistry.which are
the basis,of co 40 ng'techniques. Multimedia kit with transparencies,
duplicating masters, and teacher's guide.

4

'Browne, Dan. Alternative Home Heating. Holt, Rinehart and-Winston.
1980. Guide to getting the most cost-efficient heat as a supplement
to fossil fuels; frdm,solar systems, fireplaces and stoves, to heat
p mps. One-hundred ninety:-two pages.

,

Jones, Peter. How To Cut Heating and Cooling Costs. MaClean-Hunter.
Erwrgy-saving tips and projects if,er reducing home energy losses,

Inaulatingpassive solar systems,)tax deductions for energy efficiency.
One-hundred forty-four pages. Softcover.

"7 Ways, to Reduce Fuel Consumption in Household Heat.ing=Through Energy
Conservation." National,Bureau of Standards. Pamphlet.

"11 Ways fo Reduce Energy Consumption and Increase Comfort in Household
Cooling." iational Bureau of Standards. Pamphlet:

"rEnergy Wiciancy in Room Air Conditioners," Consumer Information
Center. Free pamphlet."

"ESP - Enere Savings Payback:"' Gulf States Utilities. Slide presentation
on. operating cost of gas appliances and virtue of comparative shopping
for energy efficiency. Free loan.

Hickok, Floyd. Your Energy-Efficient Home: Improvements to' Save Utility
Dcollars. Prentice-Hall. Uplains fundamentals and problems of solar
energy; description of engineering principles, heat loss, gain, distri-

.

bution, storAge. Paperback.
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Resources (continued):

"Making the Most of Your Energy Dollars in Home Heating and Cooling."
National Bureau of Standards. Pamphlet on improving existing rooms.

Se-

"Insulation Manual, Homes/Apartments," National Association of Home

Builders Research Foundation, Inc:

"Energy Conservation, Heat Pumps." Federal Energy Administration.

1976. Improvements in existing homes.

"In the Bank...Or Up the ChimnW" Department of Housing and Urbam

Development. Conservation improvements in existing homes.

Coff-ee, Frank. The Self-Sufficient House. Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

1981. Guide to making a home as independent as possible of outside

utilities. Two-hundred twenty-four pages. Hardcover or paperback.
4

"Eco-Tips #5: Energy Conservation," Concern, Inc. 1974. Energy

sources and ways'to conserve its use in the home_

Kleeberg, Irene C. The Home Energy Saver. 'Maclean-Hunter. Practical

suggestions for cutting energy costs in e home. How to use and

choose appliances; pros and cons of oil, g anecoal; heating and
-insulation advice. Two-hundred-eight pages. Softcover.

"How to Watch Your Waste-Line." Gulf States Utilities. Slide presenta-

tion describes in detail energy.required for various appliances.
Future sources of energiare illustrated. Pree loan.

"Conserving Energy Through Appliance Labeling." Gulf States Utlilities.

Slide presentation on energy efficiency labeling of room air condi-

tioners. Free loan.. Amftlik.

."Energy Conservation, Windows." Federal Energy Administration. 1976.

Making energy conservation improvements.in existing. houses. Free.

Energy-Saving Projects You Can Build. Better Homes and Gardens. Fifty

projects. Ninety-six pages. Hardcover.

"Solar Energy." Milliken Publishing Company. A set of lessons

defining its uses in today's and tomorrow's world. Topics include

terms, types of systems.

"Weatherize Your Home." Centron Films. Gives instructions for caulking,

installing vapor barriers, and insulating. Eighteen minutes. Color film.

"Insights into Consumerism." Gulf States Utilitie's. Discussion guide

on (onsumer protection legislation and product safety. Includes maga-

' zine with background information. Free ltoan.
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Level Five

Module 3

HOME IMPROVEMENT, ON A BUDGET
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0/
:Housing - Independent Modules

Module 3: HOME IMPROVEMENT ON BUDGET

Major Objective:. Practice hcime improvement echniques that cost little
or, no miry.

Scope and
..

ence Concepts t
-

Concept

I. HOUSING CHOICES

JIuman needs for shelter
1. basic needs
2. secondary 'needs

Page

236

236
236
236

B, "The environmeilt : 237

3. it4eraction'wittl people 23k
- .

D.-tHousing alternatives
3. influence of structure

ECONOMICS OF HOUSING

A. Housing and the economy
2. 'the housing budget

III, HOif,$ING MANAGEMENT

C. Home safety
1. accident prevention

D. Maintaining the home _

1. importance of home maintenance.
2.--ekterior maintenance
3. interior maintenance

E. Home rellOnsibilities

I. sharfng hame care tasks
2.` living ulith others-

HOME PLANNING

238 ,

238

,239

239

239

240

240
240

241

241

241

242

244

244

245

246

A. Use of Spate 246
improvins the use of home space 246 '

r
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Concept

D. Buying household goods
1. considerations ,

2. sources of information
3. consumer protection

Page

248

248

248

,249

E. Home imprOvements

1. improvement schémes

250

250

2 recycl,ing used items 250

3. remodeling 251

HOrSING TRENDS 252

Housing as a social concern 251

1. effects of poor hous ng on society 252"

2. effects of social con ions on houslng .252

3. actions for improving hOusing 253

t's
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Module 3: Home Improvement on a Budget

I. HOUSING CHOICES

Topic: A. Human needs for shelter

Objectives: 1. List basic needs people have that should be met by
y

housing.

2. Discuss secondary needs that housing helps fill.

Content Student Learning Activities

HoNes protect the people who live
in them.

1. basic needs
-shelter

.7protection
-sus,tenance'
-rest

-nourishment

Homes reflect the way people
feel about themselves.

2 4

2. secondj,y needs
belo ingness
-acceptance
-respect
-pride

self-actualization

,

..

Discuss needs that people have
and the many ways that these ape
met by the house in which they
live.

Nok,

4 *

.

Look at photographs of homes in a
neighborhood similar to your own.
Tell why the people who live in
some of them could be proud and
others not. What makes people

proud of their homes?

Explain the old saying, "A man's
home is his castle." What control
can people exert over their

Lo4( at pictures of homes maga-

zines. What can you tell ab ut
the people who live in them? f

someone were to come to your home,
what could they tell about you?

236 2ft..)A,t- 0
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Level Five - Module 3

I. HOUSING CHOICES

topic. B flne environment

objective Give examples of how people and their environments interact
positively and negatively.

-

Content Student Learning Activities

r,oth physical and mental health are
ittected by the envirdnment.

3. interaktion with people
-positive results

comfort
health
safety

°security
-ngwive results

depletion of resources
pollution
illness
injury
fear

Describe a room or a home you like
to be in. How does it make you
feel? What are characteristics
of the place that cause you to feel
that way?

Give examples of how people
pollute their environments. Include

noise pollution,.as Kell 'aS litter,
graffiti, andair pollution. What'
effects do'these ha've on people,'on
their health, and on.their emdtions?

What are some ways Onat people
could improve the environment in
which they live? Make a list of
ways that one's neighborhood, home,
and owl? private space could be

improved.

237
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Level Five - Module 3

I. HOUSING CHOICES

r

Topic: D. Housing alternatives
,-..

Objective: Show how the structure in which one lives helps determine

one's living arrangements.

Content Student Learning Activities

A person's house influences the
way he or she lives.

3. influence of structure
-safety
- privacy

- sharing

-self-esteem

..

,

238

\

Visit homes of people of various
income levels and of several types
(apartments, single family dwellings,
manufactured housing). Discuss ways

that the type of hcime in which one
lives can,make a difference in

,
how one lives.

,

List the minimum requirements for
housing that people should have:
What happens when a family's

,

housing does not meet the.basic"
needs of 'all its members?

DiSGUSS ways people cope with
inadequate housing.

,

/

-
-

-



Lrel Five - Module 3

IT. ECONOMICS OF 'HOUSING

Topic) A. 1-lousing and the economy

Objective: Calculate the amount of the family's budget that could be

used on home improvements.

Content Student Learning Activities

The amount of funds available for
home improvement and mai.40tenance
projects depends on the family's

budget.

2. the housing budget
-proportion of income

for housing
-primary cost

ho se payment and
nterest

rent ts-

-related costs of hodsing
utilities
taxes
upkeep

insurance
furnishings and equipment
costs of commuting
services

239

Estimate the amount of money avail-
able to spend on home Improvements
by using the following formula:
)Divide the monthly income by three;
from one third, subtract the amount
paid for rent or mortgage payments;
subtract the amount paid for utility
bills, taxes, and insurance; the
remainder may be budgeted for home
improvements.

E.maluate, the method above of estimating .

Tunds available for home iMprOvemenes.
Under what circumstances could these
funds be increased? Decreased?

Look at the budget for your own
home and decide how much money is
available to apply on home improve-
ment projects.

Consult a catalog of home furnish-
ings or visit a department or fur-
niture store to learn what prices
currently are in effect for house-

hold items.
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4 Levelqive - Module 3

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Topic: C. Home safety

Objective: List hazards aroUnd the home to correct in order to prevent

home accidents.

Content Student Learning Activities

Home accidents can be prevented by
following some precautionary
measures.

1. accident prevention
-causes of home accidents
- :,afety precautions

- safe use of home equipment

240

Have a "Safety Search" around the
houseby family members. Let each
person try to find as many safety
hazards as possible and take steps
to eliminate them.

Read labels of items képt under the
kitchen sink. Decide,which would
be hazardous if children found them.
Store these in anothenorp4ce or

lock them up.

Discuss ways hames can be protected
fram fire hazards (smoke alarms,
fire drills for the family, safety
measures with space heaters, care
when smoking in the home).

Demonstrate how to store an old
refrigerator4to prevent children from

being locked fnside.

Practice repaiiing frayed electrical

cords and faulty plugs. Eliminate
other electrical hazards arouna the
house (too many cords from one
outlet, broken outlets, "shorts" in
appliances or connections).

256



Level Five 7 Module 3

III. HOUSING MANAGEMENT .

Topic: I). Maintaining the home

Objectives: 1. List reasons for improving home maintenance practices.

2. Describe ways to maintain the exterior of the home.

3. Demonstrace methods,of keeping the interior of the home

clean'and running smoothly..

Content Student Learning ActiVities

By improving home maintenance
practices, one can improve the,

home environment.

1 . importance o
- reducd acci

- prevent dise

- increase property value

-improve appearance
- tmprove functioning

-preserve structure
- prevent repairs
-increase satisfaction

Look at rwo homes in your neighbor-

hood of the same size and made of

the same materials. Compare one

that is.well-maintained with one

home maintenance that is poorly maintained. What

difference in price would each
demand on the housing market?

The exterior of .the home can be

improved through careful main-

-tenance.

2. exterior maintenance
-preventive care

inspection

painting
cleaning

-minor repairs
-major repairs
-landsCaping

for energy conservation

As hobby
ii-a-g,thetic appeal

Give an example of how a well-
maintained home would encourage
children in a family to bring'
their friends home, and thus be

supervised better by their parents.

Describe people you know who take

pride in their home. What things

do they do to maintain it?

Visit a store where home maintenance

supplies and equipment are sold.

Learn what'equipment is for rent.

See home maintenance.demonstrations
(Painting techniques, replacing

window panes, repairing leaks,

making small carpentry repairs such

as mending steps). Determine whether

or not these tasks are needed in your

home. If so, tarry them out.
4.

Have a roofer explain to the class

how to spot roofing troubles. Ask

about roof repairs, replacement
costs, and the warranty t 1 at comes

with these.

241Aj
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---------
Lontent Student Learning Activities

Keeping a clean house in good repdir
can improve the home and make life
more satisfying'for its occupants.

3., interior maintenance
-simple'repairs

plumbing
electrical
structural

-home cleaning
materials and finishes
cleaning tools
cleaning agents
cleaning methods

.-sanitation
trash and garbage control
pest control
mildew
food storage
caring for pets

Compare two homes, witI4 and,with-

out planned landscaping. '10111 t are

the advantages and disadvanta ss

of having plants around a.hom

Visit a plant nurserj acid ask.some-
one to indicale plants suitable for
home landscapilhg ancl, how fro set them

'out and care for theR.

Analyze the trash and Wbage dis-
posal system in your home and plan
ways to improve it.

;

Have a person fr h pest control

Service talk-ithe class about
preventive medSures to use around
the home to keep household pests
to a minimum. -,

List otheK 'household S-anitation
problems (drainage, pet care, food
storage) and discuss ways these can

be handled.

Collect basic household cleaning
supplies into a basket with handles
so it can be carried easily to all
parts of the house.1

See a demonstration on how to clean
the kitchen range, refrigerator,
and laundry equipment. Practice

these methods at home.

Make a display of cleaning materials
and tools that can be used for
differept purposes. Collect ideas
that are low cost or no cost.

Demonstratetmethods for maintaining

a clean bathroom (mildew control,
cleaning fixtures, simple repairs).

Practice simple home repairs
(replacing window pane, repairing

1110 242

screens, caulking leaks).



Content
_

Student Learning Activities

243

Play a question )nd answer game
with half the class asking question&
about cleaning supplies and the*
other.hal1 r-eading labels to seek

the,answers.

Visit the office of.the Cooperative
Extension Service in your parish

add meet the home econ6mist. Learn

what kinds 'of informational bulletins
are available and what kindg of
programs are offered to homemakers
in your community.

Observe techniques of furniture
care (shampooing, waxing, covering
scratcheS in wood, vacuumipg).

Invite a,utility company home
economist to demonstrate how ,to

operate home appliances to save
money on fuel bills.

a

Check the'temperature of your hot
water heater setting. Ask the

home economist from the utility
company the best setting to use to
save on utility bills.

Check,filterp and lint traps on
laundry and air conditioning equip-
ment to see that these are clean
so they can do their best job-

I

Consult resource materials to
learW about fabric finishes that.
can be applied to household fabYics
to make them easier to care for.

4
(-)
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Topic:' E. Home res

Leve Tive -tModule 3

III: OUSING MANAGEMENT

onsib ides

Objectives: 1. Devise a

members./

2. Describ
for the

Content

,
:-t

.,,

Lan for sharing household tasks among family-

;

ways people can provide a Vetter environment;

family by promoting positive human relatiOns

Student Learning Activj.ties

Sharing responsibilit es of home

care can involve all family memlbers

_in home improvement oals.

I. sharing h9 e.setteeseggier
iou,Line chores
inter or

410

exter or
-schedu e household tasks

dai y
'.wee ly

mo thly
s asonal

-div sion of labor

-co peration

244

List things around the honse that
need,to be cleaned periodically.
-Write.e'Ach cleaning taslgon an

indax'' card. Divide the Aasks into

DailY, Weekly, Monthly, and ,

Seasonal. Design a card file to

help organize household dieaning
chores systematically.

In the corner of each -task card
wO.te the,ipitial ofthe person in
thfamiTy who should do this task.
Post ihe caras on bulletin hoard
at home each week and enliSt the
help of the family to help, keep the

house neat.

Try using a "duty wheel" w4-th home
task-responsibilities; or desiAn a

"chore jar" where special jobs 'are
described on small pieces of paper
and family members draw duties.

Plan a family celebration upon
completion of a major home-Improve-
ment job (house painting, yard
cleanup, reorganization of storage

space).

2G0



Content Student Learning Activities

SatisfaCtion with the home
environment can result when relation-
ships among family members, with
neighbors, and within the c mmunity
are positive. '

2. living with others
-being a good family member

sharing space
sharing home respon-.
si6ilities

respecting privacy

Name the members'of your family and
tell where each has a private space.
If somedo not have privacy; is
there some part of the home where
this could be arranged? Discuss

reasons for having a private sp$t

to call one's own.

Name areas of the house that are
shared space. Who has responsibility
for maintaining these areas?

re*pecting rights of DisGuss responsibilities that

others neighbors have for one.another and

-being_a good neighbor for their neighborhood in general.

. noise and pollution control
respecting private- property Invite a member of the local commu-

maintaining the neighbor- nity improvement council to talk

hood
-being a good citizen.'

litter control
respecting public

property
speaking AK on housing

issues

24 5

about goals of the organization.
If no such group is working in your
neighborhood, perhaps class members
could discuss ways to start one if
they think one is needed.

Read alYont communities that have had

"cleanup, fixup, paintup" campaigns.
How did these get started, and how
were they organized? How di'd they,

try tojnvolve'all membe of the

community.

f/
What environmental problems are
prevalent in vpur community
(mosquitos,,poor drainage, loose
animals)? What are the processes
through wlitch these kinds of problems

get solved? 6
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Level Five - Module 3

IV. HOME PLANNING

lppic: A. Use of space

.,,

Objective: Improve home storage space.

Content Student Learning Activities

rhe runction and efficiency of a
home ..an be improved by making
good use of storage space.

,......_

_, improving the use of home

space
- reallocatioq,of use
-reorganizing existing space

- providing new space

..

,

...

Make a bulletin board of clippings
from magazines and newspapers
showing ways to make wise use of
storage space:

Analyze the amount of storage space
available in your home. Decide

whether or not dhese spaces are
adequate for.the things you wan,t td,

store in them.

Evaluate,storage spaces in your .

home, following a checklist with
criteria such as these: things

stored near place of use; articles
,

stored fit space available;
things used most are easiesE to
reach; things alike are stored
together; storage space neat and

clean.

t

/1

Visit a store to see what storage
aids are available. Which of these

could be substituted by using less
expensive materials? (shoe boxes

instead of plastic boxes; box lids

in drawers instead of plastic
dividers; homemade shelving instead

of purchased)

See a demonstration on constructing
shelves or other simple storage

devices. Plan and implement simple
construction projects for your home.

Take a look at the items in the
cabinets and on the counters in
your kitchen and laundry area. Are

1



Content Student Learning Activities

a

v

247

there more efficient ways of storing
these to allow more work space?

Read resource materials to learn
the suggested sequence for washing
and storing dishes. Would this

work in your kitchen? Why or why

not?

Have a "clean-out" day at home and
rid the house of all things not
used in the past few years, or will
not be used in the coming year.
Decide if items should be thrown out,
or if other people could use them.

With a group a neighbors plan a
"garage sale" and convert non-ueed
iterits into money which can be used

for other needs.

How are soiled laundry items handled
in yOur home? Is there a better way
to collect, process, and return
clean clothes to storage space?
Involve other family members in
planning improvements in the
routine.

Decide whether or not there could
be a better way to store cleaning
tools such as 6ops.and brooms in
your home. Check to see that these
a e put away in clean condition so
they ready for use when needed.

Study kitchen planning guides to
see examples of a "work triangle."
In your own kitchen measure the
distances connecting the stove,
refrigerator, and sink. How does

your kitchen measure up? Is an

improved arrangement feasible?

p 3
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_Level Five --:Module 3'

IV. HOME PLANNING

fopic: D. Buying household goods

Objectives: 1. Discuss factors to consider before spending money on
items for the home.

2. List sources of consumer information on household items.

3. Describe the process involved in resolving consumer
complaints,.

Content Student Learning Activities .

careful consideration before making
a purchase may help save resources

1. considerations'
- initial cost

operation expense
- urgency of need

- use and features

-permanency of residence
en
warranty
-durahility/quality/
maintenance requirel.d.

Inicqrmation for consumers about
household goods is available from
a variety of sources.

2. sources of information
-labels
- advertisements

- consumer magazines and
agencies

-instruction booklet
-Cooperative Extension

Service publications
-books, magazines

Discuss factors that should go
into a decision to make a major
purchase for the home.. Arrange
these in order of their importance.

Discuss advantages and crisadvantages
of purchasing household goods on
time payments. Calculate interest
charges on a roomful of furniture
which is paid off.over a period of
two years.

Read warranties on several pieces of-
equipment for the home. Define

terms that are not clear. In cases

of failure, what must a consumer do?

Study advertisements from news-
papers or magazines to determine
llithow they try to appeal tO customers,,

what information they provide, and IL

what'they do not.

248
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Visit a furniture store and ask the
people there to show class Members

. what to look for in selecting
furniture that-will give'them the
best wear for their money.

Make a display of household linens.
'Compare their quality and price.
Read labels and learn care needed
by each kind of material.



1

('ontent Student Learning Activities

Consumers ar.e pi-otected from unfair

:)ractices and poor quality oods
hut, must take steps to ma e ir,

,omplal_nts heard.

3. consumer p rotection

-agencips
Federal Trade Commission *

/
Role play a situation in which a

Bureau of Standards customer with an unsatisfactor.

Better Business Bureau- purchase returns it to tbe stoke to

Major Appliance Consumer ask for a refund. Discuss ways

Action Panel this can be done to satisfy all

consumer protection centers concerned.
Covernors Office, on

Consumer Protection Practice writing a letter to a

-making Complaints manufacturer of an appliance that
did not function as it should.
What'redress should a consumer

expett?

Read a report in a consumer magazine
abouta household article which you"
are Considering purchasing. List

brands that are recommended and
learn wby they wete considei-ed

Ask a person from a consUmer
protection agency -to explain rights
and responsibilities of tbe consumer
of household goods and services
and how consumers are protected from
fraud.

0
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Level Five - Module 3

IV. HOME PLANNING

Topic: E. Home improvements

,Objectives: 1. List improvements planned for the home over the next

three 57ears.

2. Demonstrate ways used items in the home can be made

suitable for new use.

3. Discuss remodeling that may be necessary to improve

'the home.

Content Student Learning Activities

Making a plan for improvivg the
home over a period of tibe can

, help use resources more e.coomically.

1. improvement schemes
-integral plan

short-term goals
long term goals

-budget saving ideas

By reusing items available in the
home, one can stretch money for
home improvements.

2. recycling used items

-refinishing
-reconstruction
-removal

213625`)

Write out a list of Viprovements
you would like to make your home
more livable. Indicate items of
high priority and feasibility and
plan specific steps to accomplish
them.

If redecoration is planned. build
a color scheme around a Tavorite
picture or fabric design. Use the

colors found in these items for
curtains, upholstery material,
cushions, paint, rugs, lamps, and
other accessories.

Decide which items on the list can
be made or done by you or someone
else in the family to save money.

%

Analyze available furnishings to
decide which ones can be integrated
into the total Plan by improving
their appearance or by making
simple repairs and which ones
should be replaced.

See a demonstration of how to use
natural objects for home decoration.
(Wild flowers may be gathered and
pressed to make pictures for the
walls; sea shell collections may be
made into displays; dried arrange-,
ments may be constructed of local

plants.)



C )ntent Student Learning Activities

Some home improvement projects
ma,, require structural changes
Ln the building.

3. remodeling
-minor changes
-major changes

See a demonstration on ways to
refinish furniture, tie springs,
re-pad, and re-upholster. Practice
techniques on pieces of furniture
from your home.

"Demonstiate)ow to use scraps of
material to make household furnish-
ings such a rugs, quilts, and
pillows.

Visit local stores to find creative
ways to make items, such as botiles
and duiftwood, into lamps or other
useful articles.

Decide if6 structural changes yould
improve yqur. home. Ask a re iable
contractor to estimate what hese

changes would cost.

Analyze changes needed and see if
a substitute solution may be found.
(Instead of building a wall for
privacy, use a screen; use rooms for
some other purpose or for dual
purposes.)

Make a scrapbook of low cost ideas
for home improvement. Add to it
and use it as references for
innovations you might try in the
future.

251
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Level Five - Module 3

V. HOUSING TRENDS

ropic: C. Housing as a social concern

Objectives: 1. Describe ways poor housing can negatively affect the

people who live in it. s

2. Discuss effects that social conditions have on housing.

3. Describe actions that may be taken to improve housing.

Content Student Learning Activities

Problems in soeiety may be aggravated Discuss how social problems are

by the quality of housing in which related to the type of housing in

people live, which people live. Consider the

1. eftects of poor housing on
society

- causes

overcrowding a
poor design
substandard housing
lack of housing

-effects .

lack of privacy
spread of disease
family conflicts
personal problems

Deterioration of housing may be

related to social conditions.

2. effects of social conditions
on 'housing

-population shifts

- deterioration of community

coherence

- industrial development

- unemployment and povrty

- devaluation of property

252

importance for.physical and mental

health.

Think about the segment of the
population inyour community with

the poorest housing and discuss

some reasons possible for.this

type of condition to exist.

Ask a resident who has lived in
your community for 30 years or

more to tell about changes thiat

haiie occurred, and how these 1have

affected the way people live.

Discuss changes that are taking

place in your neighborhood today
and effects this might have on the

quality of the housing situation.

268



Content Student Learning Activities

Housing improvements may be made
when people work together for the
Lood of the community.

s. actiOns for improving housing
-legislation
- regulation

building inspection
sanitation

- financial

- educational

self-help programs

5

253

List educational opportunities
in your community that might help
people meet their housing needs.
What are requirements for enrolling
in these programs? How are they
advertised? What is the cost?

Read case stedies of self-help
programs that have allowed people
to improve their environment.

Invite a banker to tell how to
apply for home improvement loans.

Hear a panel of landlords and
tenants discusg rights and respon-
sibilities of the two roles and
how differences may be resolver.

List ways the 'Community environment
may be improved without spending
large sums of money. Are these
ideas in effect in your community?
Why or why not?

Ask a councilman tp, talk about
housing regulations in'effect in
your community. Find out how 0

these regulations are made and
who makes decisions.

Investigate types of home improve-
ment programs that may be available
through local housing and community
development agencies. ,Report to the

class on criteria established fdr
participation and responsibilities
inVblved.

2P
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Resources:

Wedin, Carol and Gertrude L. NAren. Housing Perspectives, Individuals

and Families. Burgess Publishing Co. 1976. Part three, "Environmental

Settings."

St. Marie, Satenig. Homes Are for People. John Wiley and Sons, 1973.

"The Need for Personal Space'0"pages 13-33; "Storage," pages 185-201.

Garrett, Pauline. Consumer Housing. Bennett Publishing Co. 1972.

Chapter 1, "Planning for Envirprimental Space"; Chapter 5, "The Home

Improvement Project"; Chapter 6, "Decorating Decisions"; Chapter 7,

"Fun with Furnishings";',Chapter 8, "Cues for Clean and Safe Homes" and

"Maintenance--A Continuous Project."

"ImproveDon't Move." West Glen Films. Seventeen minute color film on

home remodeling and improvement. ,Includes concepts for increasing home

value while reducing maintenance costs by using aluminum siding.

Take-home brochures. Free loan to adult groups.

Complete Guide to Home Repair, Maintenance and Improvement. Better Homes

and Gardens. Home's systems and the basic tools, techniques, and

finishes needed to mainta`in them. Five-hundred fifty-two pages. Hardcover.

Whitman, Roger C. More First Aid for the Ailing House. McGraw-Hill.

1977. MoA-y-saving ways to improve house and property, written in the

form of questions and answers. Three-hundred-seventy pages. Hardcover.

"General Maintenance."(Series) DCA Educational Products. 1981. Set of

eight general maintenance booklets or sight-plUs-sound filmsi'fips includes:

Replacing Glass in a Wood Sash, Replacing Screen in an Aluminum Fyame,

Repairing a Hole in a Plasterboard Wall, Installing a Door Passage Set,

'Installing an Anchorboard, Painting an Interior Wall, Painting an Exter-

ior Wall, Dry Shampooing a Carpet.

"Home Maintenance." Bennett Publishing Co. Set of five filmstrips with

cassettes plus reading scripts and 10 correlated visual masters.

"Home Maintenance." Interpretive Education. ThiS progrIn explains how..

to do basic repairs around the home. Topics include changing fuses,

checking circuit breakers, cleaning and changing a furnace filter, and

repairing a leaky sink. Two filmstrips and two cassettes.

Weiss, William. Home Maintenance. Bennett Publishing Company. A how-

to-text for common household repairs. Describes tools and materials

required; procedures are-simplified and clarified with step-by-step

illustrations.
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Resources (continued):

"Outdoor Painting." West Glen Films. Surface prenaration, types of

paint, application,.quantity estimation, choosing tools. Filmstrip

or slides with sound cassette or record.

"Inloor Painting." West Glen Films. Filmstrip or slide set with

, cassette or record. How to paint with professional results.

Discussion guide and take-home literature.

"Budget Redecorating with Paint." West Glen Films. Ideas for economical

home "spruce up." Complementary uses of color, lighting, arld paint.

Filmstrip or slides.

Step-by-Step BasicWiring. Better Homes and Gardens. Tools for elec-

trical work, solutions for electrical problems, and electrical basics

and procedures. Twenty-two projects. Ninety-six pages. Hardcover.

"glectricity." DCA Educational Products. 1981. Set of 10 booklets and/

or sound filmstrips include Installing a Light Fixture, Installing

a Dimmer Switch, Replacing a Single Pole Switch, and others.

"Plumbing." DCA Educational Products. 1981. Set of nine do-it-yourself

booklets include: Replacing a Faucet Washer, Repairing a Washerless

Faucet, Replacing atloat Ball and,,Flush Ball, and others. Filmstrips

available.

Step7by-Step Basic Plumbing. Better Homes and Gardens. Plumbing repairs

and improvements wiqh instructions and illustrations. Forty-two. projects.

Ninety-six pages. Hardcover. 4P

Step-by-Step Basic Carpentry. Better Homes and Gardens. 1981. From

, setting up a workshop to building basic projects. Ninety-six pages.

Hardcover%

"Kitchen Shelves." Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Easy-to-

read leaflet. Free.

"New Room in Your Kitchen--A Study of Organization." Rubbermald
C;)

Company. Film on making the most of -kitchen space.

"Great Saces and Privdie Places." West Glen Films.. Color filmstrip.

Projects and money saving buitt-ins to help expand space in today's

small houses. Free loan to adult groups.

Storage Projects You Can Build. Better Homes and Gardens. Sixty-one

projeces. Ninety-six pages. Hardcover.

"Clothes Closets," Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service. Free

leaflet.
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Resources (cOntinued):

"Let's Get Organi0d." Gulf States Uti,kiTies. Kit with filmstrip and

record, teacher's manual, script, lesson plan, and resource material

on propeVfood storage. Free loan.

"This Way to a Better Home." Soap and De rgent Association. Manual -

for those working with families relating to public housing, a 'reno-

vated.apartment, a new home. Advice on moving, cleaning, setting up

housekeeping schedules. Loose-rieaf book contains teaching guide,

information sheets and checklists, charts, and posters.

"Appliance Finishes." Gulf Stites Utilities. Kit with examples of

appliance finishes and information about their composition and -are.

Handouts. Free loan.

Riccio, Dolores and Joan Bingham. Make It Yourself: A Cons"umer's Guide

to Cutting Household Costs. Home Economics 'School Service. 1978..

Making household products at home: cleanser, polishes,'soap, candles,

insect repellents. One-hundred seIenty-four pages. -""o

Roy, Doreen. Champagne Decorating on a-Beer Budget. Home Economics School

Service. 1977. Directions for dealing with aging furniture, worn

floors, and bare windows. Things to look for in used furniture,

directions for upholstering, making furniture, curtafns, accessories,

and bed coverings. Two-hundred twenty-four pages.

Barkin, Carol and Elizabeth James. Slapdash Decorating. Home Economics

School Service. 1978. Paperback. Shows 75 creative ways to fix up old

furniture, organize a closet, make furnishings. One hundred twenty five

pages.

"Dollar-wise Decorating." Maclean-Hunter. Creating a comfortable

interior on a low budget. Designing surroundings that mee.t personal

and family needs, values, and preferences. Multimedia kit has film-

strip, cassette, activity sheets, wall chart, and teacher's guide.

Rug Making. Better Homes and Gardens. Fifty projects. Ninety-six pages.

Hardcover.

"The City as an Ecosystem." Interpretive Education. Environmental

education is the goal of this series. Inter-relationships and inter-

dependencies of plants, animals, and their physicalsenvironments. Five

filmstrips and five cassettes.
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LOUISIANA ADOPTED TE:BOOKS - 1980

Housing

/Bennett
HOMES, TODAY AND TOMORROW 1976

Classroom World 1

MODERN HOME ONOMI S (6 cassettes)
Unit 1: Y ur Ho e and Its Furnishings 1971

F. M. Colem
CONSUMER DUCAT ON STARTER PROGRAM-KITS

Housi 1 4

9-12,

) Goodheart-Wil cox
HOUSING DE LSIONS 1978 9-12

Gregg

TUE UOTEMPORARY CONSUMER SERIES 9-12

Ho sing, Furniture and ApplianCes 1974'. ts'

A PlE OF YOUR OWN 1978

Heath/

HOMES WITH CHARACTER 1980 11-12 .

Ma4ean-Hunter Learning Resources
CAREERS IN HOUSING: THE INTERIOR (Record or cassette) 1974 7-12

. I TERIOR DESIGN SERIES (record or cassette) 1977 7-12,

A Livin.g Environment

/ Working with.Space
Working with Backgrounds
Creating Your Own Personal Space

/ Complete Program

acmillan
°.

i
HOUSING AND MAN7AGMENT, 2nd gd. 1969 ' 9-12

ImaniFILL_LElitag
EXPLORING LIVING ENVIRONMENTS, 4th Ed. 1977 7-12

Student Activity Booklet (30)
Filmstrips/Cassette's (6)

411,

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
HOUSING CAREERS (Paper) 1977 9-12

INTiRIOR DESIGN CAREERS (Paper) 1977 9-12

CROSSROADS: HOME ECONOMICS AND THE WORKING WORLD 7-12

UnitsIV--Housing and Interior Design 1975

Webster

.THE HOME: ITSFURNISHINGSsAND EQUIPMENT, 2nd Ed. 1979 9-12

THE HOME,: ITS \FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT 1970

INTERIOR DESIGN 1979
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ADDRESES 'OF PUBLISHERS AND SUPPLIERS OF HOUSING RESOURCES
LISTED IN THIS GUIDE

Aims InScructdonal Media Service
P.O. Box 1010
ItollYwoodo CA 90021'

American Gas Associa0.on.
1515 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209.

American Institute for Economic
Research
Great rrington, MA, 01230

A,,sociation Films, Inc.

34 Macquesten Pary.way South
:tount Vernon, NY 10550

AssociaV.on of,Home 'Appliance.

ManaFactu.reOs

20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago', IL 60606

tarrier Free Environments, Inc.

.0. Box 30634
,11.11eiFh, N 27622'

r 4
Bennett Publishing Company

4 809. West betweiller'D,r.

PeAia, IL 61615

Bergwall Productions, Inc.'

839 SteWartAvenue
-tarden City, NJ 11530

.

Better Homes.and Gardens Books
Publishing Group/Meredith
Corporation4,,

010;' Locust at 7th

Des Moines, IA 50336

Bissell Conpumer Se-ivice
Institute;

P.O. Box 1888
Grand Rapi4s, MI 49501

Brigham Young University
205 University Press Bldg.
Provo, UT 84601

-tto-

tit

t

Burgess Publishing Co.
7108 Ohms Lane
Minneapolis', RN -65435

Centron-Films
1621W: 9th, Box 687
LawrenceaKa..eat44

Changing Times Edgpation $ervice
1729 H Street, NoW.
WaShington,.DC mop()

Channing L. tete C61,'Inc.

,Box 112

GreenfieldmMA 01301

Classroom Orld
22 Glenwood: Ave.

P.O. Box 28166
Raleigh, NC 27602

"Coats *and Clark, Inc.

P:O. Box 1010
Toccoa, GA 30577

Conso Products Co.

261 'Fifth Ave.

New York, NY 10016
4

Collegiate Distributing CompaDy
,315 Whitney Avenue
\New Haven, QT 06511

,Concern, Inc.
2113 Wisconsin Ave.,N.W.
Idaskington, DC '21007

Consumer Communications
P.O. Box 68561
Indianapo114., IN 46268.

41 .

Consumer Information Center
Public Document9 aistribution Center
Pueblo; CO 81d09-

NCreative Educational Resources
Associates, Inc.
1S7 Charter.Circle
Ossining', NY 10562
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DCA Educational Products
424 Valley Road
WarringtOn, PA 18976

DelmarPublishers
50 Wolf Road -

Albany, NY 12205

Doubleday and Company, Inc.

245 Park Ay:e.

New York, Nv 10017

'Edison Electric Institute
90.Park Avenue

New York, NY 10016

Educational Dimensions Group

. Box 126

Stamford, CT 06904

Educational Design, Inc.
47 West 13th St. 4

, New York, NT 10011

E. M. Coleman .

P.O. Box 143
/ Pine Plains, NY 12565

Encore Visual Education,inc.
1235 South Victory Blvd.%'..
Burbank, CA 91502

Energy Research and Development

Administra.tion
Office of Public,Affairs :
Washington, DC 20585

Ethan Allen, Inc.
Ethan Allen Drive
Danbury, CT 06810

Feai-on.Publishers, Inc.

6 Davis Dr.
Belmont, CA 94002

Federal Energy Administration
Washington, DC 20461

Ginn and Co.
P.O. AM{ 2649
Columbus, OH 43216

GoodheartWillcox Co., Inc.
123 West Taft Drive
South Holland, IL 60473

Gregg Press
Division of GKHall & Co.
70 Lincoln St.
Boston, MA. 02111

Gregg/McGrawHill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Guidance Assoolates

757 iltird Avenue
New York, NY' 10017

Gulf States Utilities
Consumer Information Department
P.O. Box 2431
Baton Rouge, LA 70821

Harper and Row Publishers, Inc.
10 East 53rd Storeet
New York, NY 10022

D. C. Heath & Company
College Dept.
125 Spring St.
Lexington, MA 12173

Henry Sanoff
North Carolina State University A
Raleigh, NC 27607

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

*nl. Fifth Avenue
iNew York, NY 10175

Home Economics Publishers
Sheldon, WI 54766,

Home Economics .School Services

P.O. Box 802
Culver City, CA 90230

Homemaking Research Laboratori,e '

Tony, WI 54563

Household Finance Corporion
2700 Sanders Road

,
Prospect Heights, IL 60070
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Insurance Informa4on Institute
110 William Street
New Yoi-k, NY 10038

Interpretiye Education
2306 Winters Drive'
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

Iowa State University
Medi,' Resources Center

Ames, IA 50011

C. Penney Co.} Inc.
Educational Relations
I301 Ave. of the Americas
New York, NY 10019

Janus Nok publishers
25011--ndustrial Pkwy, West,

Hayward, CA 94545

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

605 rhird Avenue
New York, Nv 10158

Johnson Wax
Consumer Services Center
1525 Howe Street
Racine, WI 53403

KIrsch Company
Sturgis, MI .49091

Learning Arts
P.O. BoX 179
Wichita', KA 67201

Lemming Resources Corporation
7594 Eads Avenue
La Jolla, CA 92037

The Learning..Seed Co.

21250 Andover
Kildeer, II 60047

411

J. B. Iippincott Company
Educational-Publishing Division
East Washington Square
Philadelphia, PA 19105

Learning Tree Filmstrips
7108 S. Alton Way,

13. O. Box 3009, Dept. 850

Englewood, CO 80155

Longwood-Division
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

Link Drive
Rockleigh, NJ 07647

- LoUisiana Cooperative Extension
Service

Knapp Hall
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

2 .1

Louisiana State Department of
Education

Film Library
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

Louisiana State Office of Consuller
Pr 9tec t ion

Capin:0 Station
P:0.-Box 44091, Suite 1218
Baton Rouge, LA 70804

MacleanHunter Learning Resources
708 Third Avenue

New York, 0 10017

Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.
866-Third Avenue .

New York, NY 10022

MajOr Appliance Consumer Action
Panel (MACAP)
20 N. Wacker Drive
.Chicago, IL 60606

Manufactured Housing. Institute
1745 Jefferson Davis Highway

Suite 511
Arlingtdn, VA 22202

'McCall .,Pattern Co.

Education Dept.

Box EMD 9119
Manhattan, KS 66502

McGrawHill Films
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

McKnight Publishing Co.

P.O. Box 2854
Bloomington, IL 61701

0



Milliken Publishing Company

1100 Research Blvd. .

St. Louis, MO 63132

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Company (3M)

3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55101

Mobile Home ManufaCturers 4

Association
P.O. Box 201
Chantilly, VA 22021

Mobile Living Communications Center

P.O. Box 3431
Chicago, IL 60654

Modern Talking Picture Service,

Inc.
Classroom Service Dept.

5000 Park St.'North
St. Petersburg, FL 33709

Nasco
901 Janesville Avenue
Fort Atkinson, WS 55538

National isociation of Home

Builders Research Foundation,

Inc.

Box 627

Rockville, MD 20850
sr

,National Association of Rea)tors

155 East Superior St.

Chicago, IL 60611

National Bureau of Standards

U. S. Department of Commerce
Washington, DC 20234

/""

Office of Economic Opportunity
Washington, DC 20506

Paul MacAllister & Associates
Lake Bluff, IL 60044'

Pitman 'Learning, Inc.

6 Davis Drive .0

Belmotrt, CA 94002

Plan-It-Kit, Inc.'
Box 429
Westport, CT 06880

Polished Apple
3742 Seahorn Drive
Malibu, CA 90265

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Proctor and Gamble
P.O. Box 14009
Cincinnati, OH 45214

Realtors National Marketing
Institute
430 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago IL 60611

Risdon Manufacturing Co.
P.O. Box 231
Waterbury, CT 06720

Rubbermaid Company
Wooster, OH 44691

School Media Associates
2620 Caladium Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30345

Scribner Book Companies

597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Sears Consumer Information Services

Dept. 703
Sears Tower
ChicagouwIL 60684

Soap and Detergent Association

475 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Solar Systems Igternational

27 Greenleaf Drive
Hampden, MA 01036

4

Southern Furniture Manufacturers

Association

P.O. ,4o,c 2436

'High Point, NC 27261
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Space Planner
1359 Park Street
Alameda, CA 94501

Sperry and Hutchinson Co,
2900 West Seminary Drive
Ft. Worth, TX 76133

Underground Homes
700 MasoniC Bldg.
Portsmouth, OH 45662

'iiderground Space Center

11 Mines and Metallurgy
221 Church Street S.E.
university of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission

1111 i8th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20207

U S. Department of Agriculture
Office of Communications
Washington, DC 20250

U. S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development

451 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, DC 20410

U. S. Government printing Office
Superintendent of Documents
Washingt; DC 20402 .

Webster/McGrawHill
30th Floor
1221 Ave of the Americas
New York, NY 10002

aest Glen Films
565 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

West Point Pepperell

West Point, GA 31833

West Publishing Company
'56 West Kellogg Blvd.
P.O. Box 3526
St. Paul, MN 55165



PERIODICALSWITH HOUSING INFORMATION

"American Home"
Downe Publishing
641 Lexington Avenue

' New York, NY 10022

"Better Homes and Gardens"
Meredith Corporation
1716 Locust Street
Des Moines, IA 50336

"Budget Decorating"
Maco Publishing Co.
635 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

"Chanking Times"
Kiplinger WashiAgton Editors,
Inc.

.

1729 H Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

(Monthly. Consumer information.)

"Consumer Reports".
Consumers Union of U.S., In.c.
Orangeburg, NY 10962

"1001 Decorating Ideas"
Conso Publishing Co.
27 West 23rd SCreet

, New York, NY 10010

"The-Energy Consumer"'
Department of Energy

- Office of Consumer Affairs
Washington, DC 20585

(6 times/yr. Federal energy
programs. Free subscription.)

"Forum"
2. C. Penney Co., Inc
1301 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY' 10019
(2 times/yr. Curriculum ideas,
special features. Free from

local stowe managers.)

"Homeowner's How To"
Times Mirror Magazines, Inc.
P.O. Box 2841'
Boulder, CO 80321

(6 times/yr. For do-it-yourself

.remodeleri:)

"Home Planning and pecorating"
Hudson Home Publications
175 South San Antonio, Road
Los Altos, CA 94022

-

"House and Garden"
The Conde Nast Publications, Inc.
350 Madison Avenue
New York, RY 10017

"House Beautiful"
The Hearst Corporation .

717 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10022

"Housing" (Formerly House and Home)
McGraw-Hill
1221 Avenue of the Americas
'New York, NY 10020. '

(Monthly fo* people who plan and
build homes.)

,
"Housing and Society
American Association of Rousing

"Forecast for Home Economics/ Educaeors
CO-Ed" Department of'Family Economics

Justin HallScholastic Magazinei, Inc.
902 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506

(10 issues Sept.-June. Teaching (3 time/Yr. Professional articles
techniques, special features, home 'and research, education, legisla-
furnishings and equipment, careers,, tion, policy and extensiorlactivi-
crafts, consumer awareness.) ties.)
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Journal of Home Economics
2010 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

"New Shelter"
33 East Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18049

(9 time/yr. Tips on maxinlizing

home efficiency, production,
comfort, security.)

"Nouveau"
rr Enterprises, Inc.
2300 Middlebury St.
Elkhárt, IN 46516

(Annual. Mobile homes and
manufactured housing.)

"What's New in Home Economics"
North American Publishing Co.
Philadelphia, PA 19108

(10 times/yr. Teaching ideas.)

"Woman's Day Magazine" ,

Fawcett Printing Corporation
Louisville, KY 40201
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